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The Richmond Examiner
gbant’b

on

the Situation.

gbkat combinations.

The Richmond Examiner of the 21st instant

gives review of the military situation
from a Southern view, and extracts from it
some

a

rather

chilly

comfort.

movements of our armies are

It duds that the
merely a “Yan-

kee combination, which,” st says, “though
beautiful
tial

point

on

always
attempt is made to carry
is all the hope the Examin-

paper,
when the

them out.”

This

fails in some essen-

has for Richmond and Lee’s army, and
such a doubtful chance to lean upon can hardly encourage the Southern heart to burn very
er

fiercely. The Examiner’s

article is

as

fol-

lows:
“The enemy is now gathering all the available lorces from all Yaukee armies and garrisons, and directing them for one combined
movement against Richmond. Sherman advancing through South Carolina, while Beau
regard slowly retreats before him towards
Charlotte—Foster, or some other commanding
Foster’s troops, making demonstrations with
heavy force ou the Roanoke and Neuse rivers
eastward, while rumor says that the Yankee
force in East Tennesee is, at the same time to
cross the Alleghany and come down into
North Carolina by the west, thus advancing
both by way of Weldon and by way of Salisbury, attempting to take Beauregard in flank,
or even to cut him off by uniting in his rear;
while Grant waits patiently within his fortifications for Sherman’s appearance on the Danville railroad; so that the whole accumulated
power of the Federal host may close in on
Richmond, cut off its supplies and compel its
surrender.
It is all extremely fine, but not new; we
heard ot something of this sort before, and
even more than once.
It is one of those magnificent combinations, extending over a vast
space, which now form the well-known characteristics of Yankee warfare. These superhuman combinations satisfy and exalt the imignation, but they have the disadv; itage ol
always failing In some one essential part. In
a newspaper programme, on the map, and, we
dare say, in the general orders assigning to
each army and commander his especial duty,
all to be accomplished by a given day—this
sort of campaign looks majestic; only when
set a-goiug and brought into collision with
hard tact? it somehow becomes dislocated—.
Thus the contemplation of these many armies
approacmng from an points ot tne compass,
and bound to keep time, has lost a good deal
of its intimidating effect. Wbat is this campaign but a repetition of last year? Then,
also, Butler with 50,000 men was to advance
upon Kichmond by the South, Grant, with
150,000 from the North, Hunter, with 15,000
men Jroui the West, taking Lynchbnrg on his
way, aud destroying the railroads both beyond
and on this side of that city. Of course our
supplies were to be cut off, and of course
Richmond was to surrender; and Butler was
to have been reigning over us sometime in
July last, at the latest. What has become of
thosejmighty armies ? Niue months have barely passed—and the broken and wearied remremuants of them are scarce sufficient to provoke an occasional skirmish at some point upon our lines, which no longer causes an alarm
bell to ring in Richmond.
Grant demands a hundred thousand men;
and as lor Bntler, now “planting his cabbages7’
at native Lowell, no Confederate names him
without a laugh. Yet those commanders and
their hosts seemed formidable enough to us
nine months ago, especially as portrayed to us
in the eloquent and menacing paragraphs of
Yankee war correspondents, who are really
learning to write campaigns in a military slaDg
quite imposing to persons in civil life. Accordingly, in May and June last, many weakminded citizens were preparing to quit Richmond, aud Mr. MemmiDger, ever mindful of
the safety of his interesting Treasury Employees, packed them off to Columbia. “Now am
I in Arden,” quoth Touchstone. “More foci
I. When 1 was at home I was in a better
place.” That was indeed one of the great financial strokes of Mr. Memminger.
Now' there is not at this moment so much
to alarm us in reality as there was last May.
It is true we have not so many troops; but
neither has our enemy by a great deal. On
that occasion, too, Gen. Butler could aud did
land his forces at City Point without any effort or loss; but this year Sherman has to
fight bis way through many a swamp, aud
take or turn many a battery, and leave many
a blue coated corpse behiud| him ere he can
hope to see a Virginia railroad. It is hoped,
not without some degree of confidence, that
the President will not this year relieve Gen.
Beauregard in the very crisis of his campaign, aud appoint General Pendleton in his
place, with orders to the latter to slip round
to Sherman’s rear and march away to Mobile.
But barring this, or some other equally enormous blunder or crime, it seems evident that
Sherman has before him a much more perilous part of the grand campaign than Butler
had last year. And in the meantime his devastating march through South Carolina is no
more conquering that State than his great
I
raid through Georgia has converted Georgians
to the “Union.”
ivtcnmona

is

sale it all

their

parties

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing between

Seth K. Beedv and Mana^seh Smith, under the
TQK
firm
of

that General asks at their hands.
and decision are important in
this matter; yet it is understood that many
members have long speeches to make, and one,
they say, has even threatened to be heard for
two days, going down into the very fl?st
principles of human society, and soaring to the
sublime future which is reserved for the destiny of onr species, and the roads almost beginning already to dry under the winds of March !
Two days 1 Why. Sherman can march forty
miles in two days!
If this measure is to be adopted to increase
our means of national defence, it were well it
were done quickly, in order that there may be
at least a portion of the new material ready
for the work of the coming struggle. In the
meantime, let it not enter the thoughts of any
citizen of Richmond that the city is in liny
greater danger this spring than it was the
spring before. There is the strongest probability, (oo, ail the omens indicate, that this
will be the last campaign against the capital

of Virginia.

Expression

op dress

—Women

are

more

like flowers than we think. In their dress
and adornments they express their natures, as
the flowers do in their petlas and colors. Some
women are like the modest daisies and violets
—they never look or feel better than when
dressed in a morning wrapper. Others are
not themselves unless they can flame out in
georgeous dyes, like the tulip or blush rose.
Who has notseen women just like white lilies?
We know several double marigold and pop
pies. There are women fit only for velvets like
the dahlias; others are graceful and
airy ’like
azaleas. Now and then you see
hollyhocks
and sunflowers. When women are tree to
dress as they like, uncontrolled
by others
and not limited by their circumstances,
they
do not fail to express their true characters
and dress becomes a form of expression very

genuine and useful.

Beedy

came

&

by mutual oosent.
the business of the
nasseh Smith.

smith, is this day dissolved

firm will be continued by MaSbth E.

Bbxdv,

Mahasseh Smith.

Portland, Feb'y 16, 1866.—dlw

U.

S.

BOUNTY AND BACK PAY,
Invalid Pensions, and Artificial Limbs,
Procured

Prize

for

Officers

and

Soldiers.

and

money

Pay,

Stage,

Steamboat and Railroad Transportam
tion Bills
Collected at Low Rates.
Substitute and Eklistmeht Papers, made out

and attended to.

63P*Prisoners’ Pay obtained for their wives

or

and all olaims
collected by

MANASSEH SMITH,
(Successor to Beedy & Smith,)
P. O. Address,
PORTLAND, ME.

Office 62
Feb 16—dim

20th

Exchange

Street.

Lieut. Col. Ellis

IS

Office 229

now

in

Near City Building.

FOUR HUNDRED DOLLARS,
Paid to

the Recruit

or

the time of

Substiute at

being

Mustered into United States Service.
To Citizens of Portland,
additional

The

DOLLARS,

COMPOUND.

Burns,Chapped Hands,
ttcalds.

SALT

RHEUM

no

mercury

or

other

S

OINTMENT
mineral substance-. It

and

purely
VEGETABLE.

One trial is sufficient to convince the most skepti
cal that its efficacy in allaying infiamation and reducing swellings is wonderful.

The

Great

Kennedy’s

Ointment,

Should be in every househo d. No other Ointment
cao cwnpet; with it as a
ready and speedy means ot
relief, k or Burnt and Scads it is the most
perfect
*

cure ever known.
As an Emollient

KENNEDY’S
BALT RHEUjA OINTMENT
Is unsurpassed.
The knughest Skin is made smooth.
Chapped Hands are instantly healed.
(rackedand Dried Lips are healed and softened
T° k.®?p
aud tace comfortable
Un hands
during
the cold weather,
put a little of tho ointment on
to
when going
bed.
Put up iu two Bized bottles.

Eeoruiting Office, City Building.
Parties desiring to enlist
tntes, will apply there.

ASBET8.

Amount United States Stocks,
Amount Cash on hand,
Amount Cash in hands of agents,
▲mount Loaner en Collateral,
Amount of an othsr Investmens,

the

The larger
FIFTY CENTS,
per bottle.
Sold by H. H, Hay, W. F. Phillips, and all other

uovlCwlyW

liability

determine!,

Capital

1st,

and

Blanch Office,
Joseph

813,270 00

Assets, January

8181,41122
8300,090 00

631,411

as

Volunteer

or

Substi-

fsblldtf

22

Hunger & Co, Agentg, Portland,

Char es Humphrey, Yarmouth; Geo. G. Wight,
feM6d8vv
Bridgton.

received the
manufactured by the

HAVING

YORK

PIANO

CO.,

FORTE

THE

Street,

N

Y.,

*»f
feteinways’.Gbiokerings', or those
noted manufacturer in this co
or
to

otner

any

ntry
Europe.
Tho company being composed of twenty of the

at the

City Hall
for Enrolled

WANTED
Substitutes
to

wnom the

Recruiting Cflioe,

“highest

CASH

Men in this City,

SCHUMACHER

BOUNTIES,

For One, Two or Three
Years’Enlistments, in the
Akmy or Navy will bo paid.
Substitutes wishing to enlist will make diroot

application

OKAS. J.

wa-

For

particulars enquire of
GEO. OWEN,
*p7 dtf_101 Commercial Street, Portland*

Ship
No*

,aa tho “Morse Farm.''
Likewise
h;s stock and Farming tools.
The
contains about 110 act es oi good land, good
buildings Ac. Those wishing to purchase are invited to call and examino lor themselves.
E T. Dilltnguax.
•
East North Yarmouth, Jan2d, 1865.
jan4eodtf

in

person.

Recruiting
Feb

Office, City

Building.

17—dtf

THE

STATE OF MAINE

Capital Stock,---$200,000.
No.

Shares, 2000.

PAH VALUE, SIOO.
No

Assessments.

Incorporated Feb’y l, 1866.

President, JOHN E. DONNELL.'
Treasdrer, CHARLES RICHARDSON.

A

Sewing Machine,

lan'4, well divided into tillage and
grass land. There is on tue farm, a oue story house,
carriage house, and birn b7 f >et Dy 60, with a good
cellar und r it. It has a good orchard, with about
300 young f uit trees.
JOHN M. ALX.EN,
jan26eod3m
S^coarappa.

by experienced workmen.
Instructions given on all kinds of Machines. All
kinds of Machines taken in exchange for the Weed.
Also Machines to let by the week or month.
manner

Weed Sewing Machine Co.,

Director*.
WM.

E.

CHAS.

DONNELL,

CHASE,

HENRY

P.

RICHARDSON,

ELIPHALET

DEANE,

TB

Company have

soon as

Insurance

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.
ASSETS

John B. Brown A
H. J. Libby A Co.

A. C. 8., U.k. A, I
i
be received at this office
at 12
lor the
Fresh Beef to all the troops
at
supply
the Camps and Forts in the vicinity of Portland,
Maine, for one year (or such les time as the Commissary General shall direct). The Beef to bo oi the
best quality in quarters, with an equal proportion
of ore aud hi ad; nooks, shanks and kidney tallow
to be exo uded.
Each bid must be accompanied by a copy of this
advertisement, and the names of two responsible
persons, (residents of Portland) to enter into a sufficient bond as sureties for the faithful performance
of the contract.
The A. C. S. reserves the right to reject any or
all bids not deemed advantageous to the Government.
Proposals must be endorsed “Proposals for furnishing Fresh Beef, Box 1522, Portland! Post Office.*’
The bids will be opened at the t me specified, atmy
office, No. 292$ Morion Block, Congress street. Bidders are invited to be present
HENRY INMAN.
Capt. A A. Q. M. A A. C. S., U. S. A.
Feb 4—dtd
of this

<

Town

Scrip.

Thousand Dollars,

Fifteen

Son, Heksey,

Flktchkr A Co.
John Lynch A Co.
The undersigned baring been appointed Agent
and Attohnby lor this Company, is now prepared
to issue Policies on Insurable Property at ourrent

THE prepared to furnish suits of

FOR SALE.
TWO story Store, near Falmouth Depot, formerly occupied by R. Merrill A Co. Enquire of
*
the subscriber.
REUBEN MERRILL.

C. H.

Enquire of FRANCIS B. HANSON, at Geo. H.
Babcock’s, Federal Street, or of ASA HANSON,
head of Berlin Wharf.
oot« dtf

GRANT’S COFFEE & SPICE MILLS.
ORIGINAL ESTABLISHMENT.

A

IS

SCRIP,

OFFERED FOR
Apply to

E. Jf. PERRY, Town

JanMtf

At

SALE.

Treasurer,

the Sheriffs Office, City Building.
For

^DR. C. KIMBALL,
No. 1351-2 Middle Street, Portland,

AT

REDUCED

The Schooner E. A.

PRICES,

Iebl5d3w*

Commission.

Sanitary
Office of

the U. S. Fanitaru Commission, \
823 Broadway, N. Y., Dec, 20, 1864. )
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jb., of Portland.
Maine, ha* consented to accept the duties of
General Agent of the Commission for Maine, and
is hereby appointed such agent by authority of the
Commission.
He will te ready to furnish advice to the friends
of the Commission's work throughout the 8*ato.
All mousy contributed in Maine lor the use of the
Commission should be paid to Mr. Washburn or to
persons designated by lim.
Hon. Mr. Washburn is the sole agent recognized
by the Commission for Maine.
J. FOSTER JENKINS,
dec28d&wtf
General Secretary.

HON.

STREET,

First Door North qf Post Office Entrance.
subscriber is prerared to sell Petroleum Oil
Stocks ia some of the Best Companies in New
Hn gland, and will purchase and furnish stock on
the most tavorable terms, in the moat desirable Com
panics in Bos on, New York and Philadelphia.
E3F* Borne of the3e Companiei offer superior inducements.
JOHN C. PROCTER.

THE

Feb23-d&w3w

the

Notice*
Portland, Jan. 28,1865
E certify that we have
thoroughly examined
the Machine Shop of the Portland Company
and that there is no danger of accident.
The only defect was in a few of the floor timbers
of the third story.
Thi/i has been remedied so as to be perfectly safe
untiitbo whole structure can be made doubly strong
by new beams and columns which are in progress,
and will be completed as soon as practicableThos. J, Sparrow,

W_

Brock

1 Don’t

Swear
the loy

on

pair

I slip down.

Notice.

as
uwutcoaii

«.

as

well

gentlemen,

wear

them
uAiLifii, a

To Let.
gentleman of steady habits,

TOfurnished Room,
a

well

as

Ladies,

Kxcnanaesi.

large, pleasan
furnace- and sup
a

heated by a
died with gas, in a private family. House centrallt
ieb 16 dtf
ooated. Apply to W, 43 Middle at.

I

No. 20 Preble Street, Portland, Me;

vited to call and examine.
Kepairing done with neatnese
nov4dtf

Coal
j

j oconp

Wanted*
HOUSE in the upper part of the city,
in exebauge for Real Estate,
A SMALL
part payment.
Limit

I

in

one

week,
H., This Office.

F. F.

patrons and the
flne assortment of

,

Old

Hazelton

St.

BROOK'S Treasurer.
iebl8i&wietf

Cumberland

A

Iebl8d2w*

Wood Choppers Wanted.
chop 100 cords wood. The highest ca*h price
paid. For particulars enquire of Arthur Dyer,
tio.80, York Ss., or Scott Dyer, t ape Elizabeth.

TO

,

Wauled.
or

located. Address Post Office Box 574.

febl6dl*m

Wauled.
requiring he services of Book-keeper,
ANY
Assistant BooK-keeper,
Copyist, that
furnish
a

one

can

or

good re ererces, from former employees,
only to address LEWIS, Portland P O.
fewl6d2*
February 16th 1865.

Wanted.
SITUATION in the Editorial Department of
some
newspaper, by one who love3 the profession, ana from choice would inaie it a business lor
lHo. Address for one month
tebl6d3w
ENOCH KNIGHT, Lovell, Mo.

A

WANTED I
cents per lb. for all Pamphlets
pay
delivered at the office ot the Portland Sugar Co.,
corner Commercial and Maplo sts.
J. M. BROWN
jan21dtf

Portland. Jane

Wood,

CO.

Warm, Cold and Shower baths, Wank
Bowls, Brats A Silver Platod Cocks,

PyVEEY

Wanted.

Railroad Hotel Buildings,
Campus Martius,
Detroit, Mich.

Oktmhert

j'

Opt.

26th-_oct27tf

Wanted to Purchase^
A BRICK HOUSE, situated in the Western
part of
“ the city. Possession to be had
May 1st lt«6.
Address Box No. 70, Port'and p. o„ stating looality, price to., for three weeks.
deolBdwtf

PORTLAND,

N. B.—Particular attention paid to the purchase
Flour, fallow, Grain, &o., fto ,1'orthe Eas'market, and would respetiully refer to as references,
First va*ioual Bank of Detroit,
P. Pres.on A Go Bankers, Detroit,
Moore. Foote A Go., Merchants, Detroit
L. P. Knight, Esq., M. C-«t’l K. K. Co.,
Defoit,
Wright & Beebe, Com. Merchts Chicago. 111.
dec29a8m
Btneor Courier copy.

Skates I Skates I

stropsASSORTMENT

MR.

!

WHOLESALE

DURAN!
NO.
AU

&

185

and

RETAIL

order* in the oity

or

oot21tf

CLIFFORD,
No.

6 Lime St.

Scotch Canvass.

At B. D. VERRILL’S
LAW AND COLLECTION
117

Middle St., Portland.

iftnl3tl

STOVES, STOVES!
On Sale

0AK

100,000.Zfi]K
S1MONTON

■»

KNIORT,
48 Commercial Wharf.
JuneUdtf

Portland, Jone 18.1864

A

THE

BEST!

or

to

ARE YOU IN WANT OF A

Sewing- Machine?
CALL AND

OFFICE,

__A^o.

Treenail*..

GET

ll
__eept28dt.
Leave Your Demands for Collection

Let 1

EXAMINE.

THE EMPIRE!
Which has proved itself to be th« best suited to all
kinds of work of any now in use.
It is

pronounced by the most profound expert »t*

C. H. STUART & CO.’S, Simplicity A Perfection Combined
171 and 173 Middle Street.
COME AND SEE
Tha colebrated large oven P. P. SUwnrt
Cook! and
Parlor Stovee.
The New Carpenter McGregor.
The Meridian Cook.
The Parlor Gae Burner,
And various other patterns of Cook and
Stovee, lor City and Country use.

Parlor

FOR PORTABLE LIGHT.

159 ForeBt.

Ma

WILL
^.NY

We

OF »VERY DB0OBIFT1OH

So that Money eon be Saved in these War limes.
Aug 27—dtf

FROST,
Produce Dealers,
No. 16 Lime Street.

PERSON

Using

are

Consignments

1—Bind

Daily

CLOTHING

1A1FACTMIM HPilHUT!
And know

tbey

G. L.

are

the

thing

>o

long .ought tor.

STOKER A

58 and 60 Middle St.,

CO.,

Portland*

Me.

roduce ol al'

solicited.

Not 17—d4m

News-paper Correspondence.

undersigned, un
rpUE
bv tender* his ser
JL

ex-editor of this oity, here»fces, for u reasonable comthe publishers of any new* journals
in Maine, in Boston, in ^jew York or else* here who
would like to enjoy the
ready <.orre*pouoence of an
esperieuced writer
j QrnsJi*t st the Capital ot
this State. He flatt. r* birose f that his acquaintance
with the l^cal t.au> actions and the publio measures
a d ihe public men of rheStat?aud (J' uu.ry. a* well
as hi*
long experience in t> pogrspbical and editorial labo>*, give him an advantage in this letpeet
which few other* pcsse*s He know- bow to write
•
copy'* lor tbe printer that wili require no revision
He is also a good
after it passe* our of his hards.
aud expeditious proof” reader, and is willing to
with
any
who
desire his sermay
engage
publisher
vice* st home or abroad, in t> at caind’y.
WILLIAM A. DJUCW.
tsnftdtl
Augusta, Jsn’y 2, 1866.

pensation,

PORTLAND, MAXN*.

Oot 7—dtf

them

IX OUB

General State Agents.

£:2:F»! PORTLAND, ME.
Tho higheet market pricef pa.’d foi

chine,

SATISFY

SUPERIORITY.

Repair Gentlemens'Garments

_

D ANFORTH & CLIFFORD
BUOOU0OE0

TO

to

_

HATCH, CLIFFORD A CO.

Commission

Produce

AMD

Merchants,
IK

LARD.

EGGS,

Beans, Dried Apples,

Hams,

HO.

DEALERS

CHEESE,

BUTTER,
3

LIME

Ac.

STREET,
dtt

FARMERS,
-AKD-

SHIP

BUILDERS.

KI"k/"k HHDS. 8ALT, slightl? damaged, suitable
ov/v lor !arming porpoeae and salting vbmohA

DANA

9-d3wU_

CO.

_

DANFORTH

A

CLIFFORD,
3Lime street.

novSOtf

Hew Steam Grist iff ill,
6

L1TTLEFIEL
feblSdlm*
%

fc

of

U. S. MAHMIIL'S MAUS.
UnrrxD States of A a erica, I
Dierjct of MeI'S. ss
to Vend: Expo: to me directed
t oro the Hon Asher PT»re, JudgeQ/thollnIted
Spates His’riot' ourt. elthin and for the District 0
Maine, I >had exposeeod sell at public auction, to
the higlest bi der tbr relcr, the following property
and merchandise, at the time and place within said
_

PORTLAND, MB.

6

JOSE,

Tlxim

ITS

lulormt, his friend!

t Mechanic*’ Hills, oorner
NOS
Maple eta.

sale at Wholesale by

EXAMINATION
OF

ECONOMYJS WEALTH.

LIG-RO-INE.

Thing

AN

Dec 1—d8m

Fob

CHARLES

Custom House Wharf.

from the oonntry prompt

114 Middle St.
1—evdtf CHA8. DAT. Jr.,

febl3d4w

Morena Clayed Molasa*

BRACKETT.

MIDDLE STREET.

JUST RECEIVED!!
lot of New Buckwhbat. Gbaham
A NICE
FLona, oatmeal. Hoe Yeast Cakes, and
NEW LIGHT. for
sale by

For

▲L0OJ
400 HHDS. Prime Sierra
es, for sale by

BOLTS of “David Coraar A Son'." Leith,
&\J\J a sail-cloth of superior quality, Joat reoeived direct irom Liverpool, asd fbr eale by
MouILVLBY, RYAN A DAVIS,
161 Commercial St.
Sept 34tb—dtf

and tor sale

LOW PRICKS, to ba

Please call and examine beforo'pnrohasiug.

Great

nas.

AND

And other celebrated Make***-

Nov.

Molasses.

Crop Clayed

1 O7 HHD8. New Crop Clayed Melaaeee. Just
AO 4 landed from brig Caakillian, irom Carde-

A

TRUNKS, VALISES,

of bogs,

as

New

Apples.

Sot. 1 and 2 fret Street Block
(Over H. J. Libby It Co.,)

Lewis’.

!\

open
reception
Company and PleasureParties. Every attention will be given to the oomfort of gueste.
■F~The Cara from Portland every half hour.
WIH8LOW k THAYEK.
Westbrook, Oct. 10—dtf

Choloo Appplee, Joat reoolTOd ul
2QQ BBL8.
tor

AND FURNISHING
GOODS,

ern

of 8KATKS, and at
fonnd in the city.

MORRILL’S

THOS* ASENCIO A CO.,

JOSIAH HEALD.

THE LARGEST

unthat this

iflWhmkBOWn

janlOtf

DHNTIST,
So. 256 Congress Street, corner »f Temple Street

or

Portland,

LEAD*“%B^

MERCHANT,

8 years

Rooms
untarnished, for whioh liberal
aation will be paid
Address G. J., box2204oompen•urmshed

aii

READY-MADE CLOTHING

WILLIAM’S & MORSE SKATES,

a

8hopf,

Msnulaotnrers and Wholesale Dealers In

the sunny side of Exchange street, about midway between New City Hall and Post Office,
good place to buy

a

Water Fixture* (or Dwsl-

«J- T. Lewis & Co.

TO

Wife and
Daughter,
Byold, Gentleman,
good suit of rooms with board.

ol

PUMpg ^PdTSo^^1'

Douglas’s Pat, Ankle Support Skates,

Wanted,
ION as Book-keeper in a wholesale
A SITUA1
establishment, or as a Copyist. Best of rcibrenoe given. Address "H. F. D.
Press Office, ti

dencription

lin8 Houaee, Hotels, Pnblie Belldinre,
P
*0.’ arranged and eet up in the beet

found.
P- MORRKLL tCO., have a good assortment at «tiir
Prices, U3 Ks-changeetreet.
deol4dtf

The pablio are respectfully informed
spacious, convenient and well
Houee* situated at

m

O&

S

Fork Packer & Provision Dealer,
And Curer of Extra Family Hams,

Sk.ato

Known AS TH1

Be-opened with New Fumituro ft Fixtures,
WINSLOW A THAYER, Proprietors*

mo. 194 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

8kates, Gents. Skates, Boys’ States,
LADIES’
Norwiob Clipper SkateB, Blondin Skates,

Ovorooat.

POanXLT

MAKAR Of

kinds.
Deo

13.IRSt.—dlv

COMMISSION

S-D'MILLER, Proprietor.

McClellan house,

HATCH &

&

Free

FOREST AVENUE HOUSE

•pildU

PLUMBER!

aeptW

A.n

j

tteorge Darling,

ten

ON

"oral,
Arbroath.

J. H. BTOHY, Ho. 28 Exehango 8t.

Blacksmiths.

RANDALL, MoALLISTER

a

or

*

Coal for

Plan.

w

WILLIAM j). PEARCE,

o'.

Delivered to order in any part of the city,
Thd former customers of Messrs. Sawyer 3c Whitney are respectfully invited to give ns a call.

fob 18 d3w*

before the first of April,
house,
TOrent.cn,
with about twelve,
fourteen Rooms, centrally

Lorberry.

Coal 1

Also, Hard an«l Sou

or

street.

rWILL

Superior

A

small two story tenement, within fifteen minutes walk of Post Office,
between this aDd ih * first of May. One with small
barn preferred.
Enquire of L. P. H 58 Middle

deouatr
A.

AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR PRICES

White and Red Ash,
Diamond and

Together with tho best quality

Wanted.
COTTAGE House,

Lehigh,

Locust Mountain.

John's,

on© or

Brunswick, Feb 17,

ammoni oontrooi "
Extra A11 Long fl*x

subscriber rospeotlhlly
in general that he will
THE

Sugar Leal Lehigh,

to borrow for tho Town of Brunswick,
WANTED
two
Twenty Thousand Dollars, for
AI
1865.

He.

300 do
do Navy Fine
Delivered in Portland or Boetoa,
Batli. April20.1888.

generally, with a

Company Lehigh,

#30,000.
years.

pnblio

WELL PICKED AND SCREENED

WAN

E. CHAPMAN Jr.,
229 Cougress

purohased tho Stock ol
taken the stand recently

by Messrs. Sawyer
Whitney, head of
Wharf, are now prepared to supply their

Maine
tormtr

i'ED—Parties who have small or large
capital to invest in one ot the boot money-makinvention
in the United Spates
ing
25—dlw

and dispatch.

ii«i Wood!

subscriber having
THE
Coal and Wood, and
led

European

O* Meals Cooked to Order at all heart.
lunch every day at 11 o'clock.

be

The latest styles of carriages and sleighs constantly on hand, and made to order.
The new and elegant *‘M n tor” sleighs are now
on exhibition, and those
wishing to purchase are in-

more

ct

■'j aide-walk,
Bailiy’s
Path is
7 CttRKPKRB” and you cant

Feb 23d2w*

a

SLBl U\S,

war

cash in hand.
Town Quotas Promptly Filled. Call on Cap Jas,
French, ac the Albion Hou;0, No. 117 Federal St.,
febl0d3w
Portland, Me.

...

slip
(When you but
get

AND

Agenta liberally dealt with.
By Recruita making application in person, they

Portland Petroleum Office,
LIME

CARRIAGES,

Albion House, No 117 Federal at, Portland.

as

dLall,

Buaoesaor to J. F. Id-jty.
Manufacturer of

BY

has

ON

Carriage Manufactory.

Very Highest Bounty

Now i« the time to get a Bra bouhtit,
ia likely to be aettled in three montna.

Feb

NOW offer to the Trade a large Jot ot the beet
Tripe that can be found in any market, at two
dollars less per bbl. than 1 have sold it* through the
la 1 and winter. Pieasej^order.
Price per tbl. 818,60; per half bbl."89.00.
Orders
by mail, or lelt at No 12 Milk st. Mamet, will meet
with prompt attention.
C. W. BEhKwAP.

Williams, 54 tons

notice to the
room at the
City Building, with Orccherv, Glass Ware.Cutlerv and Cooking Apparatus, which he will loan on
reasonable terms, so that those wishing for the same,
will save expense of Trucking, Packing,
Help to.
Apdljrattho Eating HoneeNos. 13 A 15 Temple
Street.
feb25 lwd
ISAAC BARNUM.

Geo. L.
Capt Cy-

I

burthen, now lyingatSymoiiton'sCovo,
tCape Elizabeth, is offered for sale.
H. £. WILLARD,
Apply to
Cape Elizabeth.

undersigned would give this
THE
pup'.ic that he has furnished
New

The

TRIPE!

Portland, Feb. 14 h, 1865.

notice.
UP All goods entrustedotthe owner’s risk.
marchlOdtf

Five HundredJVten Wanted I

j*nl4eodtf

TRIPE, TRIPE,

Coffee and Spioeu put up for the trade, with any
address, in all variety of paokagoa, and warranted
represented.
Coffee roasted and ground for the trad* at short

H. Ha

Hall,

AY-

“Gov-1

as

__

$3000. Address for
mar2dlw

JJ entist,

,

Snlaeratns A Cream Tartar,
Ntw Coffee and Spice Mills, 13 and IS Union street,
Portland, Me.

WANTS, LOST,FOUND

Lancaster

This House is now open to tfco Public,
having been leased by tbo subscriber for a

Canvas,

BOLi'b baucrior Bleached 1
300 do All Lung flax
300

Opp.

i,mterm of years, and baa been thoroughly ren--Jiovated, and ap.endidly famished, regardlees of xpense. Ko ma to let by the day or west,
It will be kept on the

8«pt3Uti

J AMES T. PATTEN A 00.
V

aachU eodtf

PORTLAND, ME.

Bags
COFFEE, SPICES, Traveling
Manufactured

For Sale.
Lot No. 46 Franklin street. Price
Tnirtv-three hundred dollars 183,300 ) Terms
WSt E. BaRNES,
easy. Address,
feb24d2w*
34 Old Slip, New York.

--—--

janoOGro

Sale.

to
WM. CAMMETT.

and

will receive

Sturdivant, E. Egginton.

G-R A N T
Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of

pply

Sale o»' Exchange.
Lot of land No. 86 Portland
St., containing over
Sooo'quareteet For particulars inquire a* 87 Commercial Street.
febl6d3w*

PORT L A N D.

rus

J.

Center St.,

ST.,

___lylldti

For Sale.

navy.

References—Bev. Dr. Carruthers, Rev.
Walker, Dr.E. Clark, Dr. Wm. Robinson.

Sept 6.—dfcf

Men wanted for the Army and Navy; men wanted
lor a new Regiment of Sharp-Shoo era. Men wantted for the frontier service
Volunteers and Sub*
stitutea wanted. Sailora, Firemen aud Coal Parsers
wanted. Colored men wanted for the army and

HTArtificial Teeth inserted en Chid, Silver, and
Vulcanite base. All operations warranted to give
satisfaction,
janeS0eodis&wly’64

,

Spikes, Nails, fo.,

At the

Market Square,

Metal

at short notiee and delivered at any port
repaired.
MoGILVEBY, KYAN A DAVIS.
q
E

CAPT. JAMES FRENCH & CO.,

OSGOOD

Clapp’i Block,

CAPE ELIZABETH

TOWN

Co,'Ag’ts.

Copper, Bolt Yellow

Wood for Sale.
eight acres of Pine Wood on the stump
Graves Hill, Westbrook, will he sold at a

PAID

DENTIST,
Vo. 8

Bolt

deol6d3m*

Office, 166 Fore Street.

JOHN W. MUNGER &
Jane 3,1864_dtf.

Yellow Metal & Copper Sheathing,

A

rates.

Portland

Oomp’y.

undersigned, agents of the above Company,

are

bargain.

I>i*apejr,

-TO* BALM

popular hotel

a

tirotton House!

Reeves,

ManDfaotaros to order and in the boat manner,
itary and Navy Uniforms, and Boy* Gar-

Scotch

nanal convenience, ot

amply provided.

Hallo well, Feb. 1 1864.

Force Pumps and Water Closets, ‘i^aiTea from Portland, has been CORNER,
re-furnished and la
of
for the

Sleighs,

New Bedford Copper

Feb 20—eodlra

HOUSE

40

Board of References:

Portland

on

A limimited Portion only ofthe stock is OFFat the COMPANY'S OFFICE NO. 65
Exchange Street
feb!7dtt

#1.204,188

WM. E. WARREN, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice President.
GEOROE W. SAVAGE, Seoretary

possible.

All the lands lying around us and above us
both sides of th9 Alleghany fur many m>hs have
bten taken up and none can now be procured except
at enormous prior s.
At Fredonia, not far from our lands, the town is
lighted with gas procured from a natural spring.
And at several places there are good producing wells
of oil.
It is evident from the great extent f oil territory
by our Company, that the Capital Stock
Is very small. Many other companies, with Capitals
exceeding half a million of of dollars have less than
75 acres of land.
Only one producing well of ten barrels per day will
pav us li- ndsome divi '‘ends.
It is apparrent that as soon as our first well strikes
the great oil reservoirs, our stock will double if not
triple in. value as has been the experience cf many

!

and

Ac

manner, and

For

Company

hand and made to

Sale Boons, 110 and 118 sudOury Si., Boston, Nats.
juneltf

TRE

‘isrii and soft water.
feb 18tf

Of New York, Office 113 Broadway.

WINSLOW,

JAMES N.

ROBERT A. BIRD.
nine leases of lands comprising as many different tracts and contain# about
714 acres, most of them being for the term of fifty
years and two for ninety-nfaue. These lands have
been selected with erjac care by a skillful Agent,
who speut five weeks or more in exploring the lands
of Oil Creek, Cherry faun, and oiher tributaries ofthe
Alleghany Kiver aud then culled ihesem the valley
and cose proximity of the Alleghany upon the Conewango stream in i.attarangus County jai. Y. very
near the Pennsylvania line.
They are favorably located near the Great Western and Atlantic faailroad in a
very rich Oil terrias has been demonstrated
by scientific reports
and actual exploration. The Ame icin Cyclopedia
Volume 12
page 260, under New York says. "At a
number ol places in Alleghany and Cattaraugus
Counties, springs of Petroleum or Bock Oil issue
from the rocks, and jets of Carburett a hydrogen
gas sometimes accompany the oil, and are also
seen butbling up in the standing and running water,
especialJy ol Cattaraugus county.
And Prof. Shepherd ot New Haven, an eminent
geologist, after a reoent careful and thorough examination repot ta, "Here, a*» in the locality of the drst
well boreu on Oil Creek, oil is found rising from the
bed of the streams, and cozing from the banks with
more or less gas emanating trom the streams and
On an adjoining lot a well is being
stagnant
bored which has struck illuminating gas and some
oil at the depth of 22o feet."
Our Superintendent, who has accompanied Prof.
Sheph rtf, writes, "We found the genuine Oil, Petroleum, in many places on Springs, and by digging
holes in the ground Oil and water w.uld come up "
Preparations are being made by other Companies
to sink wells in our neighborhood, and this Company is making every arrangemont to bore wells as
E

Fire

CLARK,

Sleighs

on

Preble street, (Near Preblo ttooee,)
POBTLAND, ME.

premises oocup ed by Doctor Le Prohon, No
7 Soutu st. The premises are oo ivenient, supplied with hard and sort water, furnaoe, gas Ao.
Also a lot oi land 27 by 76.
Enquire at he premises between 12 and 2 I*. M.

Sit*

INTERNATIONAL,

-_- Portland, Me.

Carriages

House No 18 Cross stree’; the lot is large,
ill coataing abont 7000 feet of land,with plenty of

187 1-2 Middle Street, Portland.
G. W. ROBINSON, Agent.

LEMONT,

MANUFACTURER OF

at
ABOUT

Sales Room, 137 1-2 Middle St.,
Whore Machine Findings of all kinds sre constantly
on hand.
Machines of all kinds repaired in the best

YOBTjLAND.

)

and

and all the
ar.

No.16 Union Street.

Bath,

order-__JanelSdti
C. P. K1UBALL,

To Let.

or

|

K.

SfCarriagefl

tor sale.
gned wishing to change his place
of residence, will sell his Shop. Furniture,
St ck, Ao
The rtock is new ana complete in all its
departments. The stand is one ot the best in Portland, being suited to Family and Country Tra ie.—
rot 24
Apply at 146 Congress ft reel.

For Sale

CO.,

Proprietor.

WTbe public are specially informed that the
spacious, convenient and well-known HalloWBLi.
House, in the centre of Hallo well, two miles from
Augusta, and f*ur miles from Torus Spring, has
been retarnished, and is open for the
reception oi
company and perinanenUboarders.
Every attention will be given to the oomfort of
guests.

STABLING,

08 EXCHANGE

Granite Block,

...

Preble Street,

unders

WITH

.anae dtf

Produce,

)

HEW FUBHITUKE a FIXTURES!

Rooilns

R. HER8EY, Agent,

Carriage Manufacturer,

ot

Clerk, H. P. DEANE.

JOHN

the

A

of

adian

REOPEN BDf

ment*.

laneldtl

E.
con-

vers

Street,

.mmercial

Charles Blake,
Henry A. J ones,
B. W. Cage.

FOR SALE.

THE

all the recent improvements, possesses
points of excellence and acknowledged merit
which place it for In advance of any other Machine
now in use.
While many other good Machines have
boon oflered to the pubiio. we have long felt the necessity of a Sewing Machine more perfectly adapted
to all kinds of hamilv Sewing, as well as Heavy
Tailering and Leather Work; and to meet this demand a large amount of labor and capital has been
expended in perfecting the Weed, which we unhesitatingly claim to be the best Sewing Machine in the
world, and we Warrant every Machine to Give Perfeet Satisfaction, for thev have been tried and improved by eleven years of practical experience and
constructed upon true mechanical principles by skillful workmen, and every part is made of the best'
material, nicely adjusted and highly finished.
The Machines can be seen at the

IYo.
oot24

187

Apothecary &hop

THE

New Weed

Be
Western and C
And

HALLOWELL HOUSE

FOR FIAT ROOFS.

__

FLOUR*0RAIN DEALERS,

For Sale,
SQUARE blook of land, of about 73,000 aores
of wood land, on the south side of the river St
Lawrence, in Canada East. It is interceeaed by two
considerable rivers with eligible Mill sites.
Well
wooded with every description of timber, such as
pine and spruce in large quantities, and maple,
birch, beech, tamarao ana bass wood to any amount.
li. T. MACH1N. Portland.
Enquire of
Portland, Feb. 1864.
fob25 eodtf

It

North,

III VJSRPOOIi, kvq.
Nov 11—d6m*

BLAkiS, JOttES

WATER-PROOI

COMPOSITION,

Brokers, Tailor

Tower !Huildln.<g«

1

are resp’Otitally informed that
the intention of the Proprietor that
House shall be kept a tirst cla*■ road
House.
The choicest SupperB served.
—ti
OEu. W. MUBCH.

it is
this

8. G. DENNIS,

I.HPOHVED

Alexander I).

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,
And General Commission Agents,

his Farm for

T*©’public

f fcreet.

Teeth onthe"YuioaniteBee.
*3d all other methods known to tho rrofossio'-.
6'°—
Portland. Ksr M.ima,
„

(Late Songey, Cooper 4 Co.)

HOUSE,

THREE MILES FROM PORTLAND.

Or. J. H. HGAJ D
deposed of hi0 entire Interest in nil
Offloe to Ur, 8.C. FEHNALD, *voii]d
cbeerlulJy
reooommend Um to hia former patients and
tho pat*r°m l01ttK experience,
i«prepar<11
fid to ?r.
insert Artificial

AND

Terms. 92 » day.
JOB JENMESS * SOM,

CAPISIC POND

.Ore.Baoo landBiaiui,
Portland, May 2fi, im.
tf

dti

WILLIAM F. SONGEY & GO.,

modern fixtures of hr.-t cl ss hotels, hut snd cold
kc. It will be oonducte in connection with
Ocean Houmo, ot Eye Beach, M. H, which
will be opened July 1,1865
We solicit he patrjta<e of oar friends and the
tra-eiing publio and will nee our best efforts to

ba'hs,

KiruiBoBii

Gtravol

novl5

sale situated near Dunn's Depot in
North Yarmouth formerly known

on

M’ddl

Hanover St., Boston.

our new

DENTES E,
N^o. 17S

WAaHDY’S

Hou*e,

'111. undersigned have
taken the abora
.House lor a term of vein, and have entirely relyu ihed it witbu
,urutt»re, yaroets. Bade, *c., so that it i, now one ot the
J-[ueateat, .and in every rMptot 0n9 o( th9
nivBt uoinb ruble hotels in lioston, containing ail the

please <>ur patrons.
febl7d*m

Dll, S. C. FERUAEO,

Board at United States Hotel.

R. R. Depot.

sma|

A CARD.

FEIT

80 acres oi g od land, 16 of which is
wood. Good buildings and not a
rou of waste iaad
upon it. Said farm is situated in
Yarmouth, about one and half miles from the G. T.

CO.,

4k

Heodles »sd Trlauelng* \lwmjt eahaid
■MM8M

OFFICE BO. a CLAPP’S BLOCK,
MARKET SQUARE

Tluc superior A. 1 farm, reoeutly
owned and occupied by the late

Web*ter

... Wle

HUNMS, M. D.f
SURGEON & PHYSICIAN,

Farm for Male.

subscriber offers for sale his Farm
road between
THE
Saoiarappa and Gorham.
tains 64

and

S. C.

the

andoue-half miles from Portland.and

hotels.

Painter, HAVING

No. 144 Middle Street,
PORTLAND, MR.
Mr* Work exeonted in every part of the State.
jnneltf

FOR SALE.
CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 20
(rooms, large stable and sheds*—situated two

[finest situation in Cape Elizabeth lor a
_Storing place and summer boarders.

SCgUMArmttt,

Fresco and Banner

jau31dtf.

aores

IyoticeT

Office,

Where they will receive the highest Bounties paid
to

HOWE,

<fe

Agents for New York Piano Forte Co., 394 Hudson
street, N. Y.
References—M. Hermann Kotzsclftn&r.KtwYorki
Mr. Emry.
ieblSdtf

to the

City Recruiting
them

bast wor» men that could be found in the first class
manufactoiies in New York, priucipally in Mr.
Steinway *•» Factory, every part of fheir ins'ruments
id done iu the very be*tmanne-, and this enables the
company to furnish Pane. which if equalled can
wot be surpassed lor vuallty and power of ton.?,
easiness of ac‘ion and beauty.
Judges of Pianos and purchasers are requested to
call at 11£, Middle st, rortland, Maine, any time
during th-» day or evening, where two Pianos are icr
sale, and judgs for themselves.
A Good Bargain is warranted.

*es. 54

OF

__juneldti

—

394 Hudson

DAVIS,

PAPES HANGINGS.
Me, 68 Kxohanae Street, Portland, Me.

farm

We would call the attention of the public to the superior quality of these instruments. They are equal

WOODMAN, FKUB
iAQENTB,

Premium Paged Account Books.

Farm far Sale.

*

L.

AMD MANDFJ OTUItEU

subscriber offers hii Farm, situated in Cape
Elizabeth, about three and a half miles from
Portland Bridge, containing 70 Acres Land, Buildings good, Fenoes substantial B’onewal’, yourg Orchara, choice grafted Fruit About 200 cords wood,
hali Oak and Walnut. Also
Farming tojls, and 60
cords dressing.
Terms of payment made easy.
For particulars enquire of 8COTT DYER on the
Premises, or through Portland, P. O.

for the Pianos

agency

ll^

advance.

year, Id

a

cakds.

SEWING MACHINES i

__

ll R1R£*
Juneldti_

Bookseller, Stationer,

Enquire of Charles Humphrey at Yarmouth Village.
Yarmouth, Jan. 17,1S65.
janl3 eoddfwtf

NEW

—_

:KC-

s

18 acres of Lind.BuildmiS gool.
Fort articular enquire of E. N. PERKY, at tbe
Sheriff's Office, or through lb; For.land Post Office
Bo* 1788.
feblldtf

Farm For Sale.
The spfescriber offers

Sait,

Wholesale and Retail.

centaiug

\ BUSINESS

SiHfi E R; 8

8 f 11 U II

t

__

Subscriber off.rs hit Farm, situated in
Cape
THE
1*1 zabeth,
14 milt Irom Portland Bridge,
auou

and

Luther l>tna,
)
Woodbury Dana J
John A. S. Dr.na. )

Capt. Thaxter Prince, containing

SUBSTITUTES
WANTED !

divided

Fb'iu tor Hale.

Street, Boston.

State

Agent.

J. W.

rue reat is

For further particulars inquire ot the subscriber on
tbepremises.
TUE0PHILU8 STIMSoN.
Gray, Fib 21, 1895—d2w*

Morbiboh, Resident Direotor and Gener-

a

Bare Chance for Business.
any one desiring an interest in a long and well
TO established
paying but’ness.is his city, can
hear of snob an opportunity by addr. sting
marldtf
BUSINESS, Box 163d.

122,800 00
68,639 19

Capital being paid

43

ood

Pasturage.

17,667 86
22,414 17

Amount of all other Claims,
32 75
Amonnt of Cash received for Premiums
on Fire ltisks,
88,391 76
Amount fire Losses paid last year,
7.409 16
Amount paid lor Expunges ot Office,
16,116 35
B. C. Morris, President.
Wm. W. Whithry. Seoretary.
Amount

Acres of
of whiob is
into Mowing, Tillage and

8100,00000

company is not

of the

Fish

Mj-VaGoo* Laud, about ihirty-five
W

✓

The smaller

TWENTT-FIYE CENTS.

Druggists.

Amount of Capital paid in,
#200,000.
Ao, of Shares, 2.0.0.
Par Value. 8100 rach.
Amount of Outstanding Bisks,
812,906,593.

al

Family Ointment.

Salt Rheum

JANUARY 1st, 1865.
COMMENCED BUSINESS SBPVB 10,1864.

S50 paid at the expiration of the term of service.

Proposals
Office

will Cure Salt Rheum, Erysipelas,- Scald Head,
riles. Felons, Ulcers, Sore Ey*s, Chilblains,.
Shingles, Boils, Cuts. Wounds, Blisters, King worms, Pimples,

KENNED Y

OF NEW YORK.

Making Total Assets,

FIFTY

Portland, Maine, Feb’y let’, 1866.
Proposals will
RHEUm_ OINTMENT! SEALED
until Monday, February 27,1866,
M,
stationed
of

VEGETABLE

Fire and Inland Insurance Co.,

Amount Additional
in (Feb 9 h)

of

sum

Dana & Co.

Barns, 8 beds, &o.
jJJ^*bte»,
itliMil Also, One Hundred and Fifteen

Total Assets, January 1st, If 65,
8331,41122
Amount of Losses reported upon which

Making

For Sale.
Ths well known Hotul, situated at Gray
Corner, 16miles from Portland, wi.h Sia-

jl>

MORRIS

Terms $8

BUSINESS CARDS.

OF THE

for Fresh Beef.

rilHE only Ointment for the cure of all eruptions
JL and cutaneous affections. It is wholly a

wholly

Bounty Advanced;

ERED FOR SALE

KENNEDY’S

Contains

$100 State

companies.

Congress Street,

9—d2w*

is

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS,

possessed

Spear

recruiting for the 20th M&ino Regiment,
6th Corps, near Petersburg.

it

$300 For One Year’s Service.

1865

6

FOR SALE & TO LET.

return

THREE HUNDRED DOLLARS

<

KV.lilMVAT

SALT

BOUNTIES!

pools.

Collected for Seamen.

mothers.
Approved Claims Cashed,
against the State or United States,

PORTLAND-

CITY OF

tory

Licensed

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

as

Promptitude

#

all poor critters.” There is nc
denying it. When our hearts don’t run away
with our heads, our heads run away with out
hearts, and between the two, logic and morality get at “sixes and sevens,” and we tail tc
“command the situation.”
The argument
from incongruity is perhaps o.tenest run into
or
made
to undergo violent somerthe ground
saults. We read, for instance, in a serious article against amusements, “Can you go from
the card table or the dance to the Lord’s table ?” This is evidently put forward as a
poser.
One might ask, “Can you dance a jig on
your mother’s grave ? Will you play at poker
in a prayer meeting ? Will
you sing a tuueral
dirge at a wedding ? By no means; but it
does not follow that jigs and
pokers and dirges
are cardinal sins because
they are incongruous
tvith the other things. It is a sin, at least an
offense against good taste, to
mingle the incongruous. The preacher who told the story of
the first husband’s
melancholy taking otf in
the prayer he made at the widow’s wedding
committed quite as grievous an oflense as if
he had insisted upon singing “Old
King Cole”
at the funeral.
Incongruity is an offense, but
incongruity in things not associated is not an
argument against either in its proper time and
place. Because we do no put salt in our tea
or sugar upon our steak, we are not to be told
that sugar and salt should be excluded altogether from the table. This much, not as a
defense of amusements in general, or any particular amusement.
It is merely a remonstrance against vicious logic.
me great, pern oi an amusements lies In the
associations into which they bring.the young.
Many people deny to their children cards and
dauciug, not because they think either intrinsically wrong, but because the person who
plays cards is likely to be tempted to gambling
and because of the dissipations and the
exposures to contact with the rude and
vulgar in
the ball-room. In the family or the select
party of Irieuds many amusements are harmless
and healthful that are perilous in a promiscuous crowd.
And this consideration is one
that should have more weight thin it does in
the selection of proper recreations for our
children,tor recreation of some sort they must
and will have. Many of the modern household games are pretty and innocent
enough,
but their extreme simplicity soon makes them
tedious. It would be a great thing if chess
could be restored and made fashionable. There
is no game so profoundly interesting or so
stimulative of the highest powers, and yet a
child can play it in a simple way, and yet it
will be continuaiiy a new game to him as he
grows in capacity to estimate its infinite possibilities and to plan its tar reaching combinations. The duty of tne parent is to select
games and other amusements for his children,
to exclude those of dangerous or doubtful tendency and association, and to encourage those
that contribute directly to physical and mental development and health. Of course if one
honestly thinks that ail amusements are wrong
and that life should be wholly devi ted to serious employments, exclusion and repression
are the true policy.
Notions oi such extreme rigor do not prevail
to any great extent in tnese days. Most of
the churches now cultivate the social element
sys’ematlcally, and through the parish sociables, amusements have found their way iuto
the most serious places and the most serious
company. Under proper “watch and care”
there is no harm in this, but if the vestry doors
are thrown open toeverybody, and
dirty boys
come in because they can have a rougher and
freer time there among decent folks than in
the street, even the church sociable may not
be an entirely safe place for oar daughters.—
The truth is, there is no possibility oi drawing
exact lines in these matters. There is no such
thing as barring out temptation and evil influences togelher, “else must we need go out of
the world,” as Paul says. Neither should we
go to the other extreme, and put ourselves
recklessly in connection with wrong influences, for it is natural to our human weakness
to
nrsi enaure, tnen pity, tnen embrace
The young must be told where danger lies,
and how to fortify themselves against it, but
they should be as little as possible exposed to
it. To taboo amusements altogether is impossible, even in the most religious society.
And It is not true, as is often assumed, that
they unfit us fsr serious and religions duties.
Properly Indulged they refresh and quicken
us for work and prayer, and
he must be
strangely made who has not found It so. Solomon was not mistaken in
finding a proper
time for all duties aud enjoyments, and everything right and proper in its time. And the
proprieties of time and place are to be considered in regard to nearly all amusements, rather than any irtrinslc character they may be
supposed to have.
are

concerned do

duty; that is, if the new Secretary of
War is energetic, and if the new Commissary
shall be found to have some elementary ideas
about food; especially if Congress
proceed at
once with such legislation, for the
purpose of
giving Gen. Lee control of large numbers of
negroes,

“We
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District ss follows, via:—
At the Custom House Building,

on

Fort slrtet,

in Portland, on Monday, the sixth day of March
next, at 11 o’clock, A. M.,
K’eveu thousand, seven hundred and forty CIGARS, f wo hundred and twenty pounds of GUN-

POWDER ; One hundred and sixty-five pounds ot
SUGAR; Right barrels of MOLASSES; One barrel, SUGAR; Four bbls of MOLASSES ; Thirtytwo hundred CIGARS : Three bbls MOLASSES;
One Demijohn W. /. RUM; One PUNG SLEIGH;
One ROBE; One HORSE BLANKET; Qne HAMTen Bottlee BRANDT;
NESS; One HALTF.P
One keg of SPIRITS, Two bbls nnd si* baft 0«
SUGAR; One bbl and ten demijohns ot SANTA
CRUS RUM ; One bbl SUGAR; These bbls MOLASSES.
The same having been decreed forfeit to the T7nl
tea S'atesin the District Court tor said Diatrtot.
and ordered to be sold and the proceeds dlspeaed ot
according to law.
Dated at Portland this eighteenth day of Fabruary, a. d. 1865.
CHARM58 CLARK,
U 8. Marshal Dirt :e« Maine.
feblS dtd
_
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jy Heading Matter

on

For

all Pour Pa~cs.

Mayor.

before morning.
ceived by telegraph
Ttie admirable address of Vice President
Johnson, before taking the oath of office, will
be found In this paper.

^“‘Suocil-Josepk
Cons tables—Foster>

Charlton.

York, Charles
William A.

Ward 3.

Clerk—Wil-

Warden—Arthur M. SmalL

liam Weeks.

Common Council—Jeremiah Howe, YY Ilham
G. Soule, Charles M. Rice.
Constables—Francis B. Barr, Joseph B.

Parsons.
Ward 3.

Warden—Samuel R. Leavitt.

Clerk—Henry

K. Hinckley.
Alderman—John E. Donnell.
Common Council—Cyrus Nowell, Charles
H. Burr, Daniel Plummer.
Wildes.
Ward

Berrick,

Thomas

4.

Warden—Jona. A. Fenderson. Clerk—Edward Shaw.
AiUermau—Andrew P. Morgan.
Common Council—Charles A. Gilson, Wrn.
C. Robinson, Joseph Bradiord.
Constables—George T. Ingraham, James S.
Gould.
Ward 5.

Warden—Nathaniel Walker.
Clerk—George a. Nutting.

Washington, March 1,1865.
This morning we have the genlle rain, which
when spiritual is so soul-subduing, and when
natural tells with such effects upon the most
stubborn soil. Any one who has tried the
“On to Richmond’’ by the west side of the

surveyed the Peninsula, wijl
report this morning t f
the approach of Lee by the Shenandoah, to
take part in the inauguration of Lincoln cn
Saturday, is all—mud.
Mr. Lincoln’s reply to the committee who
Potomac,

or

has

waited upon him to inform him he was to
guide the nation for another four years, is
simple and true. The report of the commil tee
on the Petersburg mine explosion, shows
satisfactorily that had {isn. Burnside been
properly supported it would have carried.—
All the general officers in command, excel t
himself and a few colonels,stowed themselves

safely away in bomb proofs. We have the
highest authority for saying they will all nceive Brevet) therefor.
A brother of ours, of the 36th Mass who,
Curiius like, jumped or tumbled into that
opening, with his Colonel, and who closed by
marching to Dauville, thought a little more
fighting would have settled the affair; but

Alderman—Edmund Phmuey.
Common Council—Gilbert L. Bailey, Thos.
F. Cummings, Augustus P. Fuirer.
Constables
David Stillings, Archibald

another brother in the same

Montgomery.

cessity for

—

Ward 0.

Warden—Alexander Tyler. Clerk—Frederick A. Gerriah.
Alderman—William L. Southard.
Common Council—Eben Corey, Edward P.
Gsrriab, Chas. Staples, Jr.
Constables—Jonathan Meserve, William G.
Hart.
Ward 7.

Warden—Francis E. Pray. Clerk—John J.
W. Reeves.
Alderman—Geo. F. Foster.
CouDellmen
Ambrose Giddings, F. W.
Clark, John Marshall Brown.
Constables—Andrew Taylor, Heary Galli—

■

Washington.

be satisfied that the

Aldermsn—Stephen Whittemore.

Constables— James H.

and Shadows at

Lights

Warden—B. F. Hinds.
Clerk—Robert !• Hull.
B

•on.

Nomination of a Candidate for

Mayor.

Our present worthy Mayor, Hon. Jacob
McLellan, who for two years past has tilled
the office with great credit to hiom-lf, and to
the satisfaction of his constituents has been
honored with a renomlnation for a third term.

There was no mistaking the sentiment at the
Ward Caucuses on Friday evening—the almost

unanimous

feeling

Mayor McLellan

should

prevailing

th-.t

be renominated.—

This expression was carried out by the nominating committee, and was ratified at the general caucus on Saturday evening, and it will
be triumphantly carried into effect, as we believe, at the polls to-day.
Mayor McLellan had no personal desire for
renomination. It was with reluctance that he
two years ago accepted the nomination. Hava

ing

signifi-

cant than any
The cabinet appointments
evenhand at the present writing-Sunday
but wiil very likely be reat 10 o’clock,

Ward 1.

S.

and

that we
give.
have not come to

ing

MoLELLAN.

JACOB

incise
[“Sspect-and
could
abstract
more

NOMINATIONS.

VMIO.'I

^

Lincoln

Mr

it larger than the comof the Pee'/
‘hr other dadte, r* the cay.
of aU

The /tatty
Htd etrmtatum

of President Linooh,
s
Tile Inauguration of President Lincoln
on
second tsrm tcok place in regular course
office was administerSaturday; the oath of
ed by Chief Justice Chase. The
showing
address is brief but to the point,
t
enters upon his second

Inauguration

bad two years

was

regiment,

who

hit between the eyes, did not see any neits further prosecution. Colonel

Welles is not to be brevetted.
Mr. Washburns from the Committee on
Permits to t-.ade in Cotton,ha9 reported, and
thinks some lew individuals have had a fine
show to turn an honest penny.

You may know some of the names in the
list. Others well known though not named
have increased the.government revenue by an
increase.d tax on incomes.
The Loan Bill passed the Senate without
amendment; and the appropriation of $40,060
extra pay to the clerks of the House, in addition to their pay of $2,100 per annum, was
forced upon the Senate. They protested and
voted down the Bills containing it, but the
Old Man of the sea was on their shoulders.
It gives $500 extra apiece.

Pennsylvania
being cleaned for
the fourth; there arc at least one thousand
load* of mud between the President’s House
Avenue is

and the Capitol to be removed.

Inaugural

Address of President Lincoln.

somewhat in detail of a course to
pursued, seemed very fitting and proper.
Now, at the expiration of four years, duriDg
which public declarations have been constants
ly called forthon every point and phase of the
great contest wbich still absorbs (he attention
and engrosses the energies ol the nation, little
that is new could be presented. The proitatement
ie

gress of

our arms upon which all
as well known to the

else chiefly

to
public
depends,is
myself, and it is, I trust, reasonably satisfactory, and encouraging to all. With high hopes
for the future, no prediction in regatd to it is
ventured. On the occasion corresponding to
this, four years ago, all thoughts were anxiously directed to an impending civil war. All
dreaded it, all sought to avoid it.
While the Iuaugura' Address was being delivered from this place, devoted altogether to
as

saving the Union without war, insurgent
were in the city seeking to destroy it
without war, seeking to dissolve the Uoiou,
divide
the effects by negotiation.
and
Both
parties deprecated the war, but one of them
agents

would make war rather than let the nation
survive, and the other would accept war rather than let it perish, and the war came.
One eighth of the whole population were
colored slaves, not distributed generally over
the UnioD,but located in the southern part of
it. These slaves constituted a peculiar and
powerful interest. AH know that this interest was somehow the cause of the war. To
strengthen, perpetuate and extend this interest was the object for which the insurgents
would rend the Union by war, while govern
mem,

maimed no

rignt

to do more tnan to re-

strict the territorial enlargement of it.
Neither party expected the magnitude or
the duration which it ha9 already attained.—
Neither anticipated that ihe cause of the conflict might cease, or even before the conflict
itBelf should cease, Each looked for an easier
triumph, and a result iess fundamental and
astounding. Btth read the same bihle and
pray to the same God, and each invokes his
aid against the other. It may seem stiange
that any men should dare to ask a Just God’s

assistance iu wringing their bread from the
iweatof other men’s faces. But let us judge
not, that we be not judged. The prayer of
both should not be answered. That of neither has been answered fully.

The Almighty has his

own

purposes. “Woe

unto the world because of offences, for it must
needs be that offences come. But woe to that
If we
nan by whom the offence cometh.”
shall suppose that American slavery is one of
these offences, which in the providence of God
must needs come, but which, having continued
through his appointed time, he will now remove, and that he gives to both North and
South this terrible war, as the woe due those
by whom the offence came, shall we discern
there is any departure, from those divine attributes, which the believers in a living God,
always ascribe to him.
Fondly do we hope, fervently do we pray
that this mighty scourge of war may speedily
pass away. Yet if God wills that it continue
until all the wealth piled by the bondmen’s 250
years of unrequited toil shall be sunk, and
until every drop of blood drawn with the
lash shall be paid by another drawir with the
sword, as was said 5000 years ago, so still it
must be said that the judgments of the Lord
are true and righteous altogether.
With malice towards none, with charity for
all, with firmness iu the right, as God gives
us to see the right, let us strive on to finish
the wotk we are in, to bind up the nation’s
wounds, to care for him who shall have borne
the battle, and for his widow and his orphans;
to do all which may achieve and cherish a just
and alasting peace among ourselves and with
all nations.

Congress hrs

appropriated $1,000

for that purpose, $35,000
re-furnish the Presidential Mansion, $6,0C0
for repairs, greenhouse, &c., and $1000 for

The Oil Lands of

<£c.

Still no news from Sherman—all

quiet in
front of Petersburg. Our usual squad of deserters from Lee’s army—about one hundred
—came this morning, and marched up the
Avenue to the Provost Marshal’s. The style
of their habiliments would afford a rich study
for an artist—but the color is of an unvarying

Cattaraugus Co.,

New

York.

to

painting,

ORIGINAL .L\j> SELliCTRO.

At this second
j’jcM.tw Cochtkymen
,ppeai iug to take tie oath of the Presidential
jtUce, there is less occasion for an extended
utdress than there was at the first. Then, a

The New York World has just published an
able article upon the oil lands of South Western New Yoik, in Wyoming and Cattaraugus

counties.

From all the evidence the writer
has procured from a personal examination of
the country, its get logical formation, gas
springs, oil excavations aud wells bored and
in process of boriDg, he has come to the conclusion that these counties will equal if not
exceed the famous Oil Creek of Pennsylvania
in the richness and abundance of their oleagi
nous productions. He says:
“Here in Western New York precisely the
same indications have existed that prevailed
in Pennsylvania. The theory, or as it may
be defined, the scientific demonstration, that
a subterranean belt or bed of petroleum extends from Northeast to Southwest across
nearly the whole centre of the United States,
is additionally confirmed by these signs.”
“And here at last (in Cattaraugus) science
and enterprise and patient examination discovered aud are beginning to develope the existence of oil, that healing manna to the ancleuts and that magnificent fountain of wealth
to the moderns. Into the hands of those who
believe and have been willing to test their belief in the fact now known, has passed the control of more than 8 square miles of territory
along the borders of those streams. Held thus
in trust, the time is coming aud has come
wheu these acres, perforated and resounding
to the clank of a new and peculiar machinery,
may prove another section of the realm of
rlchfs above which, for generations a modest
people have walked unknowing they trampled

uie?

W P»P« collars have gone dowD at
Oak
Hall. Linen ones will go down in duv la_„ m
yWm.P. Frye Esq., has beer.
tor Mayor of Lewiston.
yThetown of Paris has fillo-i its
quota under

LnTa"

the last call.

B-The Readings of Miss
King, who is to
read in this city the
present week, are very
warmly oommended by the Boston

Transcript.

IB"The ladies of the little village of Fort
Fair]
field realized $150 from a
Sanitary Fair held'
week before last.
y A Portland steamer, the General
is

employed by government

Howard,

on

the

river.

Cape Fear

EiyThey have “basket dances” in Bath.
attending carry baskets containing their

All
own

refreshments.
Sy A recruiting officer in Bath heads an
Peace Commissioners Wanadvertisement,
ted."

y The stern post of the Kearsage, containing the shell fired by the pirate steamer Alabama,
has been sent to the Navy Department at Washington.
iy The resolve to purchase

sword for Gea.

a

Howard, which passed the House, was lost
through accidental non-action on the part of the
Senate,
jyChicago is very busy with preparations
for the coming great Northwestern Fair, in aid
of the Sanitary Commission and other military

Declination of Mr. Webster.
Last evening we received the
iollowing
note from Mr.
Webster, who had been nomin-

ated on the

“Working and Enrolled Men’s
ticket,” for Alderman of Ward 3:
Portland, March 4th, 1856.

i be undersigned
respectfully requests that
bis name may uot be used as a cauiiidato lor
Alderman of Ward 3.
R. c. Weustkk.

One

Day

to the

Oity.

Let every Union man, every one who wishes
careful, economical administration of the
City Government, consider himself a member

a

of the
Vigillance
voto la polled

Committee, to see
to-day.

that a full

returns to our office
as

as

soon

own

of the

Kingsbury and M. A. Blanchard, E-q., who
spoke eloquently In behalf of the Union cause
and of the Republican nominations, hoping
aud believing the men nominated would be
elected by overwhelming majorities. We Relieve so too. Let it not be proclaimed that Port-

The Polls.
The Polls open to-day at 10 o’clock A.
M.,
and close at 4, P. M. Will Ward officers send
close

uests, regardless ot the good
city or of the nation.
Gov. Washburn was then called out who
made a rousing
patriotic speech aud elicited
much applause. Ho was followed by Judge

feather their

after the Polls

convenient.

Look to your Tiokets.

land after doing so much for the
country, is
faint and weary in well doing. Let
every
loyal voter be at the polls in good season and

give Jacob McLellan

a

rousing majority.

Think or it.—Saturday the two men
whom copperheads sneered at last summer aud
fail as the coarse “Rail Splitter” aud “Igno-

Tailor,”

inaugurated as President
Vote the full Unconditional Union
ticket, j and Vico President of the United
States, and
See that no split ticket is
I
palmed upon you.—
men are trying, in the name
of the
The regular Union nominations cau be found i to-day
Working men, to place the City oi Portland In
at the head of this
rant

paper.

The Enemy s Work.—in the
only close
Wards in the city the manipulators of the so
called Working Men’s
ticket, have artfully
united on the copperhead

Ignored

the candidates

where success was

With their aid 1

candidates, and have
of that
party

absolutely hopeless

only
even

were

eneral marks.”
These extracts are of great significance and
serve to demonstrate the sagaeity and good
judgement of our enterprising friends of the
State of Maine Oil Company,' whose lands, it
appears, have been selected with great care in
the same locality.
It argue? well for the prosecution of a permanent and highly prosperous business, and
gives the promise of richer and more remunerative returns for their investment than the
most sanguine of them may have anticipated.

**»

__

A Leaf from the Upas Tree.
We are Indebted tn Brig. Gen. George
Sbepley, of the 25th army corps, for a copy
the Richmond Sentinel of

F.
of

the 25th ult.—

Though it is the Court Journal it is a rusty
looking affair, brown and coarse, the paper inferior to that of the poorest that aan be found
in the loyal States. The Sentinel is issued
daily at $100 per year, semi-weekly at $75,
and weekly at $40. Single copies 50 cents.—
Advertisement of ten lines, one insertion, $4.
The paper contains nothiug of interest not al
in our columns. It denoun-

ready published
ces those who defeated
and

gives

the

negro-arming bill,
on this question
yeas and nays
the

Shall the

In the Senate. It looks queer to see the names
of
of Senators recorded from the loyal State
Missouri.
of
and
the
free
State
Kentucky

Mr. J. H.
Beukick, oue of the Union candidates for Constable in Ward
3, requests us
to say his name has been
put on the so-called
“Working aud Enrolled Men’s” ticket without
his consent or knowledge. Mr.
Berrick supports the Union ticket, pure and unmutilatei}.

Democratic!—For the Executive Committee of a small Association, in private conclave, to make up a ticket, from Mayor down
to Ward constables, and expect the people to
support it! Are the Working men of Portland slaves that a few masters make up a
ticket for them.

opposition to their administration!
nefarious scheme succeed ?

EVENING

New Yobk, March 4.
Wade Hampton and his
cavalry are said to
be in possession of
S. C. No public
Columbia,
property was destroyed by the conflagation.
Richmond papers
charge Governor Brown
wi'h being a traitor to the rebel cause.
Ibe rebel House of
Representatives have
passed another bill to place BOO,000 negroes In
tie armies. Ia order to
satisfy the objection
of the Senators this bill docs net
guaranty
to
enlisted
freedom
slaves, but leaves the
ol
quesuen
emancipation opeD.
The Sentinel of the 1st admits that Sherman nas crossed the South
Carolina line.
The Whig says all North
Georgia is filled
with predatory bands o! tories and deserters.
It is reported that Hood will have an
important command in Texas. The
panic in Richmond has extended^to the
surrounding country,
and farmers refuse to bring in
suppims.
Hie rebel pirate
was deChickamaugua
stroyed last Saturday to prevent her falling
into Federal hands, in Cape Fear river.
riie Whig says it suppresses what was in
this dispatch about Sherman’s movements
Wm. Lloyd Garrison, under the
auspices
o; the Spiritual
Association, gave a lecture
last evening in City Hall which was
quite well
filled with attentive listeners. M. A. Blanchard, Esq., introduced Mr. Garrison, who com-

by reading portions

ed

City Hall, Bath,

on

served at the

Saturday evening, which,
speeches, caused the

with eongs, sentiments and
hours to pass pleasantly.

y The New Bedford Mercury says: “There
now in port thirty-nine whaling vessele.
For twenty of these masters have already been

are

engaged,

and several

are

being

now

fitted for

•ea.”
yA sudden death occurred in Belfast last
week. Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Stevenson retired to
rest in usual health, but late in the night Mr.
Stevenson was awakened and found his wife
lying dead by his side.
y The Quartermasters of the 9th Maine and
13th Indianna regiments, while engaged in
scouting on their own hook near Fort Anderson,
on the 20 th of February, made
captives of two
seoesh soldiers whom they delivered over to the
nearest Provost Marshal within our lines.,

of

Scriptures._

He took for his theme the auti-slavery constitutional amendment, but before be proceeded to discuss it, he gave a brief account of bis

jured.
was

Keep Lisease

...

menced

the progress the anti slavery move1829, when ha establish-

ment has made since

Baltimore, called “The Genius
Emancipation.” We have not
apace to give even an outline of this able
lecture. The lecturer was lu excellent spirits
and made bis audience lee! very good natured.
He spoke of the vote of New Ejgtaud being
a paper in
of Uuiveisal

unit ou tho constitutional amendment, sating aud excepting one vote given by a mis-

a

already undergone

that dis-

liberty.

Gold.—Our telegraphic dispatch in Saturday’s issue, announcing that gold sold at the
y Of 111 blockade runners built upon the evening board at 183 3-4 created considerable
Clyde for a little honest traffic with our South- aensition. It was generally disbelieved, as
the quotations during Friday had not varied
ern brethren during the last three years, 23 have
A dispatch to the
been drstroyed and 48 captured. Some of them one per cent, from 199.
which were intended to run the blockade, have Merchant’s Exchange wag received in the
forenoon stating that the quotation should
been watching it.
y According to the Mobile JVewa, there Is a have been 198 3-4. Subsequently a dispatch
perfect exodus through Texas into Mexico of was received lrom the office of the Agent of
j “the
gallant youth who are the reserve guard the Associated Press in Boston, stating that
of the sunny South, and who will do the the error occurred there in transcribing the
fighting after their brave fathers and elder figures.

yCapt.

Wm. A.

Granger

of the 9th Maine,
the staff of Gen.
Ames who commands the 2d Division in the 24th
Army Corps. Capt. G. has been in the service
nearly four years and both as an officer and a

has been appointed A, l>. C.

private

he has demonstrated

on

no

ordinary amount

of bravery and energy,
y A private in the 13th Indiana who participated in the a tack on Fort Fisher was found not
to

have

discharg«d his

engagement.

rifle during the entire
When asked the cause he said he

by his commanding officer not to fire
until he received orders, and he had acted accordingly.
y A private letter from Fort b ishcr, Feb.
was

told

enrolled men is
only about 1000 less than that in the 1st Dis
trict—six hundred less than in the 1st District ?

2J) Why

are

not the quotas of the 2d and

filled, when nearly all the substitutes aud recruits who are rejected In the
1st District for disability, aio
eagerly accepted
3d Districts

in the 2d and 3d?

But the truth is, neighbor, that our
daily
reports of those passed at the Provost Marshal’s office in this District does not show the
number actually recruited, as only those are
reported who have entered the camp, or joined
their regiments. The number recruited in
this city for ten days past will average over
thirty a day. A large number of these have
gone into the 12th reciment, and will not be
reported at the Provost Marshal’s office until

Democbatic Nomination.—The Demo-

Capt. Cyrus Sturdevant
for Mayor.

crats have nominated
as

their candidate

the

ending
25th, were
Passengers,
$27,521.00
Express freight, mails and sundries, 3,124 00
Freight and live stock,
80,859 00

Feb.

Total,

Corresponding

week last year,

Increase,

$117,504.00
107,191.00

$10,313.00

SC°tiaa''Br> Br0wn' Liverpool—
U9tTlu?nN0YM
k

an

l

a

who, by reason

uncongenial climate,

o

ex-

proffered an absolutesafeguard against the danger
Tone and regulate thesyiUm
menaces you.

with this harmless medicinal S’imnlant aud Alterative, and you will be foreafcned against the maladies
whoteseed float around youinthea’runseen. H 03TETTER’S STOMACH BITTERS

not

onya

BY A. P.

of Catarrh

LIHGTHILL,

M. D.

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
The Norwegian Maiine Department hah
givan
no ice that on and after the 19iu
day of Sept, 1364,
a lig t would be shown from a
lighthouse recently
on
erected
Stingholm close to Tiaao, Vest Fiord, oh
the West Coast of Norway.
The light is a fixed white light, placed at an elevat on of 42 feet above tho mean level of the sea and
should be seen in clear weather from a distance of
10 miles.
The illuminating apparatus is dioptric or by lenses
of the 4th ordor.
Tho < owtr is in lat 63 10 35 N, Ion 16 86 Ea«t of
Greenwich. The light is to be shown Irom the 15th
day of August to The 30th day of Apri
By order of the Lighthouse Board.
W. B. bUUBKlCK, Chairman.
Treasury Dep't, Office Lighthouse Board, Washing
ton City, Jan 14,1866.

DR. HARVEY. Having sold oat my busiin Boston, 1 have permanently located in Portland, M9, where I shall pay particular attention to
the treatment or Chronic Complaint9 with my new
Chemical Remedies.
1 have cared hundreds of ciscs after all other remness

MEDITKR&AHKAN—18LAND OF ELBA.

The Minister ot Marino at Turin has given notico
that a fixed white harbor light would be shown irom
San Giovanni Point at Port Longone, Island of Elba,
at 46 feet above the level of tho sea and visible about
8 miles.

edies have failed.

Free.
Office hours from 9 to 12 a. x.# and from 2 to 6 P.
x.
feb21dtf
Consultation

FIXED LIGHT AT POST PEREA lO.

GERMAN

Will positively

HEILMITTEL

cure

Eronchitis,
And the first

Also, that a fl^ed white harbor light would be exhibited Fo-1 Gallo, near the banta Marittima, at ort
Ferr»io. The light is placod at an elevation of 21 ft
above the level ot tho sea.

Coughs,

Colds,

FIXED LIGHT OB PIANOfiA I8LABD.
Also, that a fixed white light would be exhibited
from the battery west of tho port at the 1 laud of
Piauosa. The light is 78 feet above the level of the
sea and visible 10 miles.
By order of the Lighthouse Board,
W » SHU BRICK. Chairman.
Treasury Department, Offico Lighthouse Board,
Washington City, 1866

stages of

CONSUMPTIONIt is

a sure preventative for
DIP riiERIA..
\
For sale by all Druggists.
Prioe per Bottle S3.
WEEKS* POT!EB.
Druggists, No, 170 Wamington Street, Boston, Mass.
General Agents.
febl5d6w

DISASTERS.
Sarah B Crosby, Crosby, from New York for
Beaufort NC. which vent ashore at Sandy llook,
lies in a bad position and is apparently bilged. Tne
sea break! over the vessel at flood tide.
She ba-* b en
abandoned by the crew, who left in a boat. Tho
passengers were tak*n off by a tug. The S B C registered 816 tons and was built at Pembroke in 18^8.
Barque Union, Urquhart, irom Cette for N York,
was abandoned at s.a ou the 8th uit.
Brig Benj Carver, Carver, at Philadelphia from
Trinidad, reports, Feb 12, lat 39 50. Ion 74, duriug a
violent gale irom E to N W, which lasted 20 hour.4,
lost main topmast, topgallant mast, and foretopmas*
head; had boat stove and lost 48 casks molasses off
tho deck.

Brig

NOTICE.
DR. P. P. Quimby would give notice that on and
after March 1 at, 1866, his terms wiii be as follows
82 00
First Examination, at office,
Each subsequent sitting, at office,
100
First examination at residence, il within the
2 60
city,
Each subsequent visit,
1 60
Terms for visiting patients in ether places can be
learned at his Office, No. 13 International House,
or by addressing him a letter there, ondosingstamp.
Portland, Feb 17,1866.-d6w*

DOMESTIC PORTS.
BALTIMORE—Cld 1st, sch Harriet Baker, Webber. Providence.
Cld 2d, sch Sarah A Green, Conary, Ft Fisher.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 1st, brig Kolorsou, Mayo,

Look !

Look,

Boston.

500 BuffEnvelopeslOnly S1.35,
AT

DRESSER’S OLD STAND,
99 Exchange St., above the Post Office.

side, sometimes on

IPh.otograph.ic Gallery
Copying done in

profuse as to require, when confined to the nose, the
frequent application of the handkerchief, or, if it
drops into the throat, which is more particularly
the case while the body is in a horizontal position.

fected as it is to those around him. After the removal, that side of the incrustation which adhered to
the mucus membrane will sometimes be found
bloody, a fact which explains the force required fbr
its dislodgement. During sleep these incrustations
accumulate more rapidly, and the
feeling is thereto
most uncomfortable in the morning. Sometimes all
to
efforts
dear the throat are futile until after
breakfast or after something warm is swallowed
Some patients state that they are not successful until they have smallowed some whiskey or
brandy.
This dischvage, which is at first without smell, asin
the
sumes
progress of the complaint, an excessively fetid odor ; the breath participates in this, and be-

occasionally so revoltingly offeqsiye as
render the patient an object of disgust to himself

comes

well

to
as

others. Ulceration of the mucus membrane of the nose takes place frequently, sometimes
even attacking the bones, when small
particles of
that substance will occasionally be found mixed
with the discharge. The accumulation of the disr
charge, together with the thiokened condition of the
mucus membrane, renders
respiration through the
nasal passages very difficult, and oftentimes imposas

to

sible, necessitating respiration principally through

the mouth—a method very deleterious to the general health, but more particularlyjso to the lungs, as
will be shown hereafter. The unpleasant toise produced during sleep, known as snoring, originates
from the same cause. The voiQo loses its musical
quality, and assumes & discordant, harsh and nasal
character; the sense of smell becomes much impaired or entirely lost, and the same effect, though less
frequent, is produced on the sense of taste Occasionally, while blowing the nose, a crackling orbubblingsound will be heard in the ear, and hearing wil}
be found quite thick and stopped up, but returns
suddenly with something like a snapping sound.
This phenomenon is usually repeated until, atone
time, hearing does not return, and remains permanently injured. Noises in the head, of every oon*
ceivablo description, will make their appearance
and add to the distress of the sufferer, and hearing
'may be lost so gradually that a considerable degree
of deafness may exist before the person is really
aware of the fact. The eyes are apt to become weak,
irritable and disposed to water on exposure to cold
and wind, or after the slightest exertion. A pain,
more or less acute, or a distressing feeling of pressure, is experienced over the eyes, and sometimes on
the top or baok of the head, and also pain in the
fhee, closely resembling neuralgia, for which it is
very often mistaken. The distress in the head very
often weakens the memory and produces irritability
and moroseness of disposition The stomach generally suffers more or less, is weak and irritable; the
appetite is capricious, and is nearly always bad in
the morning. In severe oases the system becomes
feeble and prostrated and there is an aversion or inability to either physical or mental exertion. Not
unfrcquently catarrh proves fatal, by debilitating
the system and wearing out the patient, or by travelling downwards and producing throat affections,
bronchitis, and finally consumption. It may be
safely asserted that after hereditary predisposition,
catarrh is the most frequent and important cause of
this fatal complaint.
Catar rh has been considered

an

Incurabledsseose,

and on tho strength of that supposition has been
neglected by both the profession and the public. As
it is Ihe exciting cause in flill half the eases of deafness, Drs. Liglithill have for years past made its
proper treatmanttheir special study, and have by
their success fully established tho curability of this

of the Eye, Ear, and
Throat.
Art if'Hal Eyes inserted without pain,
j^"For Certificates of cares, seethe other Port*
land daily papers.
March 6, d3t

DR. WADSWOETH'8 “DR* UP" is a certain
remedy for Catarrh. There is *o mistake about
tois. ihe "Dry Up" has cared thoueandg o cases,
and the gale of ihe artfole ig constantly increasing.
A word to the wise is mAcif nt.
H. H. Hat, Druggist, Special Agent,
Fet>#eod*6w8w
Portland, Mo.

dec29tf

manner

From 85 to $10 per day made by selling Dresser's
Packages. Agent* Wanted.

Prize

L. DRESSER,

Address,
fcb9d2m*

Portland, Maine,. Box 132.

COLGATE’S

the skin.

Fur Sale

by

all

Goods Dealers.

Walsh. Eaton, do; Zone, i’atten, Belfast; Convoy,
Merrill. Rockland.
Ar 4th, brig Fredonia,
40 passeogtrs.

BRICK

thorough manner, very couvouie t, and in perfaot repair. For particulars call
at G. L 8to*er & Co's, 43 & 60 Middle 6t.
most

marldlw*

Hilton’a Insoluble Cement,
Fcr wood, leather, crockery, and other sntstances
is the bes. aid to economy that the housekeeper can
have
It is in liquid form, and insoluble in water or
oil. It will ad he te oily substanoea comp etcly. T* oounoe bott e, with brush (family package) 25 cents
oach. Sold everywhere.
HILTON BROS. & Co., Proprietors, Providence,
R. I. On receipt of 60 oents, a iamily package will
be sent by mail.
feb7d3m
Boston Stock Lists
Bbokbbb* Board, March 4.
23,000 U S Coupon Sixes (1881) .110]
*200 .d*.10*
6.000 United States Debt Certificates (June)_ 99*
14.000 .do (July). 981
10.000 .do (May).99*
21,600 United States Ten-Forties.102]
1.000 .do (Coupons of).974
200 .do. 9b!
THB

Messina.
Ar at Cadiz Jan 11, ship American Union. Hubbard, New York.
Ar at Liverpool 14th ult, ship Wiscons n, MoStoker, from New York; 15th, Harvest Queen, Hutchinson, do.
At Newcastle, E, 12th ult, barque Scotland, Rollins. for Boston, ldg; E'ectrio Spark, Candage, for
Portland, do.

...

15.do.II1O4
7 Old
and
Colony

Fall River Railroad.110]
10 Vermont and Canada Railroad.lol
14 Hill Manu acturing Company.134]
6 Western Railroad.140
2.000 Massachusetts State Sixes (1876).118
6,900 Eastern Railroad Sixes (1874).ICO

8ld fm Flashing Roads 12th alt, barqae Deriah.
tor Genoa.
Ar at 8t Tnomas Jan 28, barque
Merrimac, Uoyt,
Town
CG H, (and tailed 30th for Boston.)
Cape
Ar at do Jan 81, ship Mac..uley,
Rogers, for Baltimore; brig Gilmore Meredith. Snow, from Philadelphia for Port Royal 80. disg lor repairs.

Gilkey,

_MARRIED.

SPOKEN.
Feb 1*. ot Orm'l Heid. ,hip Atmo
phere, irom
Liverpool for New Yon.

In this

city, Ma-ch 3, by Rev Mr Graham, Albsrt
E Eaton and Miss Harriet E Jordan, both of this
city.
In Waterville March 2. George 8 Hopkins,
Esq. of
Mt Vernon, and Georgignna Tobey, of Fairfield
In Beaton, Feb 21, Albert B Rideout and Ella P
Robinson.
In Athens, Feb 11, Volney S Browning and Julia
Dorr.
1n Ripley, Feb 12, Theodore B Seekins and Amanda M Farrar.
In Biddeford. Feb 23. Edmund C
Buzzell, of Dayton. gnd Sarah Olive Emerson, of Biddeford.
In Searsport, Feb 27, Henry F
Stepensou and Sa-

DEERING HALL.
I<easeea and

Managers,.Lichee!I f

Streets of New York!
Which will be produoed at great exp» nsd with ennew Scenery,
Michlnery Piop.r is, Ac.
Doors open at 7—comm once at H o’clock.
A dmlbsioo—Parquette 60 oti ;
Gallery 25 cts.
Tickets for sale at the usual place- and at the door.
Box office open from 10 a. m to 4 p. m., when
Soeerved Seats can be secured wiihom extra cliirge.
lejttdtt
tire

Georgie

DIED.

Rubber Soled Boots.
J.

&

J.

C.

Plummer, ag*d
In Bethel, Dm 26. Oetavia F, daughter of Jacob
Kimball, aged 23 years.
Ill Bethel. Jan 24, Sarah, daughter of Timothv
nmotny
Ayres, aged 20 year. 10 month,.
In Sanford, Feb a, Mr Samuel
Powers, aged about

BiRBOlllt,

"

**

Children’s

**

'*

u

"

Grain
••

March 0-2m

8S Tear,.
In Brunswick.

Feb 21, Emily A Wil on, aged 16
years: 220, Mary Cox, aged 78 years.
1®
Feb 15. Ellen Sullivan
aged 55 yrs;
Bj5*deford
W b, Mr, Sarah A, wife of
George W Smith, ag.d

ace
••

Copper tips

Carrying tho Canadian and United States Mails.

fn Biddeford. Feb 2*. Mrs Harriet, wife of James
Etohells, aged 28 years.
In Smith Be wick, Jan
20, Mrs Martha Grant, aged

-TO-

Londondeny and Liverpool.
Baturn Tickets granted at Keduoed Bates.

PASSENGERS.

The
In the Nova Scotian, for Liverpool—John BlackMra Marrlatt, Daniel
M irriat Jai McCormick, John Hunter, Miss Rose Haskiu, Sami Conlan,
r Hen McLaughlin, Edwin Brown, Jag Derwin, W ra
Amaon. Clark Jsnkins, E Jenkins, Henry Clark, EH

ilHB*. ,i,0B

burn, Mr David, E Browne,
Marriott, Clara Marriott, l>eo

MORAVIAN, C’apt.
.township
Wl11 "s'1
lrom "'is

port

lor

Liverpool on SATURDAY, tbelith
immediately after the ar■™T^^"Marou,
,th<; tr*iB of «>® p avious day from Montreal
to

,*s*Ke

Londonderry

and

Liverpool—

Steorn11 (*000rdin* t0 aceommodatfone) *6«

Peter Luhamenaut.

Pay
*or

IMPORTS.

Gold
jdeln
freight
or

orlts equivalent.
pa-vage apply to
"LOR * ANDREW AI
& G.T. R. R.

to *80.
*'W

LAN,

Raseenger II,pot.

CARDENAS Brig Hattie 8 Emery —48n hhds
molasses, 25 tree do, 1 bbl do. J B Brown & Sons; 3
bbls do, J M Cbnrobill: 2 bbls sugar, master,

b®

Ji'ooeoded

the 18 tn Maich.

by the Steamsliip Belgian,

Portiand, Nov. 21,1864.

EXPORTS.

on

dtl

Fir*t National Bank of Portland. He.
Special Meeting of ih’ Stockholder*of tbi* Bank

Per steamship Nova Scotian, for Liverpool—206
tres lard. 1896 boxes meat, 2190 bbls, 1010 pkgs butter. 817 bbls potish, 60 boxes cheese, 60 bbls oats
24 eases furs, 12 bbls bladders, 1 piano.

A wi.l

beheld at the Bank, on Monday the twentieth day of « art'll, at eleven o'clo k in the forenoon
to ooatdder the
expediency of increasing the oapital
of th Bank.
To take any proper measure* in relation thereto.
And for an v other cu?iaea* which may J6fco ly oorao
before them
B; order or the Director*,
WM E. WOULD, Cashier.
March
Portland,
4, 1886.
<

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
Sun

)

M oore U a ttie A
Messenger Bella C mia
Mitchell Jam 8 S mra
Morgan Jaoob L mrs
McLean Jvhanna
Buckley J.g H mrs
Boothby Marsnth* AmrsMcyii" orkio lin Jails
Buss-Jl Mary G
Mair Mangle
Brown Susan green st
Merrill Mur* E
Brooks Sarah
Lullnan time
Cook A G mrs

Charios Cynthia E

McDonald Mary A elark
st
Mo Vu’t Margaret
Mahor Margaret !1
McGowu Margaret C mra
Morgan Martha E
Motley Rachel mrs

mrs

Lh*^"',
.-“kk6.Cobb Cora mrs

Carney Ellen
Carletonk rank W mrs
Malor. Rachel
Clark Fannl mrs
Mil's ito ey
Merrill samntl nirs b-ok
Coapmsn France. F
Chamberlain <1 M mri oove
Ham.on Statira H
grove it
('lark Jane R ml’llner
M<..ody Victoria D mra
Norton Pri 'g t tore st
ChadweJl J D m a
N'evenn L> die A
Vo >rkor Leurette
Ni'-k^rson Miry Em s
Cannon Lydiamr*
3
l>Brin**
mra
M *rv plumb it
Combi Lucy
OConn^'J Margie
Cuppy Laura
Pwoctt Abbie B
Crock© t Mary Ann
Palmer Nellie
Cos olo Miry
Prlnc* K ?en P mis
Crowell Naomi* P mrs
PikeG W mrs
Chamberlain Sarah A
r'ei'oe G crj> a
Cochran Sarah C
Powers J hanna roll
Cu nroiugs Sarah
Colburn Sarah
Pa mer .Vlsrcia mrs
P per Marparei mra
Chick Sidney mri

Dim Alwicda P conjure* .P erce Martha mi *
at
Pierce Mar B 2
Dresner Annie
Pninney Mnry S mn
Devlin Ellen
Pa ten Midnd A
Dale Ella
Poole Ka< haniei mrs 2
Drblois EPen mrs cape E Riggs Lizzie
Dins more John V mrs
Rau<:all
att'e H
Doran Mary mil for Cha*R*m«ry Jr s^pb mra
rie Doran
Rubert« Lucv E
Doran Mory spring it forRoberts Lou sa n*ra ig<av*
1
Otthar ne Lnoghnano
(ttest
Rolf Mary G
DeehanMa;ge E
Richardson Sophron: a W
Deoring Mary JA
Driscotl M mrs for JohnShaw harlotto mn
Carr
Small ( harlol e
gun Carolina
Dyer Moses P mrs
Dodweil Mary
Series Dol y A
Eaton Fannie D m*s
Spearrnn EJ za
timer/FrarkC mra
Py’ve ter Lizzie
Evans Sarah L mri
Bon e ts.h r J
**ul>r Juntas H mra
MtuMing Eliza J
Fau knot Lydia Amis
Sbenard Eeb»r 8 cape 1C
Graham Alice L
Staov Emma F
Graves Charles P mrs
ftaverns Geor ianna
Green Frank M
Smith Hen*** Q mr*
Greenwood H»> en 8
8umn<r Hattie
tianuaford A lceua capo EStin son Joi n N mra
Addle
Bnrdivant
Jul a R
Haley
HollfsCHmrs
t cimoim Julia ^n
grtwjn
•
Hamilton David Pmrs
st
Harlow Ednar>i mrs
Shaw Mary mrs
Herman Elizabeth
Smith Nanoy nArs
Howe E b mrs
Smal 1 Vo la MA
Hatkell Fannie L m:s
Smith Helen mrs
Hatch H J
Try© Ann wrs
H»m Hannah mrs
Tu me« Angelp.
Hew* Luov mrs
Tra*k Cyrus r rs
ns mm on Lucy mrs waih-Talbot
Her %«
ingtonst
Th-ohe- SrArah
Ha'denbrook Mar aMmrslTndervr,0<j n, hi. g
Hitchcock Mary Tyngst Welt© Amanda L
H».kell Meins mrs
Wi'ki 0.on Aaron B mrs
W»' 9.-mtn A R
Higgins Milton mrs
Hoi is Robert mrs
W terhonse Ann mrs
Uigglnz Wm B mrs paek-Wa'Mra Albert N «rs
Age
We>tnn Caroline mis
It gersoll fenni9 R
w Georgie M
tchnsoD ETimzF
Wiliams Uoart Ararj

Jones Hannah L
Killman C E mra
w,dow
Kimball Louisa mrs

Willie Hattie cape E
Wilson H A mrs
*
Lyd a A mrs

£.il’J£v„rTftnnzla

Warren Lorerzo D mrs
Who lor Mar. E mrs
Wea'on M»r* H mrs

Keating Lee* mrs
Ma,“ A
"e”nV''
K.U*
f°ro

mrs
,t

Mary
Knight Sarah F
Leach AdelineG
Carrie M
frighten
Carrie

^bov
Leighton

bus

N> Ilia

Lawrence Lizzie

Le ch Hannah 8

mrt

Lambert Jane mra

Waterhouse Mary A
Vi ha en Mar*
WiIkdN l)m.i
White Baah E ran
Wade harsh C mr.
Wil iam 8 P
Wi ooz Susan mia
York Sa-ah T

GENTLEMEN’S USX.
▲Hen C F bo kbell°r

Lo d Du*tus fc
Aston JJanl,or
JohnM£d*Lsnde£»n. kdw
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John W
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Ca terJohn
ConneJy
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Peter
McLean. Michael
Loie Richard
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„“Ante
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McLeod a
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Camber WmH
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Rev
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Cant
P
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Day Geo
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Harley D F
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Hambiet
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Monday....March 6.
rises.6.27 I Length of days.11 20
Sou sets.5.56 | High water..... 6 86

March 6.

Monday Bye’ng,

In this city, March 4, Lizzie A, only daughter of
T C and K A Lewis, aged 2 years 6 months.
iy Funeral this (Monday) afternoon, at 8 o’clk.
from 245 Cumberland street, Relatives and friends
are invited to attend
In Paris. Feb T, Lizzie Jolla, only daughter of
Chas W and Susan R Kyerson, aged 2 years 9 mos
In Norway, Feb 24, Mrs Georgia, wife or Thomas

Misboll,

pn,

bs presented tha great seneation drama entitled

Will
the

rah Jauo Ames
In Monroe, Wm W Knowlton, of Troy, and Sarah
E Batchelder, of Jackson.
In Brunswick, Feb 28. George K Osrand Jand M
Holbrook; same time. Wm II Coomba and Judith
A Smith, all of Ugrpawpll.
and

FOREIGN FORTS.
At ishanghse Dee 24, ships Fiuel a.
(Br) Murray,
for New York; Angle Saxon, H ummer, for London; Yorick, Moore.for Liverpool; Congress.Drinkwater, unc; barques J W Seavor, Snow, and Lizzie
Boggs, Dizer. use.
At do Deo 24, ships Twilight, McCallum, for Chefoo: Resolute, McGilvery. unc.
81d Dec 8. ship Sabmo. Woodward, Manila; 17th.
Orion, Whiting, Hong Kong.
At Foochow Dec 26, ship Argonaut,
Dreyer, unc;
barque Queen of the Sea, Ross, tor New York.
At Hong Kong Dec 31, ships Derby, Lord, for San
Franoisco; Malay, Hutchinson, and Georges, Wil-

Shaeghae, ar 1st; Winged Arrow, Berry, unc; barque
Rocket, Freeman, for Boston.
At 8watow Nov 25, barque Starr King, 8mith, for
Sbanghae; Dorchester. Fulton, unc
Ar at Alexandria. Eg. Jan 30, ship Harry of the
West, Dunham. Antwerp,
81d fm Malta 20th ult, barque Voyager, Wylie, for

100.do.9<if

In Brunswick, J?eb 2$, James W Pray
8awyef.

Salem.
Sid 24th. schs J E Gama^e, Wood, Now York; E C
Brown. Burns, Boston.
Sid 25‘b, sch Conoordia, Metcalf, Boston.
S d 27th. schs Ssrdiniau. Holbrook, Mi lville NJ :
Olevia Buxton, Flint, New York.

liam*. uno.
Sid Deo 14. Br ship Speedwell, for San Francisco.
At Singapore Jan 7, ships Helvetia, Warren irom
San Iran cisco, uno; Sabino, Woodward, fm

1.000 United Slates 5-20's. lio
80.000 .do (new).1104
I,(00.do (small).
HO*
1 000 Maine State Sixes (1889).96
J, 000 Bath City Sixes(1870)... 96
6 000 Ogdensburg 2d Mortgage Bonds. 26
1 000 Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds.
63
1.0 N) Bost n A New York Air Line R R Sixes 62*
24 Boston and Maine Railroad..120
17 Eastern Railroad.101

aged 83 years.

ult, with
•

Kennebuuk.
Ar 1st lust, brig Hattie S Emery. Fitts. Cardenas
for Portland: sch Georgie Deeriug. Willard from
Portland for Philadelphia.
ROCKLAND—Sid 22d, sch Kepontet, Snow, for

G. L. STOKER.

90 years.
In Bridgton,

lGtb

GLOUCESTER— Ar 2dtb, schs Balloon, Clay. t\ om
Frankfort for St Thomas; C Fan'auzzi, Wooster
Eastport for Philadelphia; Belle Creole, Bylvester!
Belfast f^r Boston; Wm Penn, Curtis
Boston for

HOUSE No 70 Free St. Said house is

•calb at

Burke, Fayal

Old 4th, brigs Katahdin. Saunders. Portland, with
Druggists and Fancy inwaid
cargo; Calmuck, Pettingill,Port and.to load
f
jon31dlyr.
for Beaufort NC; schs Hannibal, Rogeis, City Pt,
Va; Express. Jenkins. Baltimore

For Sale.
built in th<»

Ar2d, barque Annie Kimball, Humphreys, Fortress Monroe; brig BenJ Carver, Carver, Trinidad;
Caprera, Hichborn, do.
Lelow, sch Starlight, from Matanzas.
Ar 3d. brigs Eagle, Park, Cientuegos; Eliza Ann,
Ayres. New York,
Cld 2d. barque Myra, Dix, Rio Janeiro.
Ar 21,brigs Urania, Atwood, Messina; Surf, irom
Ccmden.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d, ship Consfitu ion, Sumner.
Liverpool; sobs S R Jameson. Jameson, bo-ton;
Warrenton, Gibbs. New Bedford: Iris. Harding;
Bay State, Torrey, and KagK ilall, Providence: M
E bag*, Hopkins, New London.
Cld 21, sch Mountain Avenue, Rogers, for Phila
delphia.
Cld 3d, barques Ellen Stevens. Howe, Cienfuevos;
Charles Edwin. Tibbetts, Trinidad; brig Nigretta,
Stowers, Key West; sch Red Jacket, Averill, Winterport
BRISTOL—Ar 2d, sch Grapeshot, Snow, Prorideuoe for Baltimore.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 2d, P M, steamer Chesapeake, Willetts, New York lor Portland.
In port 1st, barques Armenia, Oik,and Springbok;
brigs Ella Maria, Isaac Carver, Baron de Castiue;
schs Mary Fletcher. Je ?die, G Bent, Maiue Law, J
Morton. N irah, Cabot, and Atlantic
BOSTON—Ar 3d Inst, bn-que telegraph, Jones,
Croustadt reports bad weather the entire passage
and has eust&iaed some damage.
Cld 3d, schs Mary Snow, Rich, Norfolk; Louis

HONEY SOAP.

THIS oelebratid Toilet Soap, in suoh universal
demand, is made from the choicest miterials,
is mild and emollient in its nature, fragrant, y
scented, and extremely benefioial in its act upon

expectoration, and sometimes both.

Sleep is frequently disturbed by a sensation of
choking caused by the presence of the discharge in
the throat. Owing to the heat in the
head, the watery portion of the secretion often evaporates, and,
assuming a condition of solidity, is deposited upon
the membrane of the nose and upper part of the
throat, in the shape of crusts or hardened lumps.
The accumulation of these incrustations produce a
feeling of discomfort, and narrows the nasal passages so as to embarrass respiration. Therefore, frequent efforts have to be made to remove them, either by forcibly blowing the
nose, or by persistent
hacking—a practice as disagreeable to the one af-

the best

Bead Th*s.

marked feature of the diset se, and a source of much
danger and the greatest annoyance. After more or

less time, it becomes purulent, highly offensive, and
assumes an extremely fetid odor. It is usually so

Portland, Me.

80 Middle St.,

the other.

Soon a clear watery, acrid discharge makes its appearance, excoriating the nostrils, and edges of the
lips, which become rod and somewhat swollen. After a few days, the discharge becomes thick, yellowish, extremely frequent, and continues to he a

constant

A

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,

The first sensation is usually a feeling of dryness
and heat in the nose, and a frequent inclination to
sneezing. There is an inability to breathe freely,
as the nose becomes stopped up, sometimes ou one

n

Purington, Now York—Orlaudo

Sen Abby M Heath, Lee, recently arrived at Gloucester from Georges Banks, stocked *2626, which is
the biggest trip noted yet.

standard Tonic and Alterative throughout the Unit'd
States, but they are acored’ted by the oertiflea* ca of
the m:st distinguished citizens of the Union, to the
people of all other lands, in Canada, Australia and
the YVesfc Inoies, thoy are gradually taking the place
ofall ofhiw Stomachics, whether native or foreign,
and as surely as truth is progressiro and demonstration overthrows doubt, th-jy will eventually t-uyer• 3d«? every other InvigorantandR storatwe now emv
ployed in medioinal practice.
Now York House, 60 Cedar Street, N. Y.
mar6 2wd&w

PORTLAND

Symptoms

—

Sunday.March 5.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Chesapeake. Willetts. New York.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Brix ha.tioS Emery, Pitts, Cardenas 14th ult via
Ho uies' Hole—reports, whi.o coming up through
White Heai passage, struck on a sunken ledge and
came off leaking 2000 strokes per hour.
boh Warren Blake, smally, Manticoke Elver, Aid.
Sch Sarah B Dair.s, Delano, Halifax Nb.
OU1SIDK— An Am henn brig, standing in. (pro
bab'.y the Katahdin, Saunders, irom Havana 20th ult
via Boston )
SAILED—2 A M, steamship Nova Scotian.

cr un-

that

are

Lookout, Lane, Baltimore— Keusel 8c Neal
lieuley, New York Joaeoh

Sch Geo Brooks
White.
Sch Gen Ma ion,
Nickerson.

healthy pursuits, may at any moment be stricken
down,this paragraph is most particularly and emph iiically addrersed. You, who are-thus sttuaed,
are

Thompson, LampUer, Sagua—Phin
Jackson.

Brig Alary

NOTICES.

Head, Catarrh, and diseases
on

privations,

posure,

to

not called for within

be sent to the Dead Letter Ofilce

CLEARED.

ney it
Sch

6th

w ‘To obtain any of these letters, tbo applicant
must call lor 'advertised letters,’ give tho aate of
this list, and pay one cent for advertising.

Bo<to
BaiiUt /or B^Wn

Sch cameo, Matthew,,

feb8dlw*
SPECIAL.

intelligence is received from Augusta that
offensive complaint
they have joined their regiment,
DR DIGnrHILX,,
so
on
is
well
here that it
Recruiting
going
would have to be stopped entirely, for want of
OCULIST
AND
AUUIST,
No 20 Bcylston Street, Boston,
clerks, should a draft bo ordered. What Is
Will be at the UNITED STATES HOTEL, TOUT
far better, Is that the substitutes and recruits
LAND, from Monday noon 6th, until Saturday noon
now offering iu this District are
nearly all citi- March 11th, where he can daily be consulted on
zens, and not bounty jumpers.
Deafness, Discharges from the Ear, Noises in the
Railway Traffic.—The receipts
Grand Trunk Railway, for tfee week

peril of epidemics,

the Post Office at Portland,Stateof Maine,
IN day
ol March, 1866

arrived.

“

guarantee that by the tame means you too may to
strengthened and restore 1. But to those who stand
in

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Letters Remaining Unclaimed

March 4.

2™ Tho^iikL.iait“kUnd'0n■

by a miracle from a similar »tate of prostration. I y
HOSTETTER’S STOMACH RITTERS, is a sure

Catarrh,

brothers have fallen.”

Saturday.

Bay.

which follows the attaoks of aout disease,
the testimony of thousands who have been ial*d as

politic,

had

POUT OF PORTIAKI)'

haustion

THE GREAT

Mr. Garrison knows
agreeable process.
how tr be sarcastic as well as jubilant. Thia
lecture was well considered, handsomely delivered and enthusiaatically received. We are
glad Mr. Garrison has lived to see the ripe
fruit of his thirty years’ war in the cause of

at

NEWS.

&UVHI3STE

not allowed

Invalids, broken down In health and spirits' y
Chronic Dyspepsia, or suffering f cm the terrible ex-

reprcsentative from this district. He thought
thia one would be sweated out of the body
or

are

—-

Items from Southern Sources.

life, and

y An Inaugural supper

Carriers if the Daily Fret»
to ell papers oh their routes.

PAFEKS.

•+-* +-•

NOTICES.

SPECIAL,

TBT^'EG-'RA.iPH:
-TO THE-

charities.
iarMr. tbenezer Southard of Wiscasset, fell
into the hold of a brig at Bath, on Thursday
lest, and was seriously though nut fatally in-

experience in the arduous hue—that of the soil.
Duke.
and perplexing duties now appertainiug to the
21st, says: “The 2d division is commanded by
Gen. Ames, who is yery popular since the fall of
office, he was willing and desirous ol being
The Constitutional Amendment.
Fort Fisher, as the truth is he really did much
relieved of further responsibility, but, at the
The Argus of Saturday contained the folmore than Gen. Terry to accomplish that result.
aame time, could only Bay to those who urged
editorial item:
‘Get up and get’ is the orJer of the day here.
him again to stand, that If the citizens chose lowing
Not telegraphed—the fact that the New JerSherman has no idlers in his department.”
to call him again he shonld not fuel at 1 iberty
the
constitutional
sey legislature rejected
to decline.
jy There are several fine colors produce!
amendment abolishing slavery.
Delaware
from the residuum of petroleum.
and Kentucky have also rejected it.
One is a
l tie labors ot the Mayor for the past two
bright and fixed cerulean blue, and is called the
This was intended as a sly intimation that
years have been peculiarly onerous—more to
Humbolt color.
Another delicate color is a
than ever before in the administration of our
those who have the making up of the Assolight blue called “azuline,” which, as well as the
city affairs. The vigilant care he has exer- ciated Press dispatches, were unwilling to
popular “magenta,” is now produced from pecised over the financial department of the city have it known that the “sovereign State of
troleum. A fourth,colled “roseine,” is incourse
the
standi
as
as
much
as
New
still
the
buiwalk
of
—reducing
expenses
Jersey”
up
practicof experiment.
able, so as to make the taxes as srna'l as pos- Slavery and modern Democracy.
OrThe grand procession which was to have
It turns out, however, that only two mornsible, will commend him to the tax payers of
taken place in New York Saturday but didn't on
our city, and we believe that he will receive
ings prior to this statement of the Argus,
account of the rain, was to be taken advantage
the votes of many who do not politically agree
there appeared in the regular dispatches, pub
of for business purposes. One of the features
with him.
lished in both the Press and Advertiser, the
was to have been a cigar machine, turning out
The protection he has thrown around solfollowing item of news :
Havana (!) cigars as it went along the street,
diers, to shield them from the tricks of some
Tbbntox, N. J., March 1.
upon a prize.”
while the proprietor was to be engaged in giving
The constitutional amendment abolishing
“The remarkable surface indications that
of the substitute brokers,who would filch from
them away to soldiers along the line of march.
slavery was defeated in the Legislature by a tie prove the presence of oil in this locality are
the brave soldier his last dollar, will com- vote.
The election of Uuited Stat s Senator numerous, viz: the Seneca oil spring was per- Mr. 15irmini was to parade an elephant, a giraffe
mend him to that noble class of our citizens.
and a walrus.
is postponed until the ISth of March.
haps the first explicit foundation ot hope. IlB
In his administration of the Municipal govnature was precisely like that of petroleum.—
The facts, therefore, justify one of two in
t3TWe have before us a oopy of El Localistu,
to
richest
It
be
the
kind
of
lu- a little
darkest,
proved
ernment, Mayor McLellan has always been fereuces; 1st, that our Rip Van Winkle neigh
paper about one-fourth the sire of the
oil.
Numerous
gas epilogs, existing
ready to attend to tbe calls and complaints ot bor was a‘leep and didn’t know what had briciting
Press, published four times a week at Santo Esin the vicinity and for miles arouud, having
every one. The poor and humble st >od equal- been telegraphed—didn’t give his readers the the same odor as those found in Pennsylvania, piritu, on the south sideof Cuba, at $2 a month,
ly the same before him as the rich and proud, benefit of his own dispatches, or, 2d, that ignited and burned on the application of a or $12a year, in coin. It is printed entireiy in
match. Oleaginous exudations from ledges
and their caaeB were attended to with as much
knowing New Jersey had declared against of rock and ragged embankments along the Spanish, a dead language to us, but we can make
seal and alacrity as the others. He has been
out the Folograftus y Ambrotipos oard ef Mr.
Freedom and in favor of Slavery, he was
hill sides, a greasy scum upon the surface of
emphatically, tbe Mayor of the people, and ashamed to own, it and so suppressed the dis- the streams, which in wet weather was also Burnham, our Portland Phctograph artist, who
the people will sustain him.
patch and then attempted to mislead his read- found in the mire on the bottom lands, further is spending a :,eason therein “plying his avocatended to enlarge the expectations of scrutinition.”
ers.
men.
The petroleum stone, known for
zing
sarin the proceedings of the Massachusetts
Jacob McLellan.
It may be well to remember that while the years under that Dame, a dark brown stone,
The Union candidate for Mayor has been three Statek which foied lor McClellan have emitting a strong odor of petroleum, was legislature we read that “a message was received
from the Governor transmitting a communicafound thickly strewn on the borders of Cattatried for two years and not found wanting.
alone voted in favor of upholding human sla
and Clear Creeks and all their tributation from the Governor of Maine,
enclosing a
In hit bands the interests of the city are very, an appeal will be taken from that vote raugus
ries. The fact added to this and other minuoopy of an act of the Legislature of that State
to
the
aud
that
another
and
be
will
safe,
people,
legislature ter proofs ihatthis ent re section lay on the
managed with prudence.
repealing the act to promote the safety oftravel
He is a man who surrounds his office with
may act more in harmony with the spirit of direct Northeast and Southwest line regarded
by geologists as the center of the petroleum on railroads, commonly known as the third rail
the age and the great drift of the century. In
do bars aud gates to keep the poor and those
restriction.” It seems to us Gov. Cony needformation of this continent, was the final arhaving grievances to redress from his pres- New Jersey the next election will turn upon gument which induces beliet in its value as an lessly went out of his
way to inform Massachuthis very issue, and we shall be greatly disapoil producing soil.”
ence, but may be approached at all times.
setts that Maine proposes to follow her lead, and
“The O’Neill farm, the Miner farm, and a
He is the friend of the soldier and those pointed if the people of that State do not
to become subservient to her interests.
Butthis
host of others, are all now controlled by comwhom the soldier leaves behind when he goes
place themselves in harmony with all the other
“bid" for Massachusetts aid for the E. & N. A
formed in New Yoik, Boston, Buffalo,
panies
free States, and record their voice in favor of and
to the field.
elsiohere, and preparations are being made Railroad will not avail. The friends of that road
wiping out the plague-spot of negro bondage. which, by spring will make all the country have roiled in the dirt for
He is the sworn foe of those who attempt
nothing. They have
Delaware and Kentucky will follow in gocd near resound
with business enterprise. The
to swindle the soldier and pocket ids rightful
cut their friends in order to secure new ones,but
time.
•act that thousands of acres are held in trust
**
suocess is not yet won.
bounty.
by parties exclusively associated with the oil
He is faithful, capable and honest. Let
Ratification Meeting.
and
bona
fide
numerous
wells
that
interest,
•very true man, therefore, vote for Jacob
Quite a crowd assembled iu City Hall last are now actually being sunk, the machinery
‘•The Portland Press says there will be no
for
and
labor
upon which involves an outlay
McLxxxax.
dralt in the 1st District so
as volunteers
Saturday evening to hear the report of the of
many thousands of dollars, Is sufficient come in as fast as they havelong
of late. Now we
committee on nominations.
N. A. Foster, proof of the
felt
by
great
large
confidence
have observed that in the matter of volunteer
Declines the Honor.
Esq called the meeting to order, and G. W. numbers of intelligent and active gentlemen iug the 1st District has been
doing but little, if
that
their
destined
to
investments
here
are
be
Cybub K. Ladd, Esq., has been put upon
was
to
chosen
Beal, Etq,
preside. Judge rewarded.”
any better than the 2d District; yet the draft
the so-called “Working and Enrolled Men’B
has been ordered here again. The
deficiency
Kingsbury made the report, and Jacob Me"ine excitement caused Dy tne present ais
of the 1st District is much greater than the de•ticket,” lor Alderman tor Ward 7. Mr. Ladd Lellan was the candidate for Mayor, whose coveries and
enterprises is constantly grow- ficiency of the 2d, Portland atone
ii&viug about
-requests us to say that his name was ustd name was received with applause.
Hon. ing, and there does not appear to be the slight- one hundred men to furnish more
than is rewithout his knowledge or content.
Josiah S. Drummond was called upon to ad- est doubt but that the spring will witness an
from
the
whole
of
this
District, Why
influx of travel and speculation corresponding quired
Mr. Ladd will support Jacob McLellan lor dress the
is
Portland
from
the
He
drait
made a brief and elo- with that which attended the
exempt
meeting.
?”—Lewisearly day ot the ton Journal.
Mayor, and has no sympathy ior any move- quent speech aud hoped all loyal voters would oil fever in
Pennsylvania. The land north of
ment the
us
Allow
the
Yankee
purpose of which is to “aid and comthe village, aloug tha banks ot Cattaraugus
privilege of answering,
see to it lliat our present worthy Mayor be refort those who have no kind word for the
Creek, is said to present extraordinary signs by asking our neighbor of the Journal a queselected, and the City of Portland not placed in of
Government in Its present
through
promise, and the ledge and
tion or two. 1st. Why is the quota of the 2d
struggle with rebel- antagonism to our National Government. He out the region are reported to slopes
bear the Barne
lion.
District—whose number of
dld’nt think mucll of those men who would
go into a political caucus and take pait in It,
but who afterwards would b>lt the nominations If they did not embrace their particular
friends. He was down hard on a third party
whose only object was to create divisions and

BY

is a side saddle like a
fourquart
r
H
jeas
It holds a gall on.
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1. No papers will bo delivered by Carriersexoept
those who hare subscribed stthe ofiioe.
2. No Carrier wiliebe allowed to sellpaporaoa his
routCjOr tocolleot money from subscribers.
8. Carriers found guilty of violating the foregoing
rules they will be discharged.
to

Company.

meeting of the corporators of the Eastern
Packet Company was held at the Board of
Trade Booms Saturday evening for the purpose of organizing under the charter granted
them by the recent Legislature.
T. C. Hersey, Esq., was elected chairman,
and M. N. Eich Secretary.
The act of incorporation was read and accepted.
On motion of O. M. Marrett, Esq., the names
A

of the subscribers to the stock in the corporation were read and it was voted that they be
The meeting of the
corporators was then dissolved.
A meeting of the stockholders was then organized by the election of Jonas H. ferley,
Esq., as Chairman, and M. N. Rich Secreadmitted as Associates.

•

tary.
Mr. Rich, from the committee appointed to
visit the Eastward, reported that the committee had visited Wiscasset, Boothbay, Hodsdon’s Mills, Damariscotta, Wsldoboro, Rockland, CamdeD, Searsport, Belfast, Macbias and
Ellsworth. The committee were eminently
successful in their object, liberal subscriptions
■were made to tbe stock, and great inteiest was
manifested in the object.
The committee report in favor of establishing seven lines of packets as followsFrom
Portland- to Boothbay aDd Wiscasset; from
Portland to Hcdsdon’s Mills, Damariscotta
and Newcastle; from Portland to Waldoboro,
via Bound Pond (Bristol); from Portland direct to Rockland; trom Portland to Camden,
Searsport, Bucksport and Belfast; from Port
land to Mt. Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and
Machias; from Portland to Deer Isle and E1Uworth.
A code of by-laws was then
adopted.
A committee consisting of Messrs. Charles
Chase, T. C. Hersey, W. 8. Dana, Thomas E.

Twitched of Portland, and D. Kuowlton of
Camden, was appointed to nominate a list of
candidates for Directors.
The committee reported the following gen
tlemen to constitute the Board of Directors,
viz.:
Jonas H. Perley, Wm. L. Southard, Woodbury 8. Dans, O. M. Marrett and W. F. Milliken of Portland, John D. Hopkins, of Ellsworth and David Kuowlton of Camden.
A ballot was then taken and

twenty-eight
ballot', representing 142 shares, were thrown,
all of which were for the abovo named gentle
men excepting one or two votes thrown
by
candidates against themselves.
Mr. Kuowlton of Camden, being called upon,
made some remarks upon the importance of a
line of packets from Portland to Camden, and

stated the difficulties experienced in com
municalion between the two places, especially in tbe winter. Molasses, flopr, oats, &c.,
can be purchased cheaper in Portland then
they can in Boston, and the moment facilities
arc offered for their transportation trade frbm
the Eastern part of the Stat j that now goes to
Boston will come to Portland. His opinion
that this operation would ba of the utmost importance both to Portland and the
Eastern towns in the State. The general feel-

was

ing

was

were

Alder**510 Dinneb—Alderman Messer
Ward 6, wlio has for two years so acceptably and ably represented, not only his Wan!
but the whole city, in the Board of Alder
man, and who has been President of the Beard
of

Aldermen,

Press /

Eastern Packet

!

to trade with Portland if the facilities
The meeting then adjourned.

offered.

Subsequently the Directors had a meeling
and organized by the election cf Jonas H.
Perley, Esq., as President, and M. N. Rich,
Esq., Secretary and Treasurer,
It was voted to levy an assessment of $20
per share on the stock subsciibed, payable
forthwith.

City Treasurer, Engineer, Clerksof the Wards
and other officials were invited, including the
local editors of the daily papers. The dinner
was served
up by Capt. Burnum in his usual
goodatyle,and nothing was wanting to reader
the feast a pleasant one.
It is to be regretted that the city is to lose
the valuable services of Alderman Messer.—
The time and attention he has given our streets)
as one of the committee, have made his duties
arduous; but he has faithfully attended to the
business entrusted to him and will retire with
the plaudit from the people of “Well done good
and faithful sorvant.”
Display.—The Hoop Skirt, Corset, Hosiery, &c., store of Messrs. Fitzgerald & Hods
don, No. 148 and 150 Middle street, presented
a beautiful sight
Saturday evening. The
building was handsomely illuminated, the
American flag was flying in fror.t, the windows were splendidly arranged with
goods,
the colors being white, red and
blue, arranged
in a tasteful and beautiful
manner, while the
interior of the store was decorated with flags,
streamers and mottoes—the latter

fceirmg the
Atlanta, Charleston, Wilmington,
Fort Anderson, Fort Fisher, Columbia and
Fort Sumter. It was a splendid display and
of

names

at tracted the attention of thousands.

Tho windows of the adjoining Hosiery store
of Mr. Thompson, were also neatly decorated
with flags and other patriotic emblems, while
the

exterior of the

Portland Soldiers’ Best.
who have passed through the
city, and have stopped at the Soldiers’ Rest
during the week ending March 4ih, 1865:
men

Feb. 27tb, Ellas BrewBter. 1st Me. heavy art. K.
Edward J Milton,
I.
«•
John M. Ha>ron, 1st Me.oavalry, H.
44
Daniel Littlefield,
heavy art, K.
*•
K
Raymond P. Moj?,
44
44
F
Mchaelcora,
44
4 har es C Skinner, 6th
battery.
44
John B. Whee’er, unassigned.
• *
James Paul, 20th Penn, cavalry, G.
44
Amos E tlaidy, 1st Me. heavy art., F.
Feb 58 h, Samuel Mor ell, 6th Me battery.
44
44
Daniel Dol off,
44
JthnB. S.utell. 1 tMe. Vet. Vols., F.
4
Maitm U mer, 3i Me. battery.
44
Wm. E. Chatham, 7th M^. battery, H.
44
James Noble, 16t* Mo Vols.. H.
44
An^ n Pettiugili. 1st Mo. cavalry, K.
March 1st William Smith, l«t Me. infantry, D.
44
44
Simon D mbow, 12th 44
••
John B. Perkins. 1st M battery.
44
H. K. vVe'ton, 13 h Me. Vols., I.
44
44
John 11 Dodge. 82d
C.
44
B. L. Woodward, unappigned.
**
A. K. Morrill. 12 h ^e Vol F.
*«
James d Garnslt, 1st D. U. cavalry, F;

*•
Joseph Spiller, unassigned.
March 2J, A bert L. Mathews,
44
Llewellyn K. Brackett, unassigned.
44
44
V ank H » ainlin,
44
44
Ruius K. Daml-n,
44
Horatio G T* wns^nd.lCIhMe Vol*. D.
*'
**
F
William H Colins 8 h
**
John Young. 29 ti Me.44Vol*.,4 4C.
44
John Lo an, 16 h
March 3d, Alfred H omith, 17th U. S. infantry,
A, 1st batt ry.
44
Joseph llill, unassigned.
•*

44

F^ank Ch* nev, 18tn V R:

Corps, E

March4th, Albert B Richardson,30thMe Vols.H.
4
A. B H id reth, 2d Regulars.
*4
Peter Heckler
44
Wm F S' lliwan, 17 h U. 8. infantry.
44
D
Antonio D&ua,
Whole cumber acoommodated durin®rthe week61.
Henry Inman.

Capt. and A.C. S., U. 8. A.

Solders' Home.
The follow: ng named Soldiers were admitted
and left the Portland Soldiers’ Home for the
week ending March 4th:
Admitted—Albert Spearin, Co. A, 1st Me.
Heavy Artillery; Joseph Carter, Co. D, 19th
Me.; Moses Merrill, Co. K,12th Me.; Augustus H. Morrell, Co. F, do.
Three left forir the homes.
W. H. Plummer, Agent
Desektku Abbestkd.—Charles Goodwin,
was arrested In Lawrence last January

■who

suspicion of being a deserter, was brought
city Friday evening, and was taken to
Augusta Saturday to stand his trial before a

on

to this

From his own confession it apas a substitute for a man
that
enlisted
he
pears
in Sanlord, and, while at a Baloon, where he,
with others, was sent to get his dinner, succeeded in making his escape, broke into a
house, stole a suitof clothes aud made his way
court martial.

to Great

Fails, N. H.,

where he took the cars

for Boston. Subsequently he was arrested in
Lawrecceon suspicion, and was confined eight
weeks, but would give no account of himself.
When brought before the Provost Marshal last
Saturday, he denied being a deserter, but an
officer present recogniztd him, and then he
owned up. He is said to be a notorious thief
and

store was

Chinese lanterns, presenting

a

hung

beautiful

with
scene.

Lecture Wednesday Evening.—Kev.
A. A. Willets, D. D., of Brooklyn, N. Y.,will
lecture beloro tho Young Men’s Christian Astociation next Wednesday at City Hall. The
subject—“The Ago and tho man for it.” Those
who heard the gentleman last winter, need not
be urged to attend this lecture. Mr. Willets
is decidedly one of the most
interesting lecturers we have ever heard.
He is a clear
thinker, a fine writer, and a fluent speaker.—
Those who attend will hear something worth
remembering. We understand the tickets are
selling very fast, and we should think they
would.
Foreign Exports.—The value of foreign
exports from this port last week amounted to
(315,350.55. Included in the shipments were
22.255 sugar box shooks; 2,050 shocks and

heads; 800 prs headings; 50,000 hoops; 140,000 ft lumber; 5 spars; 3,000 lbs nails; 1 keg
rivets; 212 empty casks; 30 bdls hoop iron;
10 bbls oil; 155 bbls potash; 42 bbls pearl
ash; 1,200 bush pe is; 71,200 lbs butter; 1601
bis flour; 6,486 lbs leather; 12 sewing machines; 1000 oars; 2 cases furs; 36,800 lb3
bacon; 7,200 lbs tallow; s4,600 lbs beef; 7
pkgs sundries.
Theatre.—The great sensation drama of
“Streets of New York,” which has been in
preparation for some time, will be produced
this

evening with new scenery, prepared by
Mr. J. B. Hudson, Jr., and a strong cast. Mr.
Murray will appear in the character of Tom
Badger, a gentleman expelled by the Vigilance Committee of San Francisco.

Miss Bid-

well appears as Alida Blood good, and Mrs.
Pike as Mrs. Fairweather. We predict full
houses to witness this drama which has had

unparalelied success throughout
wherever it has been performed.

the country,

John Wesley—The lecture last evening,
in the new church in Congress Square by Rev.

Bolles,

Mr.

was on

the

life, ministry

and in-

fluence of John Wesley, the founder ot the
Methodist Episcopal Church. The house was
very full, and the sketch of Mr. Wesley’s life

exceedingly interesting.

was

the world’s best

He was one of

and truest men, and the
fail to do full justice to his

lecturer did not
fervent piety, his open-handed benevolence,
and his unselfish devotion to the cause of his
master.

couple of fellows, one

New York, went to the “Bite”

of them from
on

Hancock

Saturday afternoon for the express purpose of kicking up a row. They did it pretty
effectually and got so badly handled, especially
by the women, that they were obliged to send
for the police. When the officers arrived on
the spot they found considerable blood, but

street

the valiant combatants had taken themselves
off to a surgeou to have their wounds dressed.

Movements of Steamers.—Steamship
Nova Scotian, Capt Brown, sailed from this
port for Liverpool at half-past two o’clock

Sunday morning, taking
and

a

out 20 passengers

full cargo.

The Moravian will sail for

Saturday.
The Belgian is
from Liverpool.

Liverpool

the steamer due

next

this week

U. S. Marshal's Sale.—Attention is called to the sale of goods forfeited for violation
of the Revenue Laws, at the Custom House
building on Fore street, this day. at 11 o’clock

M.; consisting ot Cigars, Molasses, Sugar,
powder, W. I. Rum, Brandy, Spirits,
Santa Ciuz Rum; One Pung Sleigh, One
Horse Blanket, one Harness, one Halter, <fcc.
A.

Gun

See Marshal’s notice in another column.

Acknowledgment.

The

undersigned
takes pleasure in acknowledging the receipt
o! sixty four dollars and flveceats [$64 05] from
the citizens of East Raymond by the hand of
Franklin Sawyer, Esq., for the Maine Camp
Hospital Association.
Geo. W. Woodman, Treas.
—

Almost a Fibe.—A feather bed in a house
on Free street, caught Are Saturday evening
about It o’clock. The inmates of the dwel-

ling, without creating a general alarm, dumped the bed into the street before any damage
was

done to the house or furniture.

Quiet

Times.—There was not a criminal

before the Municipal Court last week,and
there were fewer persons brought to the lockup for intoxicat on than has been known for a

case

longtime.

We trust this state of things may

conlinue.

Rbcbuiting.—Five men for the army and
put in Saturday at the office of the
Provost Marsha!, and credited as follows:—
Cumberland. 2, Sanford, Yarmouth and Harpsnavy were

well one each.

The American Illustrated newspapers for
his week have been received at the book and
periodical store of A. Robinson, No. 51 Exchange street.
Halibut.— This healthy delicacy of the
is being dealt out at the Fulton Fish
Market. The quality we eau avouch for.

season

blackleg.

Union Pbayeb Meeting.—On Saturday
last the hour between 12 and 1 o’clock, about
the time of the Inauguration ceremonies at

Washington, was noticed in this city by a
public Prayer Meeting at the Vestry of the
The attendance was good, considering the bad state of
the weather and walking, and all denominations were represented. Rev. Mr. Allen briefly stated the object of the meeting, and invited
Chestnut Street M. E. Church.

participate in the exercTses, which consisted of the singing of appropriate hymns of a
patriotic character, prayers and brief remarks
by several clergymen and laymeD. The reall to

marks and prayer of Rev. Rodman of the
Church of the New Jerusalem were particularly appropriate and happy. The occasion
was an interesting one, but many regretted
that it could not have been longer in duration.
Hodbkk eepkbs will find that Burnett’s
Flavoring Extracts have all the detieacy of the

0ruiu fro» which they

are

prepared.

Obituary

Notices.

Wc ol ten receive requests to insert obituary
to add a verse or more of poetry to
the notice of a death, the person making such
request not knowiDg, perhaps, the rule of the
office. In all cases such notieee, as well aa
resolutions of respect passed by Masonic bodies and others, in honor of deceased
members,

notices, or

have to be pa id fur. It costs us
money to put
such tilings in type, and it is
right such expense should be defrayed by those for whose
accommodation it is incurred. Mere notices
of deaths, or, if requested, a notice of the
time and place of a
we insert

funeral,

free;

beyond this a legitimate charge is incurred.
The type in which we print such notices
will average eight words to a line, and the
price is ten cents a line—which is only onehalf the price charged for regular business notices in the reading columns. Let those who
forward obituaries, dec., count them up and
calculate the cost, aDd then they can remit accordingly.
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OFFICIAL NEWS DISPATCH.
IMPORTANT from
SHERIDAN.

Capture

gen.

of Charlotte*

ville.

EARLY AND HIS FORCES DEFEATED AND CAPTURED.
Ren. Lee’s Retreat Cut OR.
LEE HURRYING TROOPS TO LYNCHBURG.
Wab Depabtment, i
Washington, March 5,1865. J

To Moj. Gen. l)ix:
The following dispatches in relation
to the
reported defeat and capture of Gen. Eariv by
Sheridan and the
capture ot ObarlolteVille,
have been received
by this Department. Gen.
huendan and his lorce commenced their movement last Monday and were at Staunton
when
last heard irom.
Maj. Gen. Hancock was
placed in charge of the middle military division during the absence of Gen.
Sheridan,

headquarters at Winchester.
E. M. Stanton,
(Signed)
Secretary of War.
City Point. Va., March 5,11 A. M.—E. M.
Stanton, Secretary oj War—Deserters in this

morning report that Sheridan had routed
Early and captured Charlotleville. They report four regiments having gone from here,
Richmond, to reinforce Early.
/
U. S. Gbant,
(Sigued)
Lieutenant General.
City Point, Va., March 5, 2 A. M —E. M
Stanton, Secretary of War—Deseiters irom
every point of the enemy’s liue confirm the
capture of Chailotteville by Gen. Sheridan.
They say he captured Gen. Early and nearly
his entire force, consisting of 1800 men. Four

brigades were reported as being sent to
Lynchburg to get there before Gen. Sheridan
if possible.
U. S. Gbant,
(Signed)
Lieutenant General.

City Point, March 5, 4 P. M—To Hon. E.
M. Stanton, Secretary of
War:—Refugees

confirm the statement of deserters as to the
capture of Gen. Early and nearly his entire
force. They say it took place on Thursday
last between Staunton and Charlotteville, and
that the defeat was total.

(Signed)
JCrom

.New

U. S. Gbant,
Lieutenant General.
Orleans

American Consul at
Recognized—Rrom Mobile.
New Orleans, Feb. 25,
(
Via Cairo March 5 (
The Times reports that the American Consul at Matamoras has beeu delivered his
passport! by the officials of Maximillian on account
of the non-recognition of the French Austrian
authorities in Mexico by the United States.
The Times also says it is reported that
Gens. Caravajal and OortinaB are marching on
Matamoras, where Mejia, with 4,000 troops
awaits their attack.
Gen. Hurlburt has ordered that no passports
for vessels or merchandise be granted for Matamoras until further orders.

Matamoras

—

not

SECOND DISPATCH.

Cairo, Hi., March 5.
Ihe New Orleans Times of the 25th ult.
says the report of tho expulsion of the American Consul from Matamoras appears to be
confirmed by his arrival at the South West
Pass.

Ihe steamship Empire City, reported to
have been wrecked on Cary’s Foot Reef, was
got off and has arrived at New Orleans.
Permits to bring cotton within our lines
have been issued at Memphis, and for the
we- k ending the 25th over 20,000 bales were
received, aud supplies were allowed to pass
beyond our lines to the value of $220,000.
The schooner Jane Ludlow, reported lost ofl
the Rio Grande, had arrived safely.
A railroad has been constructed from the
depot of the Jackson Railroad to the Mississippi River, for military purposes.
Gen. Canby has returned to New Orleans
from a tour of inspection to Mobile Bay, and
tho adjacent ports.
Commodore Palmer’s fleet is in complete
order, and ready to commence an attack at
any moment.
The health of the troops at the various posts

good.

The latest news from Matamoras is that the
American flag has been hauled down by some
unknown party.
Cotton at New Orleans was quoted at 65 a
09c lor good ordinary to strict middling.Business was limited.
Sugar was quoted at
22 a 24c, and molasses at $125 a $127. Three
cargoes ol sugar aud molasses have arrived
from Cuba at New Orleans.
Inauguration Ceremonies at Washington.
Washington, March 4.
President Lincoln was inaugerated for another term of four yevrs, at 12 o’clock to day.
Overhead the weather was clear and beautiful, but on account of recent rains the streets
were filled with mud. Despite this fact the
crowd was exceedingly large, aud thousands
proceeded to the Capitol to witness the inauguration ceremonies. The procession moved
about 11 o’clock.
President Lincoln hal
been at tho Capitol all day, and consedid
not accompany the procession to
quently
the sc me of the ceremonies. Several bauds of
music, two regiments ofthe invalid corps, and
a squadron ol cavalry, a battery ol artillery
and four companies ot ccl ired troops formed
the military escort. The Mayor and Councilmen of Washington, visiting councilmen from
Baltimore, the Bremen of this city, and the
visiting Bremen from Philadelphia with their
engines were also in the procession. Among
benevolent societies present were the lodges
of Odd Fellows aud Masons, including a
colored lodge of the latter.
The public and principal private buildings
along Pennsylvania Avenue were gaily decorated with flags, and every window was
thronged with faces to catch a glimpse of the
President.
The oath to protect and maintain the Constitution of the United States was administered to Mr. Lincoln by Chief Justice Chase in
the presence of thousands who witnessed the
ceremony while standing in mud almost knee
deep. The inaugural was then read, after
which a national salute was tired. Tho procession then again moved up Pennsylvania
Avenue, the President being conveyed in an
open carriage; seated with him was his son
and Senator Foster of the Committee of arrangements, The President was escorted to
the White House after which the procession

separated
Everything passed off in a most quiet and
orderly manner, and allhough thousands
paiticipated in the ceremony, not an accident
occurred to mar the pleasures of the day.
Southern Items,

New Yobk, March. 5.
The Herald's Washington special dispatch
says authentic information, not from Richmond, has been received that Gen, Sherman’s
advance has reached Fayetteville, N. C.
The same dispatch also says that Porter’s
gunboats have also reached that point.
The Herald’s New Orleans correspondent
has information from Mobile to the4thult.,
at which time the rebels were receiving reinforcements and strengthening the defences.
Beauregard was there on the 4th inspecting
the work, and made a speecu expressing great
confidence that the place can be held.

The force in Mobile is said to be much
larger than has been generally believed.
Gen. Granger was at Pensacola on the Uth,
and reviewed the Union troops.
The Hera’d’s Army of the Potomac correspondent says that every fresh batch of rebel
deserters that come within our lines reiterate
the statement made by previous ones, that the
rebels are preparing to evacuate both Rich-

mond and Petersburg.
Movements

of Gen. Sheridan.
New Yobk, March. 5.

The Times says letter from Winchester,
Vs., states that on the 25th ult., cavalry reinforcuneuts and pontoon trains arrived there,
and that on the 27th, Gen. Sheridan started
with about 15,000 cavalry, it is said to operate
Some say
in the vicinity of Lynchburg.
Sheridan and Sherman will meet and act together in that direction.
Gen. Hancock assumed command at Winchester, on the departure of Gen. Sheridan.
a

Session.

From the Army Before Richmond—Wholesite Desrtions from
the Rebels—Execu-

ENTERTAINMENTS.

tions.
SEN ATE

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

wai

Row.—A

List of

BY

for the past year declined a re-nomination to
the office. On Saturday last he
gave a dinner
to the Mayor and
to which the

Special Noticefollowing regulations will be rigidly observed

the

|

Headquarters Army Potomac, 1
March 3.
j
Nothing important is transpiring. Deserters

Washington, March 3.

evening session—continued.
At 5 o’clock, alter a long debate, the civil
appropriation bill was informally laid aside.
The report ot the committee on Coherence
on the amendatory enrollment act was concurred in.
The amendment to the civil
v
appropriation
y
bill was then taken np.
An amendment that per ons
employed as*
well as those dratted or enlisted should be sub-

ject

to

trial by Court Marshal

was

adopted

The amendment thus amended was then
agreed to.
Mr. Harris here reported that the Conference
committee on the army appropriation bill was
unable to agree.
The Senate insisted onits action.
An amendment to the Omnibus bill that
Pennsylvania bo reimbursed for expenses lu
calling out the troops to oppose Lee’s advance
in that State in 1863, was adopted.
An amendment providing for the
repair of
the Annapolis Naval Academy was
adopted.
Several minor amendments were adopted,
and at 6 o’clock the bill passed.
Several private bills were then passed, and
at nearly 7 o’clock the Senate went into Executive session.
Washington, March 4.
The Senate met at 10 o'clock this morning.
The bill authorizing the coinage of three
cent pieces was passed.
The resolution authorizing a committee of
investigation on the subject of trade with
the rebel States was taken up and laid on the
table.
The bill regulating commerce between tne
States was taken up.
The pending question being on tbe amendment lorbidding the exclusion of any eitizen
from any railroad car, steamboat or conveyance on account of any State law. The amendment to this amendment was adopted to the
effect that no cilize.n shall be excluded from
any meeting house, chutch or hotel on account
of any State law or any regulation of any cor-

poration.

The amendment thus amended was adopted.
Several motions were made to refer or postpone the bill, but all were disagreed to.
A committee was appointed to wait on the
President and inquire it he had any communication to make to the Senate.
At a quarter to 12 o’clock noon, Mr. Hamlin escoited Vice President elect, Johnson, into the Senate, soon after which the members
of the Cabinet and Judges of the Supreme
Court entered and took seats near the Chair.
At 12 o’clock Mr. Hamlin thanked the Senate
for the kindness shown him. His speech was
not heard owing to tbe confusion made in the

galleries by women talking.
Before taking the oath of office Mr. Johnson
made a short speech to the Senate.
He said
by the choice of the people he had been made
presiding officer of this body, and in presenting himse.lf here in obedience to the behests ol
the Constitution of- tbe United States, it
would perhaps not be out of place to remark
just here what a striking thing the Constitu-

tion was. It was the Constitution of the people of the country, and under it here to-day
before the American Senate he felt that he
was a man and an American citizen.
He
would say to the Senators and others before
to
ihe
him,
Supreme Court which sat before
him, that they all got their power from the
of
the
people
country. Turning to Mr. Chase
Mr. Johnson said, your exaltation and position
depend upon the people. Then turning to
ward the Cabinet Ministers be said, and I will
say to you Mr. Secretary Stanton and to you,
Mr. Secretary Welles, you all derive your
power from tbe people. Mr. Johnson then remarked that the great element of vitality in
this government was its nearness and
proximity to the people. He wanted to say to all
who heard him, in the face of the American
people, that all power was derivod from the
people. He would say in the hearing of the
foreign ministers, lor he was going to tell the
truth here to-day, that he was a plebian. He
thanked God for if. It wa9 the popular he a; t
ol this nation that was
beating to sustain tbe
Cabinet officials and the President of tbe
Uuited States. It was a strange occasion that
called forlh a plebian like him to tell such
things as these.
Mr. Johnson next adverted to the affairs in
Tennessee and the abolition of slavery there.
He thanked God that Tennessee was a State
in the Union and had never been out. The
State government had been discontinued for a
time. There had been an
•*interregnum, o
hiatus,” but she had never been out of the
Union. He stood here to-day as her
representative. On this day she would elect a
Governor and a Legislature, and she would
very soon send Senators and members to Congress.
Mr. Johnson then took the oath of office and
Mr. Hamlin declared Iho Senate adjourned
sine die.
There was an extra session after the above
The proclamation calling the
Senate in an extra session was read by the
Secretary. The Senators elect were next
sworn in, after which the procession formed
and proceeded to the east front of the
Capital

proceedings.

building.

Ail tne oilier

general appropriation bills

were

passed; also the bills to establish a Bureau for
Refugees and Freedmen; to authorize the
coinage of three cent pieces of copper and
nickle, and to prohibit the issue oi fractional

currency under five cents.
The Bankrupt and Niagara Ship Canal bills
were lost in the Senate, while the bill to
pay
extra compensation to the builders of ironclids was also lost.
«
Ni thing was done with the Camden Rail
road Co. bill, the House bill remaining in the
Senate clogged with amendments.
The floor of the Senate Chamber was crowded to-day to its utmost capacity by Senators,
members elect and ex-members of Congress,
the Justices of the Supreme Court, Army and
Naval officers. Foreign Ministers in full dress,
Governors of Slate and Territories, all the
members of the Cabinet, together with other
distinguished personages. To night the Executive Mansion was thrown open for a
public
reception. The presure was immense.
HOUSE.

SESSION CONTINUED.
The resolution in regard to JLucien Andersen
was agreed to—79 to 38.
The conference report on the bill amending
the tariff act was agreed to.
The conference report on the bill relative to
various military subjects,
including the enrollment bill, was adopted—71 to 51.
The bill was passed to
dispose of coal lands
on the public domain.
The conterence report on the bill
reorganizing the subsistence department was agreed to.
EVENING

The Senate’s amendment to the resolution
of thanki t^jen. Thomas was
disagreed to.
^ke bill to extend the time for locating Virland
ginia military
warrants was passed.
AJter a long debate the House receded from
the amendment
concerning the Illinois Central
Railroad.
The bill then passed.
The bill

|removlng

all

disqualification

of

color in carrying the mails was passed.
A resolution was agreed to
requesting the
Secretary of War to direct the order prohibiting negroes from leaving the District of Columbia without a pass to be rescinded.
At 7.15 the House took a recess until nine
o’clock.
From
The

day..

Washington.

Washngton, March 5.
Senate before its adjournment yester-

cleared its

presidential
nearly all of

executive callandcr of all
nominations, 600 in number, and
a

military character which

were

confirmed.
The President yesterday sent in the nomination of J. D. de Frees for
Superintendant of
public printing, and the Senate unanimously
confirmed it.
The amendatory tariff imposes an additional
duty of $2 a ton on railroad iron.
The Chronicle of to-day says, speaking of
the reception at the Executive Mansion last
night, that many colored persons appeared to
pay their respects to the President and his
lady, among whom were Frederick Douglas
and wile.
The extra session of the Senate has nothing to do with legislation, but will act upon
nominations for offices and win probably continue for two weeks.

continue to come into our lines in

large
bers. Filty six arrived, nearly all bringing
their guns and equipments, for which they ate
to be paid. Tue number o*' muskets received
trom deserters Bince Feb. 22J is 240, all of
them in good order. In addition to the usual
stories by these men, they say that two companies from each regiment of several brigades
have been detailed from the army defending
Petersburg aud sent to hunt up deserters,
thousands of whom are said to be scattered
through the country endeavoring to reach
their homes. This is paiticularly the case
with the North aud South Carolina troops,

who are sick aud tired of
t(je contest aud are
anxious to join their families now within our
lines. These men are principally veterans ol
three or four years service. Many of them
have been lately exchanged and refused fur
loughs, and have not been paid for a long time
nor with any
prospect of getting any scon, aud
they take “French leave.”
A few days ago a Sergeant was sent out in
charge of a team and six men to get wood.
The men were unarmed, but the Sergeant was
armed with a revolver aud sword. After
getting outside the rebel lines the mules apparently ran away, but the Sergeant guided them
straight for our lines and the whole party arrived safely. They received for the mules
seven hundred dollars, which was divided
equally among them.
The cheering among the rebels on Wednesday evening was on account of their receiving
a ration of
whiskey, which seems to be quite a
rarity in their commissary department.

Gvn. Conk, commanding a brigade in Gen.
Hettis’ division, is said to have liarrangued his
men on the occasion while
grossly intoxicated.
Anthnnv Raymond and Newell J. Eagle of
the 64th New Tork Volunteers, were shot today lor attempting to desert to the enemy.
W. D. McGregor.
(Signed)

Marching through
Wilmington.
Fortress Monroe, March 3.
fsteameTs Glaucis and Neptune arrived here’
this afternoon irom
Saiithville, N. C. The
captains of both there steamers report d hav-

ing encountered very heavy north east gales.
Shortly before leavingSmuhville, 1st insf, the
steamer Gen. Meigs arrived Irom
Wiiruing
ton, N. C., bringing the report that a portion of
Geu.
Sherman’s

army

flood at Nashville.

Nashville, Tenn., March 4.

fue heavy rains of the
past three days has
caused a great rise in the
river, which is over
its banks. The
city is entirely surrounded by
water, and the lower part submerged. One of
the railroads
running south is much damaged.
Tho trestle bridge over Stone River, near
Murfreesboro baa been swept away; also one
at franklin.
Theie has been no interruption
as yet on the Louisville and Nashville Railroad. Tue river rose seven feet yesterday and
last night, and is still rising.
Much damage
has been done to
property in the vicinity of
The flood is believed to be the
the river.
greatest ever known. Two soldiers of the Sfh
Indiana regiment were drowned yesterday in

Edgefield.

Contemplated

Raid

on

Oswepo

and

Roches-

Mission of Gen. Sickles.

ter, jv. r.

New York, March 5.
The Panama Mercantile Chronicle of Feb. 13,
mission
of Gen. Sickles is
has a report the that
to procure from the Columbian government a
concession of lands on which to form a settlement of 300,000 of the negroes emancipated
by the great secession war. The report says,
but the Chronicle doubts it, that $1,000,000
would be paid for the privilege.

Oswego, N. Y., March 4.
has received a dispatch from
Governor Fenton stating that ibe War Department at Washington has received information
from Halifax that the rebels in the Provinces
are contemplating a raid on Oswego and
Rochester. A public meetiug is to be held In
this city this afternoon to take such action
Maj. Grant

as

may be deemed necessary.

had arrived at, and

was

marching through Wilmington, from which
it is conjectured that
ajuuctionbas been ef
fected between ,Gen. Terrys and Sherman’s

forces.
The mail boat from Washington did not
rive until 3 P. M. to-day.

doming Again!

are

OIlY
HAl.L
POSITIVELY ONE NIGHT ONLY I
SATURDAY EVENING, MARCH lltk.
The Great a d Incomparable Gigantic
’DXJPBJtZ

&

OBEEH’.i

Minstrels and Brass Band !

Who willuppoar at lhe above named Hall lor
positive y oue night onlv, on (b'irrtturn trom -hen triati
vude>sln Eastern Tear previous 10
their dcpaitn-e for Buffil-*, lien land, De-t.oit. Milwaukee, Gol< a-o. Si. Louis. Louisville, Cincinnati,
Pittsburg, Philadrlphia, Bait-more aud Wa-hlugton. where lhe
will close their eleventh eit“““ Tour—introducing on this
(cession on entire
no
programme—tee most attiaot.ve cod pleasing
bill iu minstrelsy.
Doors open J to 7; ocmmrnoe at J to 8 o’c’ook.
AdmiisionSScents.
Chas. H. Do* k 2,

umphant

Troupy

Samuel Ptud.i
Adams, {A^en“-

Manager,

hlem.

CHEEVE’8

M A

N

D

AND

—

Musical

OF

—

Instruction.

SIGAOR

BALL,

That oomeseff at

CITY
All persons
either

tion,

HALL,
for

wishing

Also,

a

Pers jna

ing. March 6th, at 7J o’clock and he will
by a talented Lady who will preside at

be abided

Piano
Forte. Those vi ho wish to attend are request d to
call at his room for the card of invitation that will
be furnished gratis.
mar3_3.*

or
diet by person# f.

Dresses

Fancvi
Boston

om

great variety of Dobikobs
cm select e.th»*r in t.e
uay

who wiU be

ii" Masks.
or evening.

Music

& ftmond’s Full Quadrille Band.

by Rajmond

Floor yIanawers—W li C »ley, H T »>unn, E 8
Woa uie 1, J <J ui lley, W H
«Vteks, S S Hmnafjro,
E
a d Hodgkins
Tijkets for Bail, a iminting Gent and two ladies
#1 60; Pronominal Tioaetf f»r <i*nt and
Lady 91. o
Pros enium Ticet .or Cent 76 cent.: *'rof Qeetn w
Ticko (or Lary 60 c's For rale at J J
HB-ya’s,
oh.ueest; Pii e’s Music S ore, Middle St.; Co’ley,
Burnham & Co's Congiessbt; also, ol t.,e Mauagerssn t a’ thadror.
Doois op m at 7 o'clock. Lancing to co roeuci
at8j o’clock.
msrSid
■

M.

C.

C.

Young

taken the roomi recently occupied bv Miss
Durgin, corner of fcigh aud P.eisart Sfree s,
*Ld will open the Spring Term of ibis School, lor
Misses and Masters,

a

Men’s C hristian

D.

D.,

lecture leforj the

Association,

MONDAY, MARCH 6th,
For

CITYJHA.LL,
March 8th, 1865,

Commencing at 7i 0'elcck.
Subject—“The Age and the Man for it” (A beanideal of character.)
Tickets 25 centr—to be tad at H. Packard's, Bai&
tfoyes', and at the door.
Chab J. Mr rrib,
Fkio. Dins,
G C Tvleb,
A“DREW J

March 3-td

h'-re wi.l to

a

fel27 2w

ORTLAmS>
Spring

A MERRY SLEIGH RIDE !
The
ftill

Portland

Belle,

leave her mooring* at the Riding
rig.
IN School,
South street, for cruise around
town,
wiU

a

ai

o

a

clock

p.

m«,

Wednesdays and Saturdays,
oommenolng this afternoon, Jon’y 7, for the boneSt
oi Ladies and
Children.

Pare

ts.

.er

ROBINSON,

W«

adults 26

ots;

Commander.

Parties can arrange for a rido out of town by atplying to the Commander.
janfdtf

Thirty Rays’

A15ADJEHY

Term will

Begin

Yarmouth

!

i®n24tf__yeo.y
GORHAM SEMINARY,

Sprinv Term of Gorham Semi- ary will
1XHF,
meuoe
Tuesday, fb. 21st, 1865. For

GAS

ACADEMY !

mHS Spring Term of this Jnsfi ution will comA mence Wednesday, March
1st, end continue

oleveo w -ekt*
>dw•» F. Ambro-k, A. B.
Principal,
Charles D. Baurows. A. B. Assistant,
Mils ill™ a. Barrows. Teacher of
Musio,
Misi Mariana 8oiit»eu, Teacher ot
Drawing.
F or further particulars ad tire ss
D. a. 8EWALL, See.’v.
k reburg, Feb 14th, 1866.
fotlSdUw’

will

to receive

select the

OF

He will give particu'a- inducements to
pertiee
wis -ing to enter into a
welipajing business, b, buying nig entire

Stocks, Tools, &c,,
And re-,t theStrre now occnpled by
him, will make
terms easy. Dou': jug oet iOUi owe iuterest, but
oilt without de'ayand ex itnlne lor
yourselves.
The stand is one of ibe best in this
city, and the
well selected and ac low prices.

Ticck

BI. BKADT, Agent,
26 Market Square, Portland.

ran-411m

LAMB &

QUINLIN,

I¥o. 97 South main

copartnership
existing under the
jT1 nam* Ot John Lynob A Co., is this day dissolvpd by mutual consent. John Lynch and
Peleg
Barker ar-o author.zed tosett’e the affairs el
the fi-m,
and sign its name in
liquidation.

March t, 1865.

Copartnership

Notice.

have this day formed a copartnership under theetjle snd name of Lynch
B"*®r * Co, for ih? purposeof
transactinga Gen.
erai Leinmi sion and
Importing Busi?esi, and have
taken an offlo» over the old stand oi John
Lvnoh A
John

Lynch,

Prang Basher.

....

1, 1865.—lm

mbE uud'.r icned
having purchased the stock of
jhnJ'>nch * Co, will continue the Who esale
brooeiyBnsioes attheold stand, No 189 Granite
"Look, Commercial St.
Thomas Lynch,
March 1.13S5.—dSw3w

HIE \\m MTlillAL BAiU,
Or

Citt

lux

or

Nxw You.

CAPITAL. 91,000.000. PAID IN.

And

Agent

of the United States,

Special Agent

for Jay

Agent,
Will

Cookx, Subscription

Deliver 7-30 Notes Free ot Charge,

by express, in a’l parts of the country, and reoelve
in payment Checks on New
York. Philadelphia and
Boston, current bills, and all five per cent, interest
notes, with Interest to date of
subscription. Orders
sent by ma 1 will be
promptly fillod.
Tills tank reoeives the aooounts of Banks snd
Backers on favorable terms; also of individuals
keeping New York accounts.
J. T. Hill, Cashier.
J. U. Onv s, President.
Batch 1—d£a3m

REMOVAL!
DR. W.N.

Medical

DM1A«,

Electrician
offioe iron

Clapp', Block to

MEET,

tk« luted SUtet Hotel, Here ks

respectfully announceto theoitirens .1
WOULD
Portland and vicinity, that he has pcrmaneni.
located in this

y
the two years w 4
oity.
nave bsen
in this oity, we have curve acme 11
the worst terms oi disease in person* who have tnt J
■fiber forms oi treatment lu vaiu, and ow n* pa.
tienta in so short a time that the
qnestion is otls
tahed, do they stay cured t Io answer this one.tin 1
*e will say that all that do not
stay cuied. so wi 1
toetor the second time for
.1
nothin*.
Dr. D. has been a practical ..ieetriciau icr twent' •
me years, and la also a regular
graduated phyeicloi
isectrloity is porleotiy adapted to ohronio ruses*,
in the torrn of nervous or sick hsauuclie;
neur.lt >
m the head, neok.or extremities;
o.-nsamption whin
,o the aeatoatagos or where the lungs are Bob
laiiq
iuvoired; aento or chronic beumutism sevkuia hi
1.seises, white swellings, spina, diseases,
t
it the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limit
palsy or paralysis, Bt. Vitas' Danoe. deafness Stan*
a .ring or hesitancy oi speech,
dyspepsia, Indl.-cv.
ti in. constipation and liver
piles—wc eni s
every case that can be presented: asthma, broach
«, striotnres of the ohest, and all forms c. .•email

During

uurva’u

complaint

aplainta

By

Elloctrioity

The Bheumatio, the ?oetv. the lame and the laiv
leap with Joy, and move with the ngfli’v aad elastic
.ty of youth; the heated brain Is oooiod; the frost
bitten limbs restored, tne uuocuth ae-ormitie* re,
moved; faintnessoonverted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deai to hear ana
the fialided form te move upright; the blbmishea 0
youth are obliterated; the accidentv oi matere ill*
prevented ; the calamities of old age ofcviatsd, ax a
an aotive elroulaticn ms’etained.

LADIES
Who have oold handy and flat; weak flomsoba
iamo and woak backs; nervous and siok headachedlasiness and swimming in the head, with
indigestion and constipation of the beweU;
pain In the aide
and book; ieuoorrhme, (or whites);
falling o- the

all that long train oi diseases will And Polypus,
In Klrotrioa sure means of oore. For
painful menstruation
too profuse menstruation, and ail of those ion* lias
ot troubles with young ladiee. Electricity is , yertuia
tpeolfic, and will, in a short time, restore the slier.,
to the vigor of health.*

tty

TEETH I

TEETH.I TEETH I

Dr. D. still oontinaes to Extract Teeth by Elect! It
lip without Pain. Parsons basin* decayed tevib
or stump" they wish to have removed lor
resetting
he would give a polite invitation >6 call.
Buponor electro magnetic Machines for sale lor
family use with tborrupb instruct ions.
Dr. D. *an accommodate a fsw patients with
board and treatment ut his house.
t'lffloehours from 8 «>*■■>•» s w te Ilk.;i
from 1 to 6 v *.. end 7to 9 in the Evening*
Oonsuitalicr Ere*.
uovltf

NEW PERFOTIE
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

LOAlT,

u. s. 7 3-10

FOR SALE AT THE

Banls..

B. C. SOME KB Y, Cashier.
Portland Feb. 18,1865.

feb!7isdtf

7 3-10 LOAN I

RE»B TO:

Thayer, Brigham fc Co; Fenno k Child; A. G
Farwell fc Co., Boston. Hoyt f Company; F. P.
Woodbury; New York. Merchants Bank, st. Lon's
Feb 23—dim*
Removal 1

inform the
to corner of

WOULD

Smery
ha.

and Civil

Engineer,

OFFICE. COOWAS BLOCH,
mahltd&wt;

BELLES

OF

USD TUB

NEWPORT

—

ARCTUSINJG,
-MADE

FROM—

BEARS’

GREASE,

For the growth and luxuriance of the hair.
Bewa*e ofimitationp—obprrvc the name and signaiure. Trade mark secured
*cr ?a'e by W. F.Phillips k Co.. Agents.
* or sale by the Druggists.
fobddltu

C

With Stock and Fixtures, No. 75 Fore Street, Portio.22.2w*

Naples, Ma-chSd. 1866.
ri’HlS is to certify that I hate this day gt»on my

John Wesley Green his lime. I stial. therefore. fro a, this da'e. o aim none of his earnings nor
sh U11 yay
any debts cf his contrac ing.
son

JOHN GREEN.
mar4dRt*

Sheep Wash.
1 | |A DOZEN Sheep Wash, a pure remedy for
Ticks and I ice on Sheep; ohespertban any
other
sale bv
KENDALb ft WHITNEY.
Dortland Feb. 23,1866.
feb28dis3m
For

Farm for Sale.
farm in We tbrook, on tho Bridge road,
about ono mile from Duck Pond, containing
»bout

A

ion acres tillage, wood and pasture land. The
land is under good state of cultivation.
Themis on
the prem ses a two st"ry brick
house,large barn and
in go. d repair.
Apple to A 8.
HAVEN,on the premises.
marl'&wlw*

oat-bujioings.au

Board.
by a gentl-man busy tho greater part
of the dav. Address T. p. at this office.
March 1—dlw*

which

€IT¥

ELECTION.

PCuermtn of th? tUy of Portland, the inhabitants

tner o!,qnal tied
according to law to vote in the
election i>f Ci’y Officers, will mee in tbtir
respective v' ard Koouis, or usual
places of meeting, on
Monday, the sixt 1 day o< March nut, at ten o'clock
in the forenoon, to give «n iLe*r vote* for Mivor o<
said City; for Oae Alaeimsn end Turte Common
Couno
a Warden nnd Clerk, and tor lwo
City
(Jonstab es tor < aid W ards.
And the Aldirmen of raid City will be in se*sion
in the Ward Kooro in the C ty Building
(entrance
on Myrtle btreet,) from nine o'clock in tbe f
renoon
to one o'clock in .re afternoon on each of th
hree
»e:u<ar cays next | r Deeding such d
y of eleo i n
and f om ihree o'olrefc to fl/e o’clock oa tho afternoon of tbe iaetot said thr»e eecu ar dais, for tb*
purpcs3 of rece v<ng evidence of tbe quxlifioaticn oi
voter* w>-o‘e name * have nit been eucerej on the
lis’sof qnaiifi d voters in end for the several Wards
and for o< rreot*ng ra:d )i ts.
Per order of the Mayor and Aldermen.
-i. M H£A1'm, City
1 Clerk.

[nun,

B* °*

SPECIAL

of tbe

of tbe Stookholders
A Casco Bankmeeting
will be held
their Banking House
at

Wednesday tbe 8ih d*y oi March text at 3
o'olock P. M for the following purposes, to ^rif :
First—To see T’f th.) Stockholders will rote to surrender tho Charter ot the Bank.
Second—To s-e if they wf»l vote to change or cc nvert the Oaso Bank into a National Banking Aeeociat on under the laws of tie United Slates,
Third—To ct upon any other business that may
legally como before them.
Per order of Directors,
E.P. GERRI8H Cashier.
Portland Feb. 21,1S66.
feb22td
on

NOTICE.
and after thi. dafo.
as"8 to have any int .rest

ON
ourbus
o

Feb’y24th,

ness

Feb 24—eod2w

Bamu l Tyler
responsibility in
AUG.H. K. BTEVeNS 4 CO.

TUK

Portland, March 4,

C. A. STACK POL fili Clerk.
marldtd
1865.

1*Imlon*a—Tri/.r no ethexXt
by droplets sononilly.

i,

that the partner-h p
A W Ml. Paine aid
under the Arm of

HHDS'

3500

Cargo ahlp “W. Libby.**
D,,|t

«

CO

HEMP COD LINES!
90(1
yjy
•

Dr7< 9tc 18 thread, Fniflfgh Cod Linos.
p.r steamer North Amt ric&n.

Cotton Cod Lines.
Feb

Dor. 6 to 20 pounds.

DANA

SS-’-Aw-sSw

CO.

A

ween

tticnt

Portland,

PAINE A 8TROUT,
la thlada? d'M0l*ed bv mntnal ceoeent. The aAeir.
ofthe Arm win be .ettled and thebluin'.• oontl ued
byL, D. Biroat it their old etand, ho 32) I 'ooKiess
»«•
A W p.mi,
L, D. Stkodt.
Portland, Feb23th, 1866.
maridlw*

F our and OulB.

10005%^^
Double

MoBRIEN,
Oyster and Steak Houses 1500
No. 14 nnd 16 Exchange St.
PORTLAND

MAINE.

Feb 21—dim

^/lelville

Sawyer,

GENERAL

Commission and Forwarding
Merchant,
No. 102 N. Second S*, Second Floor,
LOUIS,

600 bbla. Crushed Bor#
]• oo bb s Littl fields Poudre'te
F *r sale at Porttsi d Aericulturnl WarehooM
Seed Store, Market Boi
by

Dissolution.

&

CO.,

Flour, Groceries, and Country Produce,

To which the attention of former natron, ia invited.
Portland, Feb 20. 1S66.
fot)21d2w

J.

fflioliMwd, Pork, Ac.

00

HHDS. New Muscovado Kolauea.

100 Bb’,. Clear and Met, Perk,
iuu UP. Can't i rime oolong Tea.
Choice Miueorado Sugar, in h” d ■ and bbla. For
•ale by
THOd. LYNCH,
139 Commerce] 8*.
March Ut,18G6.—2»

Trinidad Sugar and JHolaaser.
HHD8. prime Grooeri’Sugar.
351

Hhds.)

To
} Choice Muaeovado Molaeioa
Bbla. J
Cargo of brig J D. Lincoln, sow landing and for
sale at No. 1 Central Wharf, be
Mar 1—if
HOPHNi EATON.
80
15

Valuable

Property

'^'c^BBADLEY*

1*rpS5MMtT,ffl«»* co

W. Sl'KES,

FLOOR, GRAIN, SEEDS. PROVISIONS, LARD,

TKR. and WESTERN PRODUCE generally
Particular attention given to shipping hy quickest
cheapest routes. So. 152 South Water St.,

mar4d4 via

a

private

*.'■*£•,nD,£ J
6. and 66

to

tons, T Batche’der. commander, havlug moat of her cargo engaged, will
Eor freight ap.
have quick dispatch
on Board, or
nlv
P to th« Csntain

SAMUEL MERRITT,
Sagadabcck Hotue.

Middle 3t.

Wanted lir-medlaiely.

near ce-ter of the city, f r two youog
ladies for wh.ihngaoUprio* will be paid. Best
Addreta in metiia’ely,
refer EM glvon.
JULIA, Box 42 Portland F O

For
The

good

jksU
March

mari'tf

AP£loQI°LVERY,RYAN*DAVI8,
181 Ccmmoroial St.

To Cutlersexpelierced Clothing Cnttera wanted imWM. DEJLRISG k CO
mediately, by
March2—dtf
24 Fivefct.

FEW

For
A

Sale.

Brig Delmout Locks, 138 tons, iu

order.

1-dlw

BriARD

nr

JanStdtw*

Bath, J an 17,18®.

take

*

Francisco.

TheCHnper Barque "Oakaasd,’’ 700

Reference— Means

MAN to do

superior

ter

San

Illinois.

ard at

A charge of

uni

sale Mavtes'ennt
LIBBY’S STABLE,
naridlw*Cmtrc St.

roadster,

und

Waulrd.
and
oimmnn Gardening,

18■»*•*»«•*■

__

Horse for Sale.
ntyileh family Ho'i»,

A

BUT-

x 471.
8 G. Bewd'aar k Co; MaynBona; H. & W. Chiokering; u. H. CammUM'
fc Co; Chas. H. Stone; Hallett, Davie k Co; Boston.
J. N. Baron, Esq, Pro”dent Newton National *•*?*•
Newton,Ma;a;C.B Coffln.Eaq, N.T.City M-AMy

for Sale.

THE

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,

P. O. B

Property

Mill* idtua'ed at Le.d of tide-wafer, a* the
out- et of Sireutwatcr river, occupied bv U-e rubconsorib- r lor the a*t wen1 e-five
lour acres
fisting of building 8 > by 86, atone earn, •and
»'•
mil
nt fl iti and land
bo
8C1®
sojohd m.
repair, and now uncer lease

fcb25etdAw3w

Chicago,

and

KECiDaLL k WHITNFT.
Portland Feb. 27,18 6
leb28dif&m

ropartn rship heretofore existing tinder the
uarre of Plummer f Cole, is by mutual oonitnt

M. PLMIBER

Fertilizets.
Co®'* SaptrFhosphatu of Lima

00

MO.

13P* Tarticular attention given to the purchase ol
Iet2ld2m
Flour and Tobiooo.

J.

*nd So-IU-

6 0 tth
Extri Flour.
790 Bb!« W stern Extra F'^ur.
860 BblsCsnaaa txtraand Super FTour.
Oats by ihe Car loid, or n'h^gi**., for sale by
GEO. F Ft 81EE.
No 2 Galt B.ock, C-mro* rHsl St
Portland. Feb 18.188V
ftStatf

or

Cape Elizabeth Steam Ferry Ce.
annus) meeting of the Cage Elizabeth Strain
ferry Company wi;] bj held iu Portland at tbe
Counting Room of Joseph W Dyer, on Monday,
13lh.Instant, at 10 o'clook in the forenoon.

SOX.

» FLOAT.

OF

Casco Bank.

Me

LIVERPOOL SALT

*300

hereby given
beretefree ill",',
NO
U D.
ol

SOMEBBY,

Cashier.
feb22td

for

A.ak

Fortlacd, Feb 25,1866—did

Contlnne business a1 the qld stand, where may be
foued. as usual, a wall ^elected assortment ol

^

nianae.

ttiJUAN r to warrants from the Mayor and Al-

First—To see if the Stookholders will vote to surrender lhe Charter of the Bank
fo see if they will veto
Second
tochango or eonvert the ( anal Bi»k into a -National
Banking AssocliOon,” under thelawsotthe Uni ed S ates
Third-Toeet upon any other business that
may
legally ome before them.
Per Order 01 the Directors
Portland, Feb 21,1865.

its

only by PHAJLOlX

lit#1* Beware of Counterfeits.
(Vt'ITftilit

THE
dir solved.

^

it tnkrn

Manufactured

8old

Canal Bank.

notice;

Attrst—H. D. Tcrrey.

APS,

SPECIAL Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Canal Bank win be held at ttnir Banking
Uonse, on Wednesday, Iho 8th day of Ms th next
at l o'clock A, kl, lei* th»
following purposes, to

A

ExqnUite, Dclicnic nail Frn«
Dint«llr«l from flic
mid Keaiiiiful
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Shaw’s,
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ELDORADO SALOON,
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Temple Street.

Exchange 8t.

SPRING HATS

Decalcomania,

Or the > rt of Transferring Pictures in Oil Colors upupon China Glass Marble er Word.
Plain Vaso.Ornamented, iVficed ones Benovated.
Fioturcs and Materials for Sale. Instruction Free,
MBS. J. W, EMERT,
Corner of Congress and Ches ;nnt Streets.
Feb 20—d4w

JOHN F. ANDERSON,
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removed

CONGRESS & CHESTNUT STREETS,
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suit, by

J.

Removal!

pnblio that she

to

H. WOOD * SON.

Maroh 4th—dlw
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WANTED,

Will reeeive consignments oi Mc'tbandlw tl
•very description, fer public or private sale. Salt!
or Rea! testate, Vosses,
Carpeee, Stocks and kt •
ohandise soiioitod.
Cesh advances made, wit j
prompt.ales and rotirns.
mcblSdly

and

DISSOLUTION.

ited.

Co, Commercial St.

article.

COOKE,

Fob’ll ,d&w3m

TICK

John Lynch,

undersigned

St.,

Partioilar attention given to the purchase of
Flour, Provisions, Cotton and Wool. Orders solic-

Mrs. J. w

1.

at par. Subscriber*
sgents, in whom they have con-

Subscription Agent, Philadelphia.
Suhcorlptions will he reoeivfid by the
First National Bank of
Portland, Maine.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

PKLfcO BaRKBB,
*hc«as Lynch.

—

Has removed to the ar&oioua store u
exchange Street, four doors below
Morohaut’a Exchange.

Now ready, at

a l
batiuen
given time.

BOYS,

Dissolution of Copartnership,
rilHE
heretofore

TWE

have generally

fidence, and who only are to be responsible for the
delivery of the notes for which they reoelve orders.

FOR sale In WM.

TENNESSEE I

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
Family School,

spring Term ol this highly s cccRsful school
A will oommen e March 16. For “Circular.”
&c.,
pl'a«ead<«ro8. the principal.
feb7M\YSt5w
\y. JOHNSON, M. A.

Surveyor

01

subscriptions

r own

FIXTURES,

TOPSHAM,.MAINE.

March

agreed

former

Aa the Stock rarst be oloaed out, and
settled up, within the above

full

febMtf_Seo’y

THE

In order that citizens

Lamps, Lanterns, &c.,

om.

►

the Princip I, Wm. G. Lord, A
apply
JOHN A. WATERMAN,
o1 Xmstees.
to

FOR

will

AT A OH BAT 8ACBIFICE.

wiil com? ence Feb 13,
For
address E. S. Hoyt, A. M Priuol

Franklin

no es

of ineener

And th-nVing 1b’m
kindly for past fsvars, he now
offers to he t'i*iz-*ns f f Peril
and, and surrojnding country, his entire s ock of

Academy,

JAMES SAXES,

a:,'°r’°

days,
undoubtedly command a premium, as has uniformly been the oase on
closing ihe
subscriptions to other loans.
when the

sums

STATE

Spring Term

on

Great Popular Loan of the
People.

less thin $300,000,000 remain
unsold, whioh will
probably be disposed ofwithin the next60cr9J

Army,

our

home in the

YARMOUTH MAINE.

particulars

in Market

the

Oannl

Glorious Success of

Feb. 27.

This

THE
particulars

Only Loan

offered by tbs Government, audit fa confidently expected that its superior advantages wjl make it

Notice!

He is therefore enabled to r;tum to h's

Srhool is for both Misuse and Masters without regard to age or a taiuments
Pupils mty be admitto; at any timo in the term
I or lurtlier p rticulars
apply to
J. a'. HANSON,
371 Congress f?t.
feb!3tf_

Yo.

EDWARD 31. FATTEN,
Commission Merchant A Auctioneer

u

Poftlcnd, Feb 25.1865.
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Thursday,
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174 RUDDLE SI

Notes of all the denominations named
will be
promptly furnished upon reoeipt of subeoriptiona.—
This is

on

pAttloularr .nq-ireor'

Has removed his

tc.ms, fcc. inquire at
meb3 <lw *

Mjndav. March 6th
r.epartman ior Ch.idrcn oi both

seves.

more, according to the rate levied on other
The interest is
payable semi-annually by
coupons attached to each note, which
may bo out oil
and sold to any bank or
banker.
The interest amounts to

good low Boat of about 70 tors
In g o rut ning order, will

?,1riuen'

M&XU.Vtn&til'**•">"'.
For

cent,

Fiscal

uu.lt:rsigned t kes this opportunity
THE
toralng his customers ani ilie public in
Seminary.
that in c.ns.quenoe ot ;h^ recent
ai,
EAWKES will open th‘ Spring Term of

■

atout ten

per cen*. per
annum, betides its exemption from State and municipal taxation, which adds from one to three per

LeotVrs
Commit eo.

'.hab*,J^

Casco Btfeat
th" aho-.e School
MISS

including interest,

JAY

HAS

and continue ten weeks.
16 Preble street.

rates,

—AT—

J

HALL,

BONDS 1

a

every town and seition ol
the eonntry may be aficrdel acuities for
taking the
loan, the National Banks, State Banks, and Private

A.

WILLETS,

Of Brooklyn, N. Y., wil do’ivei

School.

ill ARY

worth

Bankers throughout the
country

REV. A. A.

children 16

Select
Hiss

the

1

JST,.

Torfand,

now

BORRA,

Here<reotlully anncunocs to the Mviicil peoplnof
Portland that he proposes to give a Musiosl Soiree
and Lecture of the above sjstem on
Monday Even-

A

r

ol any Na-

City Monday, Maroh 6to lt>66, at too
ANTE-KOOtt OF THE HALL.

ley

11 Clapp's Block.

brown s ,o ‘ties a id Shirtpioeet bleachad
‘“s; Bed. White, Blue and spotieo Flannel; Driss
Hoods Blankyts Quilts, Dot skies, Cii l -o. s, satl“‘'t ; 1 i on Goods,
Napkins us
Cuffi
uosoms, shooh tog ther with a gtneral sseortment
or Dry and
Fancy goo is.
m-rchotd

*«rly Oppoiite

Comic
oan ba «uo
m the

Who bring* the highest testimonials from Boston
Providence, where be has been eminently successful, has taken room in

HaLL,

COMMK'

fo't Boat at Auction.

issued under date of Aigcst 16th,
1884, and ara payab'e three years from that ame, in
currency, cr aro convertible at the
option of thB
holder into
are

now

auction&eb.TTi^^T^

Sale of Dry and Fancy
Oooda,
CIIJO on luodry, Mi ch 7th at 10 A.
M., an! d| F M and oontitned lotanot n and
arternoon throat h the week
t!en,isti.ig in n r tf
8JO
and

Tuesday Evening. March 7th.

and

CONGRESS

SEVEN-THIRTY LOAN.
Those Notea

*• “• f attkm,

property.

come AND in ASK

Wednesday Evening,

SYSTEM

annum, known asthe

premium of nine per
cent, including
gold interest from November, which
makes the aotual profit on tho 7-90
loan, atoarrant

Financial.

$4,130,000, including a subscription of $234,000 from New York, and $3000individual subscriptions of from $50 to $100. Tbe total subscriptions for the week amount to $20,877,450.

Agency for the sale of United States Treasur / Notes,
bearing seven and three tenl hs per cent, interest,per

TbeseBouds aro

Civic, Fireman’s, Military,
Fancy Dress,

Y.

Philadelphia, March 4.

LOAN.

U. 8. 3-SO Six Per
Dent.

THE

G

AUCTION SALES

By authority of tho Secretary of the Treasury,m,
undersigned has assume 1 the General Subscription

mar4d7t

ar-

Jay Cooke, the subscription agent, reports
sales of the 7 30 lorn to-day to the amount
ol

7-30

u. S.

FORGET gold-bearing

DON’T

Qen. Sherman’s forces

CANADA
tyreoi

num-

Tho World's Favorites

FINANCIAL.

A

MtV

Sale.

The Brig Mary E. Thompson, 110 tuna,
w -II found, and a good venel.

-^yjLk
Mar l—dlw

A DAVIEASfoTOILVERY, BYAN
161 Qoaunercial St.

How

Cure

to

Portland and Kenaebao R. R.

Gold.

a

MISCELLANEOUS.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANY.

leave Portland dai-

PaaonnK-r Trains

has
The moment a man ia satislied that he
taken cold, let him do three things:
cover
First, eat nothing; second, go to bed,
third, drink as
up warm in a warm room;
118 be
wants, or
much cold water as he can, <;r
and in three
as much hot herb tea as lie can,
be almost well in
cases out of lour be will

..

thirty

sse %rV£aoifcr
n&sMStf.
Ktn..
the Maiiio C«Dtrftl
ijtetioiiB

six hours.

If he does nothing for his cold for fortyeight hours afier th« cough commences, there
is nothing that he can swallow that will, by
such
*ny possibility, arrest the cold, for, with
in
a start, it will run Its course ol a fortnight
what is
spite of all that can be done, and way ol
swallowed in the meantime in the
food, is a hinderence and not g°°d-„
“Feed a cold and starve a ibver ,13 a mj.3‘
fechtevous fallacy. A cold always briDgs a
to get well un
ver; the cold never begins
the lever subsides; hot every mouthful
lowed is that much to fee<*1118 fev?i is fairiv
faiUy
;as a cold
for the fact that as soon
steps
started nature, in a kind of desperation,
_

the
away the appetite,
in takes
would be followed by very

®’,yt

common-

serious re-

cold

est

people would be always

and iu frail

being so, the very fact of wait- !
fcThese t hings hours
time lor cold

to
give,
log forty-eight
fix itself iu the system—for a cold does not
usually cause a cough until a day or two has

*KUil8
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»>-«nswiot, Bath,

&*OWhCK^at *7^

*

ia
passenger train is das at Kendall
t rain takes

Kendo's

the

*n

s

passengers

K.

oq

^Through
this roate

to

e

waiting

JOB PRINTING0FF1CE,
!Pr opr ie tors.

K. east ol

Faces from Portland and Bolton
Bangor will be made the bake as

by

by

Fox

Block, 821-2 Exchange St.,

*UF/eiitht P.M.
3
is due
“o *9, W-dec22tf__Supt.
Train leaves

at

Portland at7 A. M. daily, and
KD WIN NOYES,

swallowed

Jonah?

it a shsh-sh-sh-

Was

Yahs,” roar a host of voices.
“Noa, dear cheldrun, it was not a shark.
Then was it an al-al-al-alligallig-alligator?”
“Yahs,” exclaimed the voices again.
“Noa, dear cheldrun, It was Dot an alligator.
Then

was

it a wh-wh-wh-whale?”
roared the voices, determined to be

“Nor,"
right this time.
“Yahs, dear oheldrun, it

was a

On and after November 1st, 1864,
ifisC^^Httains will leave as follows, until further notice:
Leave Saco River for Portland, as 6.80 and 9.40
A. M., and 3.40 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River, at 8.00 A. M. and
2.00 and 5.80 P. M.
The 2 00 P.M. train out and the 9.40 A. M. train
Into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
oars attaohed.
Stages conneot at Gorham for West Gorham,
Blandish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson, Limington, Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. U.
At Buxton Center, for West Buxton, Bonney EaSouth Limington, Limington, Limeriok, Neweld, Parsonstteld, aud Ossipee.
At saccarappa, for South Windham, East Blandish, Sebago, Denmark aud Bridgton,
Tuesdays,
Thursday and Saturdays.
DAN. CARPENTER. Supt.
Portland, Oct 81,1864.dll
wgfcr3*vy»n

THE BEST STYLE OF THE ABTt
Every description

bashful youth was paying his addresses to
a gay lass ot the country, who had long despaired of bringing things to a crisis. He
called one day when she was at home alone.
Alter settling the merits of the weather, Miss
said, looking slyly into his face:
*T dreamed of you last night.”

[£A

“Did you? Why, now.”
“Yes, I dreamed that you kissed me.”
“Whv, now. What did you dream that

your mother said?”
“Oh I I dreamed that she wasn’t at home.”
A light dawned on the youth’s intellect, and
directly something was heard to crack—perhaps his whip, aud perhaps not—but in a
month they were married.

61

W<M St,

Company

William, NEW YORK.

eor.

BBTtmxiso—Leave Lewiston at 8.20 A. M and
arrive in Portland at 8.80 A. M. Leave Bangor at
7.30! A. M and arrive in Portland at 2.16 P. M.
Both these trains oonneot at Portland with trains for
Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A.M., and re
turning is due in Portland at 1 P. M.
Stages conneot with trains at principal stations,
daily ter most of the towns North and East of this

U»e.

C.

at.

Waterville, November, 1863.

Oar

Establishment

And

oar

oolleatlon of

passengers booked

Fancy Types

gation

liisks.

Tae whole profits of the Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided Annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year; ai d 'or which
certificates are Lsued, bearing interest until redeemed.
The Dividends in the Years 1868*4 and 5 were 40
per cent each.
The Profits for 22 Years amount to the
tfutn

of

Oi wnich there has been redeemed iy
Cash,

Company
Pollars, viz:—
The

has

Assets,

$19,691,020
12,663,730

Eleven

over

United States and State of New-York
Stock, City, Bank and other Stocks,
Loans tesureu by Stocks and otherwise,
Premium Note s and Bids Receh able,
Real Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and
other seeflrit 68,
United States Gold Coin,
Cosh in Bank,

Million

$4,&74.7uO

2,187,960

John D Jones,
Charles Dennis,

Ml,390
288,430

Henry Cnii,

Wm C PickersgiJ],
Lewis Curtis,
Charles H Russell,
Lowell He 1 brook,
K Warren Weston,

>

Koyal Phelps,
Caleb B&moff,
A P Pillot,
Daniel 3 Miller,
Joshua J HeLry,
»eorneG Hobson,
^lavid Lane,
James Bryce,

Sturgis, Jr,

Henry K. Bogert,
William £ Dodgj,
Dennis Perkins,

Moore,

W H H

Joseph Gailard, Jr,
J Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinnel),

CA-fi&nd,

Watts Sherman,
B J Howland,
Benj Babcock,

«.

Fletch r Wes.ray,
Rob B Alinturn, Jr,
Gordon W Burnham,
Frederick Chaunoey,
James Lew,
Chas li Marshall.

John D Jonhs, President.
Charles Dknnis, Vio-i-Preeident.
W. H. H. Moore, 2d Vioa-Pres't.

J. H. Chapman, Actiug Secretary.

Applications received by

J. W MUNGER, 166 Fore St.,
Feb21edlm llmrod&w6w

Catarrh 1

DR. R. GOODALE S

REMEDY,

CATARRH

AMD MODE OF TKBATMBHT IS

The Acme of Perfection!
the secret ambush qf this terrible
and ext rminates it, root and branch,

penetrates

It removes all the wretched symptoms of this
loathsome malady, and averts consumption.
It cleans the head, deodorises the breath, and aiiords the most grateful relief.
It alleviates more agony and silent suffering than
tongue can tell.
/« is noted jor curing the most hopeless cases,
that every known means failed in.
It cures Hay, Rose and Periodic Catarrh, of th*
most obstinate and violent
Ho form of Catarrh or notse in the head can resist
its penetrating po wer
ft*. Goo dale has now spent a lifetime battling
n>ith this fell disease. His
triamph Is complete.
Geodale's Catarrh Kemedv is a harmless
itgiad inhiU^ from the palm ofihe hand
is known throughout th*■ country,
onlv True Theory ot Catarru
over publ^hed.
Where iti Origin—Wb»< its K«va0 iS °f 1
"atment—»Rd Kapid Cure in all its

typts.

Cabin

lormj

by svery one. H can
°r by 8endmg a

office''007’

?n catarrh should be
be obtained at our nearstamp to our oi-

k Co-Sola Agant,!H?wYorkN
Price Si.'
Bold by H. H.

Only

» Bleecker stroet.

HAT.

25 Cents

june2 64 <il,

a

Bottle.

REYNOLD’S CRINOLA '
FOB TUB

To be succeeded by the
the lltn Match.
Portland, Nov. 81,1864.

Steam from
DIRECT,

Its

growth

and

keeps

the

eool.
Nortok A Co., Sole Agents,

Sold by H. H. Hay A Co, Portland, Me.
june2 64 dly

corporators named in the act entiled An act
to incorporate' The Eastern Packet Co ol Pottlacd” are horeby notified that a meeting <f said
corporators will be held at 7J o’clock r. si ba’urdsy,
Maroh 4th, at the Booms of the Board ot T/adein
for the purpose ofaooe.ittn? said act ot corAlso, a code of By-Laws, and to \ake
w crkanlze eaid

THE

thIkToa'

aoco-dit'g™5'“^“ure‘

oomjany

cf'er the above meeting, 11

time
of Tbb STOOKHOLDBUS will
‘■'■aaetion of /noh business as
oome beiore the
meeting at that time.
ffS. L. 80tTTHARD,
N Kl0H’
fame

tAe nlMB to?8.'iIa*

PortUnd, Feb 27th, 1886-4,

Notice.
1,t’1856-

March 4—d&ai

A

FORTNIGHT.

&

Co’s

BLANKS AND BANK CHECKS;
Of every description executed in the beet etyle.

Bailrocd, and other Corporation Work, dene
with promptnees and fidelity.

The following splendid first class
iron Screw Steamships are appoint*
,ea to sail from Liverpool for Bob_iton every alternate Saturday, comm. iiojug Saturday. Apifi 8, 1866.
2500 tons,
860 horse power.
Propontis,
860 horse power.
Hellespont, 2600 tons,
850 horse power.
26(0tone,
Gambia,
2600 tone,
860 horse power.
Farmouwt,
Pa-senger* by these Steamships will be regularly
supplied with a liberal allowanco of cooked provisions.
Steerage passage frem Liverpool to Boiton, 860 00
30 00
Children under 12 years,
10 00
InfantB un^er 1 year,
BTTO RESIDENTS OF NEW ENGLAND wish*
ing to get their frien u's out from the Old Country,
these steamers offer advantage g superior to those of
any o^her Line
Passengers by these steamships
land in Bogton, wht rethey will be within easy reach
aflhe:* friends, and where they will avoid many of
the dangers and annoyances which beset strangers
landing in New York.
For freight or pas^ge apply to WARREN & CO.
99 8tate Sr. and 413 Comm*roi»l street Boston.
0**c>ight Drafts for £t Sterling and upwards,
payable in England, Ireland or Scotland, for sal*.
Agents in Liverpool, Geo. Warren tfc Co.. Fenwick Chambers.
fbl6i6?v

New England Screw Steamship Co
SEMI-WEEKLY

ow

LINE.

until turther notico, run as follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, overy WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., ana leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o’clock P. M.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations lor passengers, making this the most speedy,
safe and comfortable route for travellers botween
New York and Maine. Passage S8.00, including
Fare and 8tate Rooms.
Goods iorwarded by th's line to and from Mon-

treal, Quebeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastportand
St.Jouu.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers ns early as 8 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOE, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B.CBOMWELI. A CO., No. 88 West Street,

New York.
Dec. *, 1863.

dtf

International Steamship Oo.
East pint, Calais & St John.
SPRING

ARRANGEMENT.

On and alter Thursday,
March 2d the steamer New
Brunswick, Capt. E B. Winchester, will until furrhernotice leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of estate Street, every Thurfday, at 6 o’clock,
P. M., for Evtport and at. John. At Eastpcrt ihe
steamer * yue-.n,” will connect for St. Andrews,
Robbinstou mad Calais, with the New Brunswick
and C. K. Way for Woodstock and Houlton Sta-

Coaches also connect at Fastport for
Machias and intermediate places.
Re timing, will leave St John everv Monday, at 8
A M
for Eastport, Portland and Boston
Freight received on days of sailing until 4 o’clock

tioaB.

Stag)

C. C. EATON, Agent.
PM.
Portland, Feb 20, 1866.—dtf

PorUitad

and Boston Line.

City,

-««

S^&uge

Lewiston and Montreal,

rulhf1*'

nnt11 ftlrtlier notioe.run

INSURANCE POLICIES, BILLS OP LADING,
TIME TABLES, and all sorts of LEGAL
DOCUMENTS, at short no ties.

Demon, imports, tnd all kitdi of P&mphltU,
Put up In

be

6,

“

nvl™
Fri7a "2tD5 o^iiook P^

« nn

Jrcigijt taken as usual.

Steam to and From the Old

rate

superior style.

Bronzed

and

Colored

Labels,

For Apothecaries, Meroh&uts, and Fanoy Dealers
got up in the best style of the art.

ments

O ards,

Dublin, Water ford, Cork, Limerick, Galway or
Londonderry Those steamers were built specially
tor <be Atlantic trait*, are divided into water and

air-tight coinpartmerts.
Rales of Passage.
FromNew York tv any ofthe above place: Cabins,
$12 > andsioo; steerage $46, payable in American
Currency.
To New York from any of the abqve
places: Cabins, $65 and $50; steerage, $26 payable in gold or
in American
currency.
equivalent
Tboio who wish t- .end for thair frisnds oan buy
tiokets at these ratet Irern the Aeetils.
YBANC18 MACDONALD * CO,
n..
I Bowlin*
JanSdln
Green, New York.

ever

or

small means,

known-

Many Petroleum Stocks are now paying at the rate
of 60 per cent, per annum, and taking the increased
value of the stock into consideration, a person investing at subscription price in rtl able companies
may reasonably expect to double their money within a year. Capitalists in all parts of the country aie
now giving their attention almost exclusively to this
olass of securities, which have already yielded prince-

Persons desiring information can rely upon receiving an unbiassed account of tbo standing and
prospects of the various companies on the market.

Receipts and Certificates w ill be forwarded in exchange for available finds, without charge; and

Coal Stocks will be sold at the Brokers’ Boatds of New York and Philadelphia at
the regular rates ol commission.

THE

Notes of Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists qf Canoes, etc., etc., of every variety and cost,
furnished at short notice.

LARGE

POSTERS,
Shop-bills,

HAMILTON

OIL AND COAL COMPANY!

Progam-

$1,000,000.
100.000 Shares, par value $10.
Subscription Price $5 per share.
20.000 Shares reserved for Working Capitol.

Also,

President—Hon. WILLIAM G. STEELE, M. C.
Vice-President—JOSEPH TREAT.
Treasurer—S. L. WOODHOUSE.

CAPITAL

n*es, Circulars,
And

plain printing

Buie

and

of every

description.

Figure work, executed neatly, and on
terras that eannot tail to satisfy.

THE DAILY PRESS
Printing

Office has one

ofBoper’ Improved

Calorie

Engines for motive power, and is furnished with
improved and costly Presses—Cylinder and Platen—
from the moBt celebrated makers. We have in constant use one of HOB'S LARGE CYLINDER
PRESSES, capable of throwing off 2500 Sheets
an hour; one of Adam's Power Presses—the best
book press in the world; Adam’s and Potter’s Fast
Machine Job Presses; Buggies’ superior Card Pres;
Adams’ and Union large Hand Presses, Standing
Presses, and all the machinery necessary for a well
appointed offioe.
The Daily Press Job Office is believed to be as well
furnished as any similar establishment in the State.

and in the neatest and best

manner.

We will do ail kinds of printing as well and as
promptly, and as cheap as any other establishment
in the City, County or State.
All orders for Job

Printing mast be directed t©
Daily Press Job Office, No. 82$ Exchange street,
Portland. Me.
The Job Office Is under the personal supervision
of the senior proprietor, who is the CITY PRINTER, and is himself an experienced practical workman, and employs only well-skillod mechanics in
this department of his work.

the

This company has secured 2218 acres in Pennsylvavia and Ohio, which have been selected by the most
experienced oil men after two months’ careful research and personal examination on the around s.—
On one part of the property is a well from which
oons'derable quantities of oil have already been taken. and as the company will proceed to make further developments at once, they have every confidence of be ug able to pay dividends at an early period. A prospectus may be had on application to us.

BOSTON

The Portland
The largest

daily ; ^per east

Capital,

Boston, and having

a larger ciroulati
t than all the other dailies in the
city combined
published at the Offioe in Pox
Block, 821- Exchange Street, every morning—
Sunday ex>pted, at 88,00 per annum.

THE MAINE STATE

one

This Company is organized under the General
Massachusetts. The property oonsists of—

Laws of

Ten hnndred and ninety-six (1096) Acres of the very best Oil Lands.
all

contained within the great Ohio Oil Belt,

In advance.82.00
N. A. FOSTER & Co., Pbopbutobs.
Portland Jane 1, 1864.
dtf

Officers’ Accounts.
With the ORDNANCE. QUARTERMASTER'S and
other DEPARTMENT S of the United Stales, MADE
OUT and ADJUSTED Certificates of non-indebtedness obtained. Stoppages oi Pay removed.
Long and varied exier.ence as an Officer in the Army and with the Departments, with the assistance
of a reliable Agent in Washington, and a perfect
knowledge of what is required and wilt be aocepted
by tin Departments in every given esse. We are
prepared to me ke « ut and adjust the account sot Officers who have Resigned, been Discharged or Mustered < ut, with accuracv and at lets expense, lime
and trouble than won’d be required to visit Washing-

ton.
Particular at'ention given to the settlement oi
Claims and Accounts of Deceased Officers and Soldiers.
Pensions, Bounty, Backpay, Prize Money, and
allc’aims against Government speedily procured.
JAMES B BELL,
(Late Capt ,U S. A.)
No. 4 CornhillCourt [opposite head State St.] Boston
REFERS BY

PERMISSION TO
Hon. J. Thrs. Stephenson.Br’t Brig. Gen. F A OsGeo W. Pratt Esq
born
Lt Col Robt H. Stevenson
Lewis G. Piay Esq.
Maj Ewd C. Richardson.

feb!6 eodlmo

Aid for the

hundred

seven

acres

of which is in Fer

Rational
been

over

Simple.*

President,—Charles S. WhitehOdse.
Treasurer,—Charles Smith.

Secretary,—Charles M Peirce.
Attorney,—Jobiah Rutter, *sq.
Managing Agent,—V. ▲. Wilder.
Directors.
J. W, Parmenter,
Johnson Bean,

Whitehouse,
Charles Smith,
James P. Bridge,

Geo. E Smith.

Books for Subscription are open at our office. Only 3300 shares ate offered to the publio at the subscription price of 810 each, and we wou’d advise
prompt app!.cation, believing the 8tock to offer a
Five wells are now
good and secure investment
being bored on the properties of this Corapauy, and
tie interests of the stockholders are in the hands of
able and competent managers.
Full information
will be given on application at our office, in person
or by letter.

PRESS,

Invariably

year,

#10

$33,000 reseived for Working Capital.

The largest paper in New England, eight pages, is
published every Wednesday, ec .aining all the
news by mail and telegraph,
mportant reading
matter. Marine List, Market Reports, do., of the
Daily Press, at the following prioes, viz
Single copy,

CO.

#300,000

...

Par Value of Shares

Daily Press,
of

OIL

PETROLEUM

C. 8.

Freed men.

has
made by which all
contributions forthe National Freedmen’s Relief Association will be forwarded promptly, with
out expense, to New York. Commodities s> ould be
securely packed, and directed to C. C. Leigh, Nos
1 & 3 Mercer street, New York, Care of George K.
Davis Portland, Maine.
Contributions in Money to Eben Steele, Fsq., Portland. Mo.
WM. GEO. HAWKINS,
8ec’y of Ex. Ccmn. of N. F. R. Association.

death dealing experiments.
Hu who created the human body always speaks of
it as a mighty whole, and the man must be a knave
or fool wno would attempt to divide tbe
system into
suctions, and treat any citeasespecifioally, independent of the parts or mighty whole to whicu
they belong. A 1 such practitioners treat effects, but
know nothing of the caubk whatever. Thus the
world
nothing lues than a vast hos its).
Thu a'arming condition of the people phyeica’ly,
especially the young, who are old with disease be
loro ihey begin to bud into die, together with our
sad experience iu having been bereaved of dear
frienus, who have passed iuto untimely graves by
being operated ou

These ciicumscancis with many others which
be mentioned, aro an irresistible stimulus to
the people to demand ol every man who has tbe Jile
and Health oi tbcmselv es a d their loved ones in his
hands, and is c mtmually administering medicines
which the patient is not allowed to know the name
or nature ol, Isay uuder these circuimtancow tli9
peop e have a right t > demand of every such physician to furnish them with a chart of his character,
that they may kaowhis qualifications, &c.. &c ;
indeed every physician should be compelled to have
it huug up in bis office at all hours. It is only
through this charnel that the publio can have any
safety and guarantee torwha i, most dear to it—
life ard health: othe rwise lite may be in the hands
of a man rnorC qualified for a blacksmith than a

physician.

In this * ay inherent qualifications, which aye indispensable in a phyriciau, tire sure to be detected
and exhibited.
Wore this universally done, thousands would leave the profession which nature never

qualified them for. If nature qualifies them not
there can be no suitabid qua ificaiion, as, in order
to detect the first cause of disease, it is requisite and
indispensably necessary to inherit Casualty. Metaphysical Powtraud Construotivenes* must also be
inherited by all who would ba tueoesgfal tn finding
an autidoto capable ol destroying the cause
qt disea*e.
There is no channel by which the camescan
be reached with certainty but the one 1 have describ-

fherefore I say with confidence to th9 worlds that
it is through inheriting these rare combination* of
character that I have been enabled to detect the
first cause of disease. Tho cause is not, as ma-y
luppose it to be, a disea e; it is an intuited Jaw between soul and t ody, wh’ch, the Apostle Paul tells
us
is a’.wajs warring against each other. This law
seeds forth stoppages, these stoppages produce d*s
easeiq diveis fled forms, and iI disease is experimented on or Tampered with it takes a firmer grip
ot the constitution and multiplies in other lorms
aud other localities of the system, thus destroying
the whole machinery of the human body.
He member, tb- Stomach and tbe Liver have nothing to do with the cause of the dig- &t>e. Tbe treat
leg of these organs, for the cause, has sent millions
to an untimely grave.
Wit confidence I Bay to tho world that my Motaphvsical Di-covery is tho only remedy ever offered
io ihe world which will thoroughly annihilate tfce
Tbe discovery consists of three
root of disease.
distinct preparations; one for the tcalp. one for the
and
one
for
tbe
ea»s.
These work in conjunceyes,
tion, and strike at the root of aU disease. When I
tay all, I mean every disease that over infested the
human body.
READ THE

Cure q/

January 2d, 1866.

THE

name

and

style of

JOHN T. ROGERS & Co.,
is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
The afiairs
of the 1 Ate firm will be settled by
CHARLES B. ROGER8,
the Old Stand, No 61 Commercial street,
Portland, Me.
fdb2dlm
February 1, 1866.

OIL

COMPANY!

Cap ital Stock,. $500,000

Capital paid in and investigated, 8200,000 00
88,299 88
Cash Surp us,
Assets of the Company are
Cafrh on hand,
14,088 04
Cash in hands of agents,
10,*61 71
L jana on
fiO^OOO
estate,
real
Loan« on Mortgages,
2 00ft 00
Col I &t< ?al
do
Loans on Pergonal
1*600 00
do
Bank Stocks,
70,184 00
Rail Road
21.0f,0 00
Stocks,
8. Government
106.880 00
Stocks,
Other
6 9l»6 18
Investments,
Cash

m

Total Liabilities for
Claims, 86,636.
*>2. «nvn>T\
Sanford

K

J. xx
Hall, Sec’y

8288,299 88

W.'Chapin,

Pres't.

Agent,
fchi^.aELIPHAyST,I''“BBTt:R.
No 18 Exchange St, Portland.
febl6eod3w

Years'

Standing.

daughter

has been suffering frcm Catarrh for the
past ten years. She lost the sens of smell, and had
no passage lrrough her nostrils daring that time.—
Every remedy was resorted to, without receiving
auy reiiof. Seeing Mrs. M. G. Brown's Merapkysical Discovery advertised. I concluded to try it. After
so, 1 must acknowledge my gratitude to
God for inclining mo to this great remedy for that
dreadful disease—Catarrh. 1 believe my daughter
never would have been oured had 1 not found this
medicine. It must have been sent of God to the
people to rid them of the horrible diseases that take
held of them. My daughter’s Catarrh is entirely
broken up, her sense ol smell has returned, the passage to her head is clear. I cheerfully recommend
the Me aphysical Discovery te all who suffer from

doing

Catarrh.

Dec. 23,1864.
I, Mrs. Fanny Shodd of 60 Harrarj St, Boston,
have suffered f<om Scrofulous sore hands for several
years, also discharge Irom my ears; tried the moat
eminent physicians, and had forty different medicines applied in one year! My con titutiou began
to sink under the weight of medicine and disease,
and my head became so light that I ieared to walk
th street It at I should fall. Believing there vyas no
cure for me, I sat (town ia despair.
While in this
state a friend who had been cured by the
Meiaphsica! Discovery, urged me to appiy to Mrs M. G
But still 1 was so prrj a Jicad against ail
Brown.
medicines that n geiug 10 her ofhee, I would take
no money, le t I should be tempted to
buy it. After
conversing wi;h Mrs. M. G. brown, being favorably
I sent iorihe Meiai«*pressed, on
pbytical D scovery. v hich I iaithfuily used, and the
res lit is, that my hands aro again restored to me,
and I o inu-e them as formerly! my ears lave ceased to d.sch Tge, and my entire constitution is renew1 s eep and e>t well, and am getting
ed.
fleshy
end heavy. My j y and gra itude are grea:; I cannot sp°a ; too highly ottheM taphyeical Discovery,
am ►ending it th s week to a dear Liend in California, who spent 8600 in oie week seeking relief, from
disease, t ut ound none. I have now learned the
folly of pouring medicine a own the throa*. and am
resolved to pass no more drug* into my Bystim thro’
the mou'h.

returning[home

of Dyspepsia Paralysis, Constipation,
ffe, of Ttbenty Years* Standing.

Great Cure

Decamber 22,1864.

Mrs .Martha Vila, of Lon .-wood, Mass, has suffered for 30 years wi h a complication oi diseases, mental and physical, great nervous debility,
dyspepsia
and constipation m its worst form has eoen doctoring ard drugging all her life.obta nedmy Me’apkygical Discovery about May last, and by its faithful use
has now both mental and physical laeul ties restored.
Mrs Vila says she knows mauy people who have algo been similarly benefltted by my
“Metaphysical

Remarkable Cure of Deafness of Twenty

Standing.

100,000

•

Shares.

Par Value $5.

Subtler iptiona. (per share)...$3 00
Working Capital.$50,000
No personal liability. No further assessment. To
be organized under the General Laws of

Massachusetts.

President—HON. LINU8 CHILD.
Treasurer & Clerk—HENRY P. SPENCERdirectors,
Hon. John A. Good win, 5

Hon. Linus Child,
E. R Sawyer, Esq
Gevi C. B rne*. Esq.
Emerson

F E. Gregory.
E*q_
Henry R. Merrill, Esq,
Leland, Esq.

This property cons'sts of valuable Rights in
very best Oil lands in the country, situated cn

the
Oil
Creek Pennsylvania, and Bull and Cow’s Creek’s
and Rawson’8 Run, West Virginia.
Property in tie
vicinity of Rawson’s Run has increased largely in
value wilhin a few months, on account of the numerous successful developments. There are now
many
wells going down upon the property, or being put
in working order under the management of an able

superintendent.
and prcsp. clua of the different properties
belonging to this Company, maybe hid upon application at our cffice.
A map

I, John A. Nbwoomb, of (ffcncy,
I have been entirely deaf in my left ear lor twenty
years, and for the past six years my right ear has

deal that I coaid not bear conversation or
public speaking of auy kind, i could not hear the
church bells ring, while 1 was sitting in tire church.
1 have als<5 been troubled for a number of years with
a very sore throat, so that 1 was
obliged to give up
singing in church, tor 1 had lost my voice. 1 had
great trouble in my head—terrible noises almost to
craziness. My head felt numb and stupid, and was
a source cf constant trouble to me.
1 tried every remedy that could be
thought of.—
I went to aurists; but as they wa ted to use instruments, 1 would have no liing to do with them.—
About one month since I obtained Mrs. Brown’s
Metaphysical Discovery, and used it according to
the directions on the bottles. And the rrsur is, that
the .’ earing ol both tars is perfectly restored, so
that I can hoar as well as any man. The great trouble
in my head i- entirely gone. My head feels periectly easy and at rest. My throat, which was so diseased, is entirety cured; and I have recovered my voice
again. I would not take one thousand dollars lor
the benefit 1 ha' e received in the use of Mrs. M. G.
Brown’s Metaphysical Discovery.

Remarkable Cure of Scrofulous Sore Hands, Dischargefrom the Ear, $c.
Sore Throat. Stiff Knees, Cough, Deafness and
Falling of Hair Cured Effectually.
December 23,1864.
1. Mrs. N.J. Davix, 31 stroj*, 8outn Boston, rear
of the church, luve beeu troubled witnthe above
dictates, aau by the use of Mrs. M G. Brown’s
Me.aphysicil DDcovery, am cured of them all.

Sound.

SUFFOLK

OF BOSTON.
In
at

a

our

Metaphysical

I

MRS. 91.

given.

information will be furnished in regard to
the above and all other Companies in the market,
upon application at our office, personally or by letter.

unexpected at-

Discovery

O.

BROftN’S

Full

CKLHBBATKD

Bichard’s

Poor

___

8.—Parties remmittiag ftinds to us will phase
by express, except when drafts can be obtained,
in which case we will bear the charges of forwardtog- In this manner they can obtain reliable reP.

send

STATE

TESTIMONIALS.
large number oi important testimonials have
already been received from Physicians, Clergymen,
A very

Apothecaries, and, indeed, from all classes in society,

NO

Exchange,

J. C.

been forwarded

GORE,

Jr.

the White Fine

by express,

STEPHEN BARTLETT.
Bradford, N. H., July, 1860.
Dr. Poland.—I had been afiicted with Kidney Complaint for a long time, and had a bad cough of ten years’
standing, which caused me to spit blood quite frequently. No one of my acquaintances expected I would get
But two bottles of your White Pine
my health again.
Compound have cured me of both the cough and kidney
complaints.
1 would also state that a lady, a neighbor of ours, was
so badly afflicted with a cough that she rat
up only long
enough to have her bed made, and we all thought she was
going in a quick consumption. She took only one bottle
of your Compound, aud it cured her. She is just as
FROM

she

was.

FROM

B. F. AIKEN.

Goffbtown,

March 14,1800.
Dr. Poland.—I wish to hear testimony to the value of
your *kite Pine Compound. You will remember how
feeble I was at the time I called on you in July last. My
chief complaint was tnflamation qf the kidneys. In
addition to other disagreeable symptoms, I suffered dreadfully from severe pain.—You sold me a bifttle of the
White Pine Compound, and before 1 had taken twothirds of the contents of one bottle, my pain bad all left
me.
Though I have been afflicted with that complaint a
long time, 1 have not had a return of it since, and have
for many months past enjoyed excellent health.

WHITE PINE COMPOUND FOR DIABETES.

Important testimony

from Asa Goodhue, Esq., of Bow,
New. Hampshire.
sixteen years or more I have suffered much at intervals, from what at first was called kidney complaints,
but a year ago last December I fell sick, and my attending physicians pronounced my disease Diabetes. The
prostration of my system was so great, and of so
long contlnuanoo that neither relatives, neighbors nor
physicians expected that I could possibly live through
the spring. The same was my own opinion.
Near the last of March. 1859, being well acquainted
with Dr J. W. Poland, I felt inclined to test the value of
his White Pine Compound, as the article was highly
reccommended for intiamation of the kidneys. A bottle
of it was procured, and immediately after commencing its
use 1 began to amend.
My strength gradually returned,
the severe pains subsided, and in the fall 1 was able to
For

attend to considerable business. I telieve Dr. Poland's
White Pine Compound, under God, has been the means of
my recovery thus far.
To say that I ever expect to have perfect health again,
is out of the question at my a^e, (64 ) But this 1 will
say, that while I use the Compound, my health is very
comfortable When I have relinquished its use, the severe
pains h*ve returned, and all the disagreeable svmytoms
of my disease. But a return to the use of the Compound
has produced immediate r-elief.
During the eleven months, in which I have beeen taking this medicine, I have used not quite five bottles lu
a word, let me say to all afflicted with similar
complaints
to mine, try Dr. Poland’s White Pine Compound.
ASA GOODHUE.
The White Pine Compound, advertised at length in
columns, is not only as to its name inviting, but is a
highly approved medicine. Dr. J W. Poland, the inventor, has the confidence of the many who know him, a
confidence which he enjoyed while laboring usefully maHis experience as a
ny years as a Baptist minister.
sufferer led him to make experiments which issued in his
medical discovery.—Boston Watchman and hellector.
The Editor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus writes of the
Our

“The White Pine

ard’aFyc Water."

Metrphysical Discovery,.86 CO
ne.8,00
Large Eje. 1,60
Small Eye.;.
60

Trice per Bottle, 81 60
gaT'The above celebrated Medidnes are to be had
of H. H. Hay, cor. Middle and Free ets, and Drugnovl7 1864 dWfflfewly
gists generally.

our

Compound is adve-tised at much

columns,

aud

we are

happy

STOMACH AMD BOWELS
Prepared by the Proprietors of "Coe's Cougi
Balsam.”

Dyspepsia Is not only the sure forerunner o/death
but the companion of a miserable life.
It has well
been called the Nation's scourge; for more persons,
both old and young, male and lemalc, suffer from it*
ravages, than from all other ailments combined. It
robs the whole system of its vigor and
energy, give*
weariness and total Indisposition to those once
strong and active; renders the stomach powerless 1c
digest the food, and has lor ite attendance,

Headache, Heartburnf Constipation, Nausea
at Stomach, and General Debility
of the whole System,
refusing its subjects a particle of nourishment 02
hearty food, wiihout paying the penalty in the most
agonizing distress, and oftentimes complete prostra-

tion. To meet the terrible ravages of
ail diseases, we have prepared

Pine Compound.”

The White Pine
W

t

NEW

W

Compound,

SWETT, N.D., Proprietor

Hb manufactured in future at the

ENGLAND

BOTANIC

DEPOT,

No. 106 Hanover Street, Boston
Under the supervision of
REV. J. W. POLAND, M. D.
DR

this worst oi

"COE'S DYSPEPSIA CURE'
and we pledge our reputation upon
when we say it will

Positively Cure

our

statement,

the Worst of You,

in a month—nor in * week—torn
not in a
you shall see its beneficial inllnenoe at onuo immethe
day you tako it. To you who havt
diately, and
lived fur years upon Graham Bread and plain diet,
who dare not eat any thing the least-wise heartyfirst, because the Doctor has ordered the plainest
food, and secondly for fear the distress it causes—
rising and souring on your stomach, we-ay bit down
to your dinner, eat as hearty a meal as you wish,
and as soon as the food begins to distress you, fellow it by a single teaspoon! ul of

year—not

COE’S

DYSPEPSIA CURE
▲HD IT

WILL

Relieve You Instantaneously.
thus enabling you, by hearty eating, and the use 01
tho cure alter aach meal, (as often us the lood distresses you, or nears on your stomach,) you will get
inn veryfewdayssoth&tyou can do without the
medicine, except cuoasior-aily, and by the time the
first bottle is need up, we wi)l guarantee you free
from Dyspepsia, and ablo to oat, digest and enjoj
as hearty a br*akiast as you over sit down to tu> our
healthiest hours, and we will forfeit to you the price
of iho bottle, upon your shewing that our statement
is not correct.
The medicine is powerful but harmloss, and whilst
a single teaspoonful will at once relieve tho dy»yei>
tic 'Ufferer, tb* whole Dottle would not maturiullj
injure him, as »t is entirely vegetable and contains
All classes 01 diseaso that havotheir orino opiates
gin in a disordered stomach and bowels, are
led in the eatoo instantaneous way, by the use of

dispel-

ODE’S DYSPEPSIA GLUE I
fever and Ague, Sick-Headache, Sickness at the
Stomach, Constipation, Heartburn, Colic Pains
in Stomach or Bowels, Dysentery, Vomiting, a feeliug of faintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,
will not and oannot exist where the cure is used.—
It removes the disease Dy removing the canso, noi
like Alcoholic Bitten whioli cover up your bad feel,
lugs for a few moments by their exhilarating effect*.
Beware ofsuoh remedies or boverages, but in their
place use a remedy that will restore tho diseased
mnotions to their normal condition, and sot in motion the entire human mechanism in perfect harmony, and upon
synonymous with well
defined physelogioal laws. That euob will be the offset of

COES DYSPEPSIA

5

Temple

Street.

oan be consulted
privately, and with
utmost eonndenee
by the afflicted, at all
irom 8 a m. to 9 r. h.
H. addresses those who are suffering under the

Dr.
affliction of private disease, whetner arising from
impure oonntoUou or the terrible vice ot seii-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to ibai pa>ticular branch ol
the medfcnl profession, he feels w -ranted in LuarANTBKJ MO A CUBB IH AU CASK
Whether Ol long
standing or recently contracted, atirely removing
the dregs ot disease from the system, sea making a
perfect and MUM AUK A T CUBB.
He would oall the attention ol the afflicted to the
feet of his long
standing and well earned reputation,
mrnlshing sufficient assurance of his skill aLU sue-

CAUTION 10 THE PUBLIC.

Every intelligent and thinking person most know
that remedies handed out lor
generul use should
have their efficacy established by well tested experience In the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose preparatory stuuies tits turn lor all the
duties ho must Qulffll; ye the country is Hooded with
poor nostrums and cure-alls, purposing to be the
best in the world, which are not only useless, but always injurious. The nnlortunate should be pabtioDhAR iu selecting his physioian, ai it is a lamentable

yet luoontrovertuble tact, that many syphilitic
patients are mado miserable \»itb ruined constitutions
by maltreatment irom inexperienced pbys’ciansin
general praetloe; for it is a point generally conceded
by tbe best syphilugrnpbcrs, that the study and management of these complaints should engross th

whola time of those woo would be competent and
successful in their treatment and cure. The inex-

perienced general piactitioner, having

CURE,

immediately and instantaneously, we pledge our
word as men of honor—our reputation as Pharmaceutists—our favorable acquaintance with|the people as
proprietors of the World-renowned “Coe’s Cough
Balsam," if it is u.od according to our directions,

neither op-

himseli acquainted with
pursues one system f
treatment, in most oases making an indiscriminate
use ot that autlqirated and dangerous weapon, Merportunity
their

nor

time to make

pathology, oommonly

cury.

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess of any kind
whether it be the solitary vice of voutfc, or the sting
tag rebuke ol misplaced confidence in maturer years

BERK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nerv u#
Prostration that may follow Impure C'oitic u, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait or the consummation that assure to f
low. do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for JLoaa of beauty
and Complexion.

*•

W MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE
Young m n troubled with emission* in sir j ,a
complaint gen-.rally the result of a baa halt a
HO

scientifically,
charge made.

treated

youth,

ranted

and

a

or no
a day

Hardly

perfect

ourc v. ar

passes but we are consulted by ona
or more young man with the above disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they
had the consumption, and by their friends supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to tho proper and
only correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perieet health.

MIDDLE AGED MEN.
many men at fhe age o< thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from.the
bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening the system in a
manner the patient cannot account for. On examining urinary deposits! ropy sediment will often oa
found, and sometimes small partiole* of seiut-n or
albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin
mi kish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance There are many men who die ol this
difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
There

are

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I

warrant

can

periect

a

cure

in sneb cases, and

a

lull and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who oannot personally consult tbu Dr.,
can do so by writing in a plain manner a description
01 their disease, and the appropriate remedies will
bo forwarded immediately
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
be returned if deaired.
DK. J. B. HUGHES,
Address,
No. 8. Temple St., tcorner of Middle] Portland.
B3P"’ Send Stamp lor circular,

Kleclic Medical
DH
need a

Temple Street,

their

Infirmary,

TO THE LADIES.
HlHI HE8 particularly invite, all Ladies
medical
lu

who

call at ki> rooms, Mo. &
adviser,
which they will find arranged tor

al accommodation.

<

Ur.
ed in

KleotioBonovating Medicine.ara unrivalefiloacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
oertain o producing reliel in a short time.

LADIES will find it invaluable in all oases ol obstruction, alter all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It Is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sentto any part of the oeuatrv with fulldireotlona

principles

e

N.

Street, oorner ef Middle, Tort land.

B.—Ladies desiring may eonsnltoneof their
A lady of experienoe in constant attendJanl 1866 diw y

own sex.
anoe.

Elixir!

Blull

UK. WHKIHT’B

whioh may be fonnd with each bottle.
We add below some Testimonials from our neighbors and townsmen, to. which we ask your uaroibl
attention.

REJUVENATING ELIXIRl

TESTIMONIALS,
From the Pastor of the Methodist B. Church, Madison, Conn.
I hare used Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure lu my family,
and can willingly testily to its value as a medicine.
Hurry Gidmako. Pastor M. KCb-jrok.
Madison, Conn., Jane 80th, 1864.

SWETT will attend to the business department,
to whom all orders should be addressed.

Sold by wholesale and retail dealers In medicine
elsewhere
H. H. HAY, WHOLESALE AGENT FOB PORTLAND.

eod3m—wltime.

Voice from home through

A

our

Madison, Conn., June 30,1894.
From the benefit derived by the use of Coe'B Dyspepsia Cure in my family, 1 am prepared to say that
I never intend to be without it and advise nil who
are affliotod with Dyspepsia to
try it.
Philardeb Lewis.
Mr. Coe:—The bottle of Coe’s Dyepopsla Cure you
gave me has backed up your statement concerning
it. 1 have only used half a bottle, and can eat
pine
apple short ease or anything else, without trouble.
It acts like a oharm. The relief it affords is instantaneous.
Jarr A. Lowbey.
New Haven, June 18,1864,

Those who know my constitution, what my condition has been for the last thirty years, will believe
with me that a medicine that will reach my oaso.will
reach almost any one.
Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure has

anything I please, and it is very
to use the medicine.
It relieved
instant when 1 was in great pain.
My
is
system
being strengthened by its nse.
Abe Jfi. Baooott.

enabled

seldom I
me

in

me to eat
now have

an

whole

Hew Haven, June 19,1864,

Im ortant to Travelers.
While journeying

on

the ears,

badly doranged, causing

my

stomaoh

be-

severe pain in my
Had it been on the water it would have
been called sea-sickness. A lady sitting by mo,
knowing my oondition, reached out abottie saying,
"take a swoliow." I did so, and in less than live
minutes my trouble was ended. The medicine was
"Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure,” and trom the effect it had
upon tne Stomaoh, and what 1 have learned or if
since, 1 think it must be an excellent remedy for
Sea-siokness and Dyspepsia.
MBS. SAMUKL F1KLD.
Madison, June 30th, 1864.

head.

New Haven, June 38th, 18m.
Messrs. C. G. Clark k Co.—Gentlemen:—1 desin
to nuke known tho almost instantaneous effects ol
"Coo’s Dyspepsia Cure," iu cases of choleramorbut.
I had been for twenty fear hours purging at the
stomach and bowels, every fifteen minutes. I went
into your drug store to procure eomo brandy, ae 1
bad always bean told that it was a good
remedy ioi
Dysentery. My pallid face and my weakness at
onee attracted the attention ol the clerk in
oharge
and he asked me at onee “what is the matter f” j
replied: "I have been fbrtwentry-four hours vomit,
lag and purging, and 1 am unable to stand or walk,
from weakness and this deadly sioknessatmystom.
ach oompletely prostrates me." lie produced a bottle of Coe’s Dyspepsia Curo, saying, “tako a largi
swallow of that; It isnow 11 o’oloek; taken anothei
after dinner.”
From the moment I took that first doso of the
medicine my sickness at Btomach wasgono—its effect
was instantaneous. In an hour 1 eat my dinner with
as good a relish as ever hungry man partook, (at, 1
was well cleared out of food.) and followed
by •
teaspoonfnl of cure. I have not suffered a particle
Of inconvenience sinco I took tho remedy.
Its notion was so wonderful and so immediate,
that I could hardly believe the evidences of my owe
senses, and I desire to pnblioly make known these
faots, that the whole world may avail themsalvoa ol
its use. Dike broad, it thould find a place in every
one’s bouse, and I believe that no one should gt
away from home without a bottle of it in his pocket,
or where it eoaid be quiekly made available.

Truly yours,

QF-O. D. DRAKK

of the Tuontp-Jtve.
New Haven. July 11th, 1864.
Mr. Cou—Sir:—Having been troubled with the
Dyspepsia for some eight or twelve months. I have
taken the usual kindsof medicines, whiob have done
One

I saw your advertisement of k medime no good.
cine to cure the Dyspepsia.
I have tried it, and
found it to be tbb mc-dioine. The first 16
drops (the
7th of June,) that I took, relieved me in one
minute
I have taken it three or four timee, but have had
no
dietreesing feeling in my stomach since taking the
first 16 drops; although before, I oould not eat •
meal, and sometimes no more than threo or fan,
"

mouthlWls without distressing

Respectfully,

J.

PRBFARBD

me.

F. WOODRUFF.

New Haven, June 11th, 1864
Sir '~The bottle of Dyspepsia
Modiolne I received from you, gave instammnwus
relief. I only used it when
food distressed nit.
It was about like taking two my
doses to-day one Wmorrow, then every other day, Inoroasing the quan“d decreasing the medicine?on Oil was
enabled to eat without taking anything at ail. My
_

CONTAINING NOTHING

oase was on extreme one,
having suffered for seven
years. I bow consider myself cured, and by using
one bottle of medioine in the epaoe of twe
months. The dose was a taaspoonfUl.
KU.BB fl- Ailxb.

in"oity

INJURIOUS TO TBI

MOST D ELIO ATI.

Rejuvenating Elixir Is the result oi modern
discoveries in the vegetable kingdom, being an
entirely new and abstract method of cure, irrespective of all the old and worn-oat systems.
This medicine has been tested by the most eminent medical men of the day, and by them
prononnoed to be one of the greatest medioal discoveries of
the age.

One bottle will cure General Debility.
doses cure Hysterics in females.
One bottle cures Palpitation of the Heart.

A few

A few doses restore the organs of generation.
From ono to three bottles restores the manlines
and full vigor of youth.
A few doses restore the appetite.
Three bottles cure the worst case of Impotenoy.
A few doses oure the low-spirited.
One bottle restores mental power.
A few doses bring the rose to the cheek.
This medioine restores to mauty vigor and robu
health the poor, debilitated, worn-down, and de
pairing devotee of sensual pleasure.
The listless,enervated youth, the overtasked men
of basin ess, the viotim of nervous
depression, the
ndividual suffering from general debility, or from
weakness of a tinge or gam, will all find immediate
and permanent relief by the use of this Elixir or Essenoe of Life.
Price 82 per bottle, or throe bottles lor 86, and

forwarded by Express, on receipt of money, to any
address.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
DB. W. B. RLEBWIN ft Oo.,
SOLE PROPRIETORS,
No. 6S

and ooantry, every-

Price $1.00 per Bottle.
Orders by mail, from either dealers or consumers
promptly attended to.
C. G. CLARK A CO.
WTloleeaU Drngrtete, New Haven, Conn.,

Proprietors.
Sold In Portland by W. F. Phillips, H. H, Hay
warohteodlySS
tad all other dealers.

Liberty-st., New York.

CHEROKEE
SUOAK

P1L.LS

COATED.

FEMALE REGULATOR,

HEALTH

PRESERVER,

CERTAIN AND SAFE,
For the removal of Obstructions, and the In-mrana
of Regularity In the Recurrence ot the
Monthly Periods.
They

euro or

obvlatethose

numerous

diseases tha.

”ty ttseltOIn ,,re*ullrKy-*>y removing the
They

cure

rregular

Suppressed,Excessive and Painful Men-

struation.

They
Green Sickness (Chlorosis).
They onre Nervous and Spinal Affections, pains la
baok and lower parts of the body, Heaviness,
Fatigue on slight exortion. Palpitation ol the Heai t
Lowness of Spirits, Hysterin, Sick Uendaelie, Giddiness, etc., eto. In n word, by removing the irregularity, they removethe cause, and with it all tha
effects that spring from it.
Composed of simple vogetnble extracts, they cononre

the

tain nothing deleterious to any constitution, bow.
ovor delioato—their function being to substituta
strength Ibr weakness, which, when properly used,
to do.
they never flail
All letters seeking information or advioe will be

promptly, freely

and

discreetly

answered.

full directions accompany eaoh box.
Price *1 per box, or six hexes for 86.
Sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt ot prloe
Sold by all respectable Druggists.
Dr. W. H. M EH WIN A Co„

only

Sold by Druggists
where.

VkUBTABLB EXTRACTS

PURR

PROM

mu E

Citg Papere.

New Haven, Conn., June 18,1864.
Messrs. Editors:—Allow me, through your columns, to acknowledge my gratitude tor the tench: 1
have received from the use of Cue’s Dyspepsia Cure.
Although 1 was a great sufferer lrom Dyspepsia,
the first dose gave instant relief, undone ounce has
enabled me to eat anything 1 please, without
pain.
1 have now stopped using the medicine, as 1 no
Palmira Lyras.
longor need It.

to learn that

the demand for i: is increas ng beyond all previous ex
ptctationai It is the very best medicine for coughs and
colds that‘we know of, and no family that has once used
it will ever J>e without it. We speak from our own knowledge that it is sure to kill a Cold, and pleasant as sure.
The greatest inventions come
by aceideut, and it Is singular that the White Pine Compound m >de for Colds and
should
Coughs,
prove to be the greatest remedy for kidney difficulties known
We cannot doubt
But so It is.
it, so many testimonials come to u? from well-known
men.
Besides, the character of Dr Poland is such, that
we know that he will not countenance what is wrong.
For year* a baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find
remedies for his ailments, with a delicate consumptive
look, standing with one foot upon the grave, he made the
discovery which has saved himself and called out from
hundreds of others, the strongest testimonials possible.
We have known Dr. Poland for years, and never knew a
more conscientious, honest, upright man, and are g'ad to
state that we believe whatever he says about his White

GEORGE

Indigestion!

OF TH*

oame

length in

HIS

AT

the
WHEKE
daily, and

Diseases

Bradford, N.H., Sept, 1860.

now os ever

FOUND

OK, EaSEKCKOlT LIEE.

Dr. Poland.—In the foil of 1857, I took a very violent cold which brought on a very severe cough, pain in
side and lungs, and raising blood. I was also very badly
afflicted with that troublesome disease—the Kidney
Complaint. For the three years past 1 have been very
much troubled with my throat and lungs, choking up
and busing an immense sight, with a bad cough after
raising blood; 1 felt that my time here must be short unless I soon got relief, In the spring I was induced to try
your White Pine Compound, though my faith in it was
small. But to my astonishment, before I had taken two
bottles, my cough was better, the kidney trouble also,
and I could rest nights without choking up andJraisiDg so
much. I have taken nearly three bottles, and am feeling
like a welt man.
I would add, that my father’s family is inclined to consumption, my father, mother, and two sisters having died
of it-

well

Bemedy

AMD ALL

FROM JAMES J. HOYI.

DIPHTHERIA

where it is used;bo wise, nndeducate you
to bathe iheir eyes daily with "Poor Kich-

Well known for renewing the scalp, increasing and
strengthening the hair.

J. A. MEN DUM, Formerly of the Eagle Bank.
JanlS Saw 3m

flattering terms of

COL. GOULD,
Formerly Major of the 13th Regt. M. V. (that Veteran
Regiment!) in a letter to 6. Dean, Esq., of Stoneham,
speaks in the highest praise of the Waite Pine Compound, and expresses a wish that it 'might be sent to
the soldiers. His opinion is based on personal knowledge.
No effort has ever yet been made by the proprietor to
introduce it into the Army; and yet it has often been purchased by friends of soldiers, tc send in packtgps, and
ordered by officers and soldiers, and large quantities have

Mrs* M« G* Brown’s “Scalp Renovator.”

ST.j

the most

Dr Nichols of Northfield Vt. says:
“I find the White Pine Compound to be very efficacious
not only in coughs and other pulmonic affections, but
also iu affections of the kidneys, debility ot the stomach
•
and other kindred organs.”
Rev. J, K. Chase of Rumney, N. H., writes:
“I have for years regarded your White Pine Compound
I can truly say I regard it as
as an in valuable remedy.
I have
even more efficacious aud valuable than ever.
for
a cold, and it works charmthe
taken
Compound
just
.”
in
n. P. II. Sweetser of Seuth Reading, writes:
“Having long ktown something of the valuable medicinal properties of the White Pine, I was prepared, on
seeing an advertisement of your White Pine Compound,
to give the medicioe atria). It has been used by members of my family, for several years, for colds and coughs,
and in some cases, of serious kidney difficulties, with
excellent results. Several of our friends have also received much benefit from the Compound. We intend to
keep it always on hand.”
Rev. Jfcl. D. Hoge of West Randolph, Vt., wfio is a
physician, says;
“I find it (the Compound) an excellent medicine in
kidney diseases.”
Says Mr. S. Boody.of the 14th regiment Massachusetts
Heavy Artillery, at Port Tillinghast:
“The V\ hite Fine Compound effected a cure where a
fellow was considered in a critical consumption by all
who knew him. I can fully substantiate this by men In
this Company who thought it folly for him to make a trial
Of it. In colds or coughs, men leave the care of the
surgeon, where treatment can be had for nothing, and
try the White Pine Compound.”

Ear Medic

BOSTON.
T. C. LOMBARD.

ed to the originator, where relief in very severe cases has
been experienced m one hour and a cure effected in
twenty-four hours.
There is a very natural reason for this. The bark, and
even the leaves, or “needles,” of White Fine contain
eminent medicinal qualities. The Indians employed tbe
bark of W hite Fine in treating diseases long before the
settlement of America by Europeans. One instance confirming this may here be given.
James Cartier, a bo d French mariner, as early as 1534,
sailed along the northern coast of North America, aud
was tbe first among discoverers to enter the River fit.
Lawrence. On his retnrn down the river, he found his
men sadly afflicted and disabled
by what sailors call the
scurvey. I ts ravages were fatal, and the survivors were
scarcely able to bury tbe dead Some of the Indians
along the shore were likewise attacked by the same disease, but Cartier observed that they soon recovered, lie
therefore earnestly enquired about their mode of treatment, and they pointed out to him a tree, the bark and
leaves of which they used in decoction, with signal sucCartier tried the same remedy, aud had the gratificess.
cation of seeing all of his crew who were afflicted rapidly
improving. This tree was the White Pine.
A wash of the bark, steeped in water, is exceedingly
useful in reducing intiamation and cleansing old sores.
In fine, the virtues of White Pine Bark are kuown everywhere, and this, doubtless is oce grand reason why the
White Pine Compound was so favorably received at the
first.
The past year has given a great opportunity to test the
virtues of the White Pine Compound. It has been an
unusual time for Colds and Coughs, and very large
quantitlej of tbe White Pine Compound have been sold
and used with the happiest effects. It speaks well for the
Medicine, that the people living where it Is prepared
are high in its praise.

come

children
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Water!

Every

Can

Petroleum Stock

Eye

Will make the weakest eves strong,—removing all
in (tarnation and humor.
one should ueo it, as
the prevention of disease.

ceipts.

Lombard & Gore’s

Kidney intiamation, It Is also a wfinderful curative in all
throat and lung diseases. Ifcsoqubkiy and sooth ngly
allays intiamation, that hoarseness and soreuess are removed as if by magic. Numerous cases have been report-

Compound:

or

is Quicker and Safer than the Best
Physician in
the Land.
Let the wise always k«ei> a Box in
their house.

short time Subscription Books wi.l be opened
office only for portion of the Slook, due notice

of which will be

-A.d.vicQ

In a’l cases of local, sudden,
tacks oz disease, a box of the

Petroleum and Coal Co.,

!

time.
borne time in 1866, an individua1, who purchased
a bot.le lor a hard cough, was not only cured of the
CDUgh, but also oi a severe kidney complaint, of ten
ibis being truly a discovery,
years endurance,
the faot was mentioned to a sailliul physician, who
replied, in substance tnat, the bar* of white
pine was one of the best diuretics known, provided
its ^stringency could be counteracted. If the other
articles entering into the ooxnpcund would effect
this, a iortnne was in the medicine. The fortune bus
not yet been reached; but the hundreds of cures or*
iected by t^e compound, in the mnst aggravated
cases of KidDey diseases, including Diabetes. prwve
it to be a wonderlui medicine for such ailments. A
large number oi physicians now employ it, or reoom-

speaking in
Compound.

and

Dyspepsia

by druggists.
Among ail the popular medicines offered for sale,
to have gained lavor like the White
Pine Compound. This Mecioiue was fir-t made as
lately as tne spring of 1865, ana then merely tor one
individual, who was affected wiih an infl mmation
This inoi the throat. A cure was effected by it.
duoed others to apply for the same remedy, and
ILe ara great benefit.
every one using it received
ticle, however, went without a name till November
Compound.
following,wbe 1 it was called White Pinelor
the first
Ouring that month it was advertised

B E

ho

houra

Cures
Grravel,
And all Kidney Biieaies

June 12th, 18f4.
do certiiy that

T

been so

At

January 1st,

Catarrh of Ten

1, Ma. William Donnblly. comer of Dexter
and L> streets, South Bo-ton, do certify that my

Years

jan8d8m

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing under the

FOLLOWING REMARK ABLE CERTIFICATES.

Discovery.'1

ROBY & COW CREEK

-JOB-

ed.

ARRANGEMENT

o

Belfast

class, offer greater induce-

companies:

of the Conditiou of Massaboit
Country.
Insurance Company,
Springfield, Mass.,
Clyde-bm'lt STATEMENT
1866

fortnightly

as a

to persons of either large

We would call special attention to the following

Weddinty

The well-known favorite

Iron steamers of the Anchor
Limb of
Stvainolllps.* UXBHRM A.” “CALEDONIA,” ‘BRITAN
nia” and “United J< inodom,” are intended to Rail
to and from New York,
carrying passsngers to and from Liverpool, Glasgow,

in

a vest

Petroleum and

w'«

Atlantic Wharf. Portland,
uesday, Thursday and
M .and India Wharf, Boston,
W<)<lnP8dsT. Thursday and

to i

ly fortunes to thousands of persons.

sending order from the country may rely on
receiving prompt attention.
We execute all orders in the sbortestpossibletime

Line.

sooal, unless notice is given and pa d for at the

Packet Company.

0"i££li£5£7fe

ONCS

Fare in Cabin.

75 Bleecker at, N. Y.

*^5*
may proporly

Liverpool to Boston,

Warren

Forest

and

Eastern

dtf

THE STEAMERS

HAIR!

soalp clean

Steamship Moravian,

on

Europe.

offer superior inducements to

we can

wishing

York,

Phil-

Petroleum Stocks.

Those

It la highly perfumed—makes the hair cask,
•or;, glossy and «»AOTircL, disposing it to remain in any desired position.
Stops the Hair from

Failing Out—promotes

Liverpool—

(according to accommodations) #66 to $80.
Steerage,
$30.
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
HUGH A ANDREW ALLAN,
6 G.T. R. &. Passenger Depot.

..

read

and

j,The splendid and fast Steamships
CHESAPEAKE, Capt Willabj>, and
Capt. Shbrwood, will

*

r

Passage to Londonderry

We believe
all persons

than any the world has

eet Stunner.

PORTLAND.

A Perfect Cure for

r
disease,
forever.

The steamship Nova Scotian, Capt.
sail from this port ior
Liverpool on SATURDAY, the 4th
Alavoti, immediately after the arrival of the train of the previous day from Montreal

and in

adelphia,

Suohinvestments,

Bill-Ilcade Ruled and Cut ii the Nepi«

Liverpool.

Brown, will

in New

on

No.
Ihe World’* Great

Cough.

no ono seems

Is mighty and must prevail; error is
impregnated
with death—consequently must soonor or iaie* fink
iuto oblivion.
In all the universe there Is
nothing fo completely
swallowed up iu error as the facts,
lorces, and motives conueoced with the
physical and mental constitution of the race.
Ihis sad state ox things is the result of
igi.oiance
ard blindness on tne pare of those who
profess to
administer health and die to the people, while in
lact, the majority ignore God from the system altogether. All physics find their existence in metaphysics, and can never be understood apart from
the same.
Thcrdaremen who make a business of treating
specific DIB MAS SB.
They prepare instruments,
too barbarous to think ol, with whioh to
experiment on poor silly victims, who have strength
neither ph.siually or mentally, to
undergo such

DB. J. B. HUGHES

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

Great Popular Remedy
Colds, Coughs, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Croup, and Whooping

Discovery!!! THERE

(18 Pemberton Square. Boston.
Owlcus 1410 Arch Street. Philadelphia,
(146 Bond street. New York.

!

OAR

have been many severe cases in Boston
and vicinity eared by the White tine Comcan be referred to, and hundreds of
which
pound,
cases of Kidney compla nts, cured entirely by taking
the White Pine Compound, having been reporteu

might

Beturn Tickets granted at Beduoed Bates.

3,140,630

811,183 600
TBV*TKB8:
Wm

Londonderry

Commission,

SPRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

—TO—

and

and Sell Oil and Coal Stocks

Buy

|Of every variety, style and cost,

Hand-bills.,

Carrying the Canadian and United States Mails.

STREETj

Boston,

Business and Professional Cards,

Loavo Portland for Boston, at 8.46 A.M. and 2.30

Montreal Ocean Steamship Oo,

STATE
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Will bear favorable comparison with any establishment in the city.

P. M.

STEAMBOATS.

EXCHANGE!

machinery,

Book and

dool4

Leave Boston lor Portland at 7.80 A. M. and 2.30
P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 A. M. and
6.00-P. M.
These trains will take and leave passengers at way
stations.
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston dally.
FBANC1S CHASE, Supt.
oc31 edtf
Portland, Nov. 4,1884.

die-ase which infeetf

effectually by

NATIOfli

THE

The

For

Kidneys,.Constipation,Grave],riles,

TCRTH

furnished with all tbs ap-

in

modern

MoBSE7supt.

ARRANGEMENTS,
Commencing Nov. 7th, 1884.
Passonger trains will leave the 8taw'W^^WHEtion. foot of'Canal street daily, (Sundays c it espied) as follows:

PETROLEUM 10 COAL STOCK

of

KM

WINTER

January, 1866.

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi

ol the
Faralysis, with all and every
the human body, cured
8

Metaphysical

proved

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance

Diaeas

_

WHITE PISE COMPOUND,

Scrolulu. (liinanmntiftn. Broncbiai
D.iusuhfe* Diseased Eves, Does
otthe Hair,
Dyapepsk, fcnUrgament of the liver,

Mrs. M. G. BROWN’S

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING.

PORTLAND, SACO A PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.

whale.”

LOMBARD & GORE,

unrivalled

onr

DR. POLAND'S

Aiieouon*, inroai

Boston,

—

ahark t”

Discharge* frrm the Ear, Catarrh,
Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Asthma,

PRICK $5.00.
Attention is respeutfhlly invited to
facilities for executing in

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Noises in the Head,

$

VOHK A CUMBERL AND RAIL ROAD.

—

cheldivu,

PETROLEUM!

PORTLAND, ME.

Sle,

“Wahl,

DEAFNESS,

MEDICAL

__MEDICAL.

~

N. A. FOSTER & CO.,

two days longer
gives it the fullest cbance to do its work before anything at all is done.
Intelligent drugists know that all medicines
Bold for coughs, colds, consumption, and tickling in the throat contain opium in some
iorm or other. They repress the cough, but
do not eradicate it—lienee the first purchase
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY,
Meanpaves the way lor the second or third.
Of Gunada,
while, as it is the essential nature of opium to
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Close up, to constringe, to deaden the sensiof
On and after Monday, Nor. 7,1864,
bilities, the bowels do not feel the pressure
ftjS^Wwtrains will run daily, (Sundays exoopttheir contents calling for a discharge, and
eu j unm umber notice, as follows:
all
orof
three-tonrth
cause
of
the immediate
DP TRAINS.
dinary ailments, such as headache, neuralgia,
Leavo Portland for Boat n Paris and Lewiston at 7.40
:
dyspepsia and piles.
A. M. Also Island Pond, counecting there with
Warmth and abstinence are safe and certain trains ior Montreal and the West, at 1.25 P. M.
cures when
applied early. Warmth keeps
DOWN TRAINS.
the pores open, and relieves it of the surplus
Leave South Paris at 6.45 A. M., and Island Pond
at 6.60 A. M.
which oppresses it while the abstinence cuts
off the supply of material for phiegm, which
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
wouldjothewise have to be coughed up. [Hall’s any amount
exceeding 860 in value, and that perJournal.
sonal, unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every 8600 additional value.
C. J. BttYDG Es, Managing Dirooter.
“Drawing out Intelligence.”
The
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
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